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Preface.

LLn the following pages are set out the remains of the earliest survey of the district

about Harran, of which we have any record. I am not without hope that the light shed

upon early life in Mesopotamia, the people who dwelt there in the /"^ Century B. C, their

occupations, nationalities, and relation to Assyria, may be found interesting by many readers

who have not the special knowledge nor the leisure for an extensive study of Assyriology.

Indeed I have edited these ancient records quite as much because of their general interest

as for their value to specialists.

The full and accurate knowledge of Assyria and Babylonia which has been won back

to us of late years by the explorer and the scholar in Semitic languages has removed a large

area of the ancient world from the obscurity of half understood allusion and semi-mythical

story, which for long constituted its only history. But Mesopotamia proper has as yet remained

under the same veil. Now it begins to emerge into light. Towns and cities long forgotten,

or only named in the vaguest way, may be located. The state of agriculture, trade, etc. the

conditions of land tenure, the relative strength of the sexes, the nature of family relations

and many other topics of importance for the students of those social institutions which had

so great an influence on Western civilisation are all touched upon.

The value to a great Empire, such as that of Assyria, or of Babylonia, of an accurate

record of the available population, its resources and occupations, must always have been

appreciated. We now know that from very early times (the third millenium B. C.) ample

material existed for such a census. Estates were carefully surveyed and the areas of the fields

estimated from actual measurements, correct to the last finger-breadth. The boundaries, names

of neighbours, of roads, canals, streets, or public buildings, adjoining, were exactly stated. The

class of land, corn-field, vineyard, orchard, or pasture, the names of the tenants or serfs and

the average yield were set down. Boundary stones engraved with the minutest details of the j
adjoining estate, and often bearing a short abstract of its recent history, were erected. So

many of these monuments have already found their way to European Museums that it is perhaps

not too much to say that were an accurate survey now made of Babylonia, with a notice

of the landmarks and boundary stones still in situ, and probably easily to be recovered, we
should be able to map out every town and village, road and canal, and most of the fields

in that ancient centre of the world's history. Such materials were at any rate then so fully

available that we may expect any day the recovery of a census of Babylonia. At present,

we have no such guide to ancient geography.

There is no reason to doubt that the greater part of Assyria was as well surveyed.

The deeds of sale, which have come down to us, though confined to so short a period, mainly

the 7"^ Century B. C, and chiefly concerned with the transfer of property to or from members
of the Royal Family, or officials of the Royal Household, are proof of this. The areas of
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the fields are stated as if long ascertained and probably unaltered from time immemorial.

Were our collections of such documents from Assyria of as general a character as the older

Babylonian texts, we could probably map out accurately, the towns, villages, fields, roads,

estates, vineyards, orchards, etc., with the names of the inhabitants, throughout Assyria from

the Chabur to the Tigris, and between the Tigris and Euphrates. The schedules of the estates

held by the greater landowners, even when we confine ourselves to those freed by the king

from certain imposts and duties, enumerate holdings in all parts of the Empire, from Carchemish

to the borders of Elam.

Unfortunately the Kouyunjik Collections of the British Museum, consisting of tablets

found at Nineveh, concern a very limited circle of landowners. The district about the old

capital Ashur,the neighbourhoods ofKhorsabad,Arbela, and even Kalah, are almost unrepresented.

We have good reason to think that explorations, at other sites than Nineveh, would recover

the most exact knowledge of the geography, ethnography and doubtless some of the history

of these centres of population. That such knowledge was available is proved by the scanty

indications we possess. Whether any general census or cadastral survey of the country was

ever attempted we do not yet know. That a census was taken for the district round Harran

we now know. There is reason to think that the kingdom of Harran was peculiarly related

to the kings ofAssyria, who may have been landlords there in a special sense. This relationship

may account for such a census being taken and for its being preserved, fortunately for us,

in the archives at Nineveh, rather than in the local capital.

The geography of the district is in a deplorably neglected state. I had hoped readily

to identify and locate the places named in the census of Harran and to lay them down on

a map. Most maps of the district represent it as a blank. Despite the pioneer work done

for the geography of Assyria and Mesopotamia, by Professor Delitzsch, in his Wo lag das

Paradies, and the contributions since made by various other scholars, the time at my disposal

forbade a search through scores of scattered articles. Besides it would have been necessary

to see what Arabic and Syriac geographers had to say in their works, mostly available as

yet only in M.S.S. at the British Museum and other Libraries. Such a research is quite beyond

my powers now, and imperfect as this work must be, it seemed better to render available

what material there was than to retain it until more work could be done upon it.

I desire here to take the apportunity to express my gratitude to my friends Professor

J. R. Harris, Professor P. Jen.SEN, and the Revd. J. H. Gray, who have read through the

proof sheets and to whose kindly criticisms the work owes much. Many suggestions, chiefly

from Professor JENSEN, which I was unable to incorporate in the text, will be found in the

corrisfenda and addenda attached.
'fa"-

Queens' College, Cambridge,

March la'^' 1901.

C. H. W. Johns.
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jfn^ro6ttC^ion.

The documents here published, all of them for the first time, (with the exception of a

few quotations in the British Museum Catalogue) were copied by me in the summer of 1898.

This was done with a view to ascertain how far they were, or were not, schedules of the pro-

perties, sold or leased under the contracts pubHshed by me in 'Assyrian Deeds and Docu-

ments,' quoted throughout this work as A. D. D. Such schedules are, of course, a necessary

appendage to the contracts themselves and a number of them will shortly appear in the

second volume of my work. These documents however soon shewed themselves to be a

distinct group, no less than the remains of a Census of Mesopotamia Proper, the district

round Harran. Dr. Bezold, in the Catalogue, had already referred one or two tablets to

the 'Census lists,' but he seems to have abandoned the term in his Index volume. I have

not been able to regard his use of the term as correct in any case. One at least is a

loan or advance of corn to certain persons, of the type usually described as 'heartshaped

tablets'.

Most of the documents here published are noted in the Catalogue as being like

K. 2017, but not all. Of course I am unable to say how many more fragments exist in the

Kouyunjik Collections, which belong to this group, nor do I know under what head to

look for them. It would no doubt have been desirable that all of the same group should

be published together; but who can tell how long it may be before that is possible.? These

will at any rate serve to render the type familiar, so that others may readily recognise and

add fresh fragments.

The study of these fragments has resulted in the making of many joins, so that out

of 43 fragments as originally numbered, there are now only 22 separate pieces. The addition

of one or two more connecting links would probably lead to slight further reduction.

I believe they really represent only 16 different tablets. I need not say, that I take no credit

for the many joins made, before I copied these tablets, and I dare say I have missed some

that I ought to have seen.

While so much may be added, any day, to what is here, it will be sufficient to make

these as clear as possible, pointing out the difficulties and lacunae^ rather than trying to

exhaust all possibilities of suggestion. The names, personal and local, the class of property

registered, and the type of document are the chief points of interest.

They constitute a true Census of the district covered by them. Not in the full sense

of the modern Census, where every person resident in the district at a certain date is registered

by name, with sex, age, and occupation noted But, as a Census, this will bear comparison,

with the Census in Egypt, or the Roman Census, or the Doomsday Book, which latter it

most of all resembles. The whole subject of quasi feudal tenure in Assyria, the land in some
cases paying tithe, as subject to the 'levy'; or being held as 'a bow, subject to the con-

Johns, Doomsday Book I
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dition of finding a bowman for the army, needs to be worked out. The exact nature of

the taxes paid and the claims which the king had upon his people must be known, and

more has yet to be learnt of the significance of the terms employed in speaking of the

estates, before we can be on sure ground in making a comparison between this and later

Census lists.

My task will be to make as clear as I can the various terms as they arise and to

render this portion of the subject available for further combinations. A certain amount of

repetition is perhaps unavoidable in approaching the same facts from different points of

view: but I have tried to be as concise in my statements as possible.

©efcrtjjften of i^t ZaBkte.

No. I, K. 2017, is about 8'/g inches long, and at its widest part 4'/2 inches wide. In

the thickest part, it must have been an inch thick, but is only ^/g in. at the edges. Judging

from what is now left of the tablet, it must have had four columns on the obverse, and

the reverse was also ruled for four columns, but the last or left hand column was left blank.

The columns are divided from one another by a double vertical line, with a space of ^/j^

of an inch between them. The columns are divided into sections by single horizontal lines.

In the first column there are more than 6 lines to the inch: there being 50 lines on barely

8 inches. In the second column there were only 46 lines to the same space; it is difficult

to say how many lines may have been in the other columns when complete.

The colour of the tablet varies from a bluish grey to nearly black: but the broken

part shews a tendency to red. The left hand lower corner of the obverse has been cal-

cined. The readings of lines 47—50 of Col. I are therefore rather doubtful.

This tablet has been selected for the first group, because Dr. Bezold, in the British

Museum Catalogue, regarded it as typical. After describing it at length, p. 386, he quoted

the text of the first section of Col. I; and the totals at the end of Col. II. Subsequently

he described many of these tablets, as 'like K. 2017.' As the others all came later in the

Catalogue, this was a natural method of proceeding.

This tablet however was not originally the first of the group to which it belongs.

For the totals at the end of Col. II enumerate jy irrise and // NU-kiri. In these two

columns only seven sections occur, but they name at least ij NU-kiri and no irrise. Nor

would matters be improved by supposing this really the reverse of the tablet, so that

the total would refer to the columns to the right and above this total. The total must

apply to the sections, and then the 37 irrise, or most ot them, were enrolled on the tablet

or tablets which preceded this.

This tablet shews most likeness to nos. 3, 4, 6, 8 and 13 below. These are written

on the same sort of clay, are of much the same thickness, and closely alike in script. I have

spent much time and thought in endeavouring to settle their order, but with no satisfactory

result. A few suggestions will be made in the notes, but I am not inclined to regard them

as of much value.

The tablets were all probably a little over 8 inches long and about 5 inches wide.

Each would therefore contain about 400 lines if fully inscribed. There seem to be about

16 or 18 different tablets, but I have failed to reduce the number by actual joins below

the 22 here given.

No. 2, now consists of K. 8125, K. 13002, K. 13134, K. 13201, K. 13202, K. 13205,

K. 13212, K. 13213, K. 13221, K. 14256 and Sm. 484. It now covers (partly) a space about
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5 inches square and is slightly over an inch thick in the centre. It certainly had four columns,

and they were all inscribed. The columns are much wider than on the last, Col. I being

over 1
1/2 inch and Col. II nearly two inches wide. The space between the columns is about

'/g'** of an inch. The horizontal division lines are single. There are on an average 6 lines

to the inch.

The colour of the obverse is red to red-brown, of the reverse a dull brown, raw

umber colour. The interior shews various shades from red to brown.

I am inclined to think that this tablet was written at the same time, if not by the

same scribe, as the last. The script is very similar.

In all probability nos. 1 2, and 20, given below, are parts of this tablet, although I have

failed to join them to it.

No. 3, K. 8134, is, as stated in the Catalogue, p. 898, about 48/4 inches wide by 2%
long in the longest part, and it is nearly i inch thick. In my opinion it is the upper por-

tion of the tablet and when complete must have been almost exactly Hke no. i. The spaces

between the columns are not so clearly ruled and were less wide. The columns are nearly

the same width, about i '/g inch. The average of 6 lines to the inch is well maintained.

The colour is grey to black, but more decidedly black than no. i. The script is the

same, and probably by the same scribe.

None of the fragments given below appear to join it and they do not seem to me
to have belonged to it.

No. 4, K. 4767, K. 11918, K. 13129, K. 13548, is now nearly 4 inches long and ^'k

broad. It is quite an inch & a quarter thick in places. It is of a soft red clay and in my
opinion is not baked. It is very badly preserved and many characters are badly rubbed.

None of the fragments given below appear to join it. There were probably four

columns each side, but this is not easily settled. The width of the columns is about i^/j,

inch, and the columns themselves are
'/s

inch apart. On the average, in the best preserved

parts there are 7 lines to the inch.

No. 5, K. 4729, is, as stated in the Catalogue, p. 657, about 3'/8 inches wide, s'l-i
long,

and I Vg inch thick towards the centre. It certainly was the upper portion of the tablet

and when complete had 4 columns. The width of the columns is about i '/g inch, with a

space of 1/4 inch between them. The average of 6 Hues to the inch is well maintained.

The ground colour of the tablet is a pale ochre, or drab colour, but the obverse has

been smeared over with brown; which would probably wash off. The script on the ob-

verse is very lightly impressed, as if the clay had almost hardened before the scribe began

to write. This gives a somewhat unusual appearance to the script, but on the reverse it

is exactly like the rest of this group.

None of the fragments given below seem to join it. But there is a possibility that

nos. 10 or 20 really belong to it.

No. 6, now consisting of K. 4754, K. 11396, K. 11416 and Sm. 178, is about 3 '/« inches

long, 1
3/4 inch wide and nearly one inch thick in the thickest part. The width of the

columns is just one inch and there is a space of rather less than a quarter inch between

them. There are 6 or 7 lines to the inch. The script is precisely the same as nos. i, 2

and 3. On the reverse the last column was left blank.

The ground colour is a dull dirty brown, turning reddish on the surface & nearly

black in places.

No. 7, now consists of Rm. II 130 and 79-7-8, I02 and is 4% inches long by 4^/3 inches

wide. As only one side is preserved we can only guess at the original thickness. The
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columns are about I'/g inch wide, with a space of ^j^^ inch between them. There are six

lines to the inch. The clay is a light whitey brown to buff with splashes of pink here and

there. It was well baked. The script is bright and clear: and rather like that of nos. 9, 15,

19&21 below than those already noted.

The columns on the obverse were written so wide that there are only three, but

with 4 possibly on the reverse and some lines written on the edges, the whole contents

would be not far short of the other members of the group.

No. 8, K. 8179, is about 4 inches long, 2% wide, and rather over an inch thick. The

first column is an inch and quarter wide, but the first column on the reverse is half an

inch wider. The space between the columns is under half an inch. There are at least

seven lines to the inch. The colour is black all through, and the script rather like no. 5.

It is obviously the lower left hand portion of the tablet.

Dr. Bezold, Catal. p. 902 does not remark its likeness to K. 2017.

No. 9, K. 9728 joined to K. 13217, is now nearly 3 inches each way. As only the

first side is preserved it is impossible to state the original thickness. The width of column

is just over an inch and the space between the columns barely '/§ inch. The colour is a

very light blue grey and the tablet quite hard baked. There are rather more than seven

Hnes to the inch. The script is very bright and clear, more like no. 7 above than the

earlier numbers.

No. 10, K. 13132, now joined to Bu. 91-5-9, 103, is about 2^/4 inches long by I'^j^ inch

wide. As only one side is preserved we can only conjecture its thickness. The columns

are about one inch wide, with barely one eighth of an inch between them. There were

clearly four columns a side. The tablet is well baked, with a grey to buff colour, at times

verging on a pale green. The script is bright and clean rather like no. 7.

No. II, K. 131^4 and K. 132 10 is now about I'/s inches long by nearly 2
'/.^ inches

wide. It is a mere flake off the surface. The script is small, about 8 lines to the inch. It is a

brown colour, with a sort of polish on the surface. One column is about one inch wide,

but the first is much wider. The script is very like no. 9, and probably this was part of

the same tablet though it does not now join it. No. 16 looks very similar also, and pro-

bably belongs to the same tablet.

No. 12, K. 13208 and K. 132 15, is nearly 2 inches each way and was probably an

inch thick. One column is an inch and an eighth wide. The space between the columns

is about '/g inch. The colour is red brown and the script very like that of no 2. There

are about 7 lines to the inch.

No. 13, K. 8957 is 2'/8 inches long by 2^/4 inches wide and nearly an inch thick. One
column is nearly an inch and a half wide and the distance between the columns is nearly

^/iii
inch. The colour is brown to grey, with a limy texture below.

No. 14, K. 13394 is about l*/g inch long and nearly an inch wide, it is only a flake.

The colour is black on the surface with a dull reddi.sh hue inside. It is very like no. 22,

and with it probably formed part of no. 6 above. There are about 6 lines to the inch.

No. 15, K. 13224 is about one inch long and hardly three quarters of an inch wide.

The thickness is not to be estimated. Almost the full width of the column is preserved:

and the space between the columns was over
'/s

inch. It is a well baked light blue grey

clay. The script is large and clear only four lines to the inch. It is most like no. 9, but

could hardly belong to the same tablet, unless the scribe spread his writing out very widely

for some reason. There seems no reason why it should not belong to the group otherwise.

At any rate Dr. Bezold, Catal. p. 1296, regards it as 'like K. 2017.'
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No. i6, K. 13203, is 1V2 inch long by about */4 inch wide. It is only a flake. It is

brown to grey, has about 6 lines to the inch and looks very like no. i. The column was

nearly an inch wide, the space between the columns very narrow, a tenth of an inch at most.

No. 17, K. 13204, is i^/g inch long and I'/g inch wide: only one side is preserved.

The space between the columns is nearly a quarter of an inch. The clay is red and soft:

the surface has been badly rubbed so that many characters seem slightly impressed. There

are about 8 lines to the inch. It is most like no. 2, and may be part of the same tablet.

No. 18, K. 12956 is two inches long and an inch and a half wide. It is a flake of a

pale grey clay, baked hard, with a narrow space, %^'^ inch, between the remains of two

columns. The script is sharp and clear, about 8 lines to the inch. The fragment is most

like nos. 7 or 9. Dr. Bezold, Catal. p. 1277, does not seem to recognise any likeness to

K. 2017.

No. 19, 79-7-8, 337, is a little over an inch long by an inch and a quarter broad.

It is a pale drab colour, hard baked, clearly written, about 7 lines to the inch. The divi-

sion between the columns is about a tenth of an inch w ide. It is very like no. 9, and also

like no. 21.

No. 20, K. 6951, is quite two inches long and about an inch and a half wide. It is

only inscribed on one side and we have no means of judging of its thickness. There are

remains of a column division at the left hand lower corner, about '/j'*' of an inch wide.

The script is almost exactly like no. 2, and I believe this to belong to no. 2, at the lower

right of the reverse: but there is no actual join. Dr. Bezold, Catal. p. 820 did not recognise

its likeness to K. 2017.

No. 21, Rm. 478, is about 1^/4 inch by i^/^ inch, a greenish grey, hard baked flake

from off the left hand edge of the tablet. The writing is clear and large, about six lines

to the inch. It has great likeness to nos. 9, 15 and 19. It could hardly belong to the

same tablet as no. 7, but has a close general resemblance. At the right hand lower corner

are remains of a space between the columns, about '/,q of an inch wide

No. 22, K. 14302, is about one inch long and an inch and a half wide. It is a very

thin flake, of a black colour with grey below the surface. It is clearly written with about

7 lines to the inch. The division between the columns is one eighth of an inch wide. It

might well be part of no. i, or of others in the group.

The other tablets described by Dr. Bezold, in the Catalogue, as 'like K. 2017,' are in

my opinion of an entirely diff'erent type. Any one who cares to copy them can, if he

chooses, prove that they are related to those here published. I give their numbers here

for the sake of completeness. They are D.T. 55, and 83-1-18, 395.

(RegtfiJer of t^i ZaBkiB.

The first column gives the Registration mark of the tablet as entered in the 'Cata-

logue of the Cuneiform tablets in the Kouyunjik Collection of the British Museum' edited

by Dr. C. Bezold. Unless otherwise stated the tablet is there entered as 'like K. 2017.'

O = the tablet is described as a 'list of objects (animals, &c.),'

P = the tablet is described as a 'list of names of persons, &c.'

K. 2017 no. I

K. 4729 no. 5

K. 4754 no. 6

K. 4767 no. 4

K. 6951 no. 20
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K. 8125

K. 8134

K. 8179, O.

K. 8957

K. 9728

K. 1 1396

K. 11416

K. 11918

K. 12956, O.

K. 13002, P.

K. 13124, P.

K. 13129

K. 13132

K. 13134

K. 1 3201

K. 13202

K. 13203

K. 13204

K. 13205

no. 2

no. 3

no. 8

no. 13

no. 9
no. 6

no. 6

no. 4
no. 18

no. 2

no. II

no. 4
no. 10

no. 2

no. 2

no. 2

no. 16

no. 17

no. 2

K. 13208 no. 12

K. 13210 no. II

K. 132 1

2

no. 2

K. 13213 no. 2

K. 13215 no. 2

K. 13217 no. 9
K. 13221 no. 2

K. 13224 no. '5

K. 13394 no. 14

K. 13548 no. 4

K. 14256 no. 2

K. 14302 no. 22.

Sm. 178, P. no. 6

Sm. 484 no. 2

Rm. 478 no. 21

Rm. II. 130 no. 7

79-7-8, 102 no. 7

79-7-8- 337 no. 19

Bu. 91-5-9, 103 no. 10

Z^i Qtafure of t^t ©ocumente.

Each tablet was divided into four columns a side, not all of which were always in-

scribed. Judging from what remains, each column contained about 50 lines. These columns

were further divided, by horizontal lines, into sections. These sections usually comprise

each the entries relating to one holding, farm, or homestead. They comprise one family

in most cases, but in case others lived on that farm they are included. The first person

named, the />ater fawi/ias, usually is named as 'son of so and so'. When both the names
are local names, Aramaic, Syrian, or Mesopotamian , as we may decide to call them, we
may assume that the holding was hereditary. This view is strengthened by the inclusion of

I. women as holders of farms. They doubtless held in default of male heirs. The occupa-

tion of the holder is then stated, whether irrigator, husbandman, vigniard, or shepherd, as

the case may be.

Then were enumerated his sons by name. These sons are often distinguished by
the marks' which form so puzzling a feature of the records. The 'mark 3' is clearly a

numeral, the 'mark SA' could also be taken as a numeral 4, but the 'mark SA' if taken as

a numeral would also be 4. The 'mark 5' is also a numeral, unless it be the sign /A.

Beside these a 'mark U-D" occurs and a 'mark GA\ When the totals of the entries are

made up by the scribe, he enumerates 'so many irrigators, so many husbandmen, &c.,'

then 'so many 3, so many SA, so many SA, so many 5, so many UD, so many GA,' and

adds these numbers to the professional men, as 'in all so many sMe,' or 'so many napsate,

souls'. These marks, I believe, refer to the class or kind of service due to the king from

the persons so marked: but what they mean exactly is not clear yet. Plantations were

also marked SA and so were crops on the soil.

The sons were not always named but sometimes merely counted.
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The women were not named, only counted. Monogamy appears to be the rule, but

is not certain, as no distinction is made between wife' and 'woman'. When two women
are mentioned, they may be a 'wife' and 'female servant'. Also when a man and several

sons are named, 'three women' may include his sons' wives. The daughters are counted

separately from the 'wives'. Daughters may be marked with any of the marks attached to

sons. The wives are never marked; nor \}a& paterfamilias. The brothers of the head of the

family and his sisters may be named. Two brothers occur together as holders of one plot.

No slaves are mentioned.

The head of the family and his wives are exempt from the marks, which may be

attached to any other member of the family. Many are not so marked, hence it seems

probable that after a certain time the claim, whatever it was, lapsed.

After an enumeration of the family, generally concluded with the total of their

number, the specification of the holding is set out. So many homers of land, so much

under crop, so many cattle, oxen, asses, sheep, &c. The vineyards are noted by the

number of vines, in round numbers; orchards, plantations, gardens, barns, houses, cisterns

or ponds, are entered. In the case of shepherds, the number of sheep, or goats, are given.

Camels are named, also horses.

In the case of other occupations, as 'coppersmiths,' 'ironsmiths,' the family is noted,

but no land is named, only houses. Part of the Census therefore applied to the industrial

population of a town.

Frequent totals and summaries occur and often allow of the restoration of laamae.

Each section closes with a statement of the name of the holding and its situation. These

are among the most interesting entries as they indicate the localities, and in some cases

the names of former owners. So far as can be seen the enumeration extended over the

vicinity of FJarran, Serug, Balihi, and a number of other towns in Mesopotamia Proper.

^%i ©ifWcf cevereJ 6j tge Cenfue.

This was some part of Mesopotamia Proper, that is the district north of the Euphrates

after it takes its great bend to the East and before it begins to turn South, and between

that river and the Tigris. How far to the West this district extended we can hardly tell.

The old Hatti kingdom at Carchemish may have been its next neighbour, and after the

incorporation of Carchemish into the Empire, B. C. 717, the Assyrian province of Carche-

mish would naturally be its western boundary, but we have no exact information as to how
the boundary Hne was drawn. It is most natural to suppose that the Euphrates itself

was the boundary. How far it spread towards the Tigris is also open to doubt, some way
up the hills now called Jebel Tur, at least, seems likely. The eastern boundary is even

more in doubt, for that way lay Assyria. But we may perhaps extend it beyond the

Chaboras.

Whether all this region was the kingdom of Harran is also an open question. At
what period this kingdom lost its independence we know not. Dr. Winckler argues with

much force that Harran was the seat of the iarrut kiiiati, which the Assyrian kings claim

to have possessed from the time of Adadi-nirari I. We have no account of the conquest

of this kingdom of Harran and it may be that its king had, by conquest or through some

royal intermarriage, come to the throne of Assyria. From that time Harran remained an

appanage of the Assyrian kingdom. The king was king of As.sur and Harran. It was the

constitution of Assur and Harran that Sargon extended to the northern cities of Babylonia.
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I

Hence it was in an especial sense crown-land, which may account for its being selected

' for the Census.

I

One of Dr. Winckler's arguments for the view that the kingdom of kissati was really

the kingdom of Harran was drawn from the singular fact that, despite the enormous

importance of the place, it never appears in the Eponym lists to have had a sakmi. If

Arpad, Rasappa, and Nisibis had their saknu, why not Harran.? Evidently because the

king himself was king of flarran. A sahiu was his deputy or lieutenant and represented

him at other places, even Assur and Niniveh had their saknu. But Harran stood in a

closer relation to the monarch. This argument speaks strongly for the origin of the

dynasty from Harran. And its validity remains unshaken by the fact, unknown probably

to Dr. Winckler, that in Post-Canon times Harran had a saknu. In B. C. 685 we already

find Tiri as saknu of Harran, A. D. D. 274, i)| and later the Eponym Sagabbu, B. C. 649 (?)

was bel pahati or saknu of IJarran; A. D. D. 333, R. 8 and K. 396. This merely shews that

the constitution of the rest of the empire was extended also to this ancient appanage of

the crown. We may here remark that our no. 5 seems to connect our Census with the

1 conquest of Gambuli and the transport of its inhabitants to the district of yarran. Whether

the mention of Halule in the same text justifies us in placing its date soon after the battle

there, B. C. 688, in which Sennacherib defeated the Elamite and Chaldean allies, is very

questionable. We may perhaps rather come down to Asurbanipal's defeats of the Gambulai.

But in any case, the district is that denoted above as the kingdom of Harran. The

city of IJarran is mentioned more often than any other. The scribe's summary in no. 10,

Col. II, lines 3 — 9, is most suggestive, '13 homers of land in the city of Harran, 1517 homers

of land round about the city Harran, 320 homers of land in the district, Mni, of Hau-

rina, 582 homers of land in the territory '. The meaning of these localisations is

of great importance. The term ina batte batte, see Del. H.W.B. p. 192 b, clearly denotes the

close neighbourhood, 'the outskirts'. On the other hand, kani, on which see Meissner, Suppl.

p. 85a, denotes the district of which Harran, or Haurina was capital. Winckler's meaning

of 'border,' in the Amarna tablets, is so far applicable here that when one crossed the

border of a city or district one was outside its kanu. This district was not so extended

as the tiagu or territory. Over a 7iagu would be set a saknu or bel pahati, while the kani

was the region within the borders of a municipal area. Exactly how far each extended it is

impossible now to say. Were our documents complete and could we identify each place

name with some modern Syrian tell or village, we should have a very clear idea.

The term alu applied to a city or village does not apparently imply a large number

of inhabitants. One single section, with only one family, may be termed an alu. Such a

small 'holding' or farm is more often called the al se of some one, probably its original or

traditional possessor. The practice of calling farms after some former owner still obtains in

England. The al se which may be an ideogram, combining the ideas of alu, the dwelling

place of a family, and of se, corn, as the indication of its agricultural nature, can hardly

be supposed to be read irse, in the sense of a resting place. But it clearly shews that the

idea of a town of streets and houses is not essential to alu. The contrast is rather between

the settled 'abode' of the agricultural or industrial folk on the one hand and the mere

nightly resting place of the ever shifting pastoral people. The towns proper grew out of

such elements and may still be called dl?i, though more properly inahasu. The fortified hol-

dings, or 'forts,' were birtu or halsu, 'the stronghold' dannitu. To render the sign IR by

mahazu in our texts would be to make nonsense of the documents. Harran was a real

mah,azu, and Haurina also probably, but many of these sections are only 'homesteads'.
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Their names are not likely to have survived unless they afterwards grew into towns. We
must distinguish between the alu, which consist of one section only, and are only distin-

guished from the al ie in that they have a name of their own, and those a/u which have

a kani and are able to include the others within their borders. The a/am, 'Atana, Badani,

and fjansuri were in the hhii of Harran, as were the a/ se Arrizu and Kaparu. On the

other hand the alani, Aanata, Bir-nari, are said to be in al BaHhi. Here no doubt much

the same sense is expressed, but it looks as if Balihi was an alu that did not possess a kani.

The 'city' Balihi can hardly have included two other 'cities'. It seems that Balihi was a

district with a nucleus of a township in one spot called al Balihi, while two other nuclei

existed, doubtless much smaller, with names of their own, but regarded as parts of it.

Cities proper probably had their kani, within which many villages could find room. Besides

PJarran, Dur-Nabu, Til-abni, and Tinuni had their kani. These therefore are, with H^urina,

the most important towns named in our documents. In the next rank, Balihi, Hasame,

Nurra , Sarugi, and Pidu'a, are important enough to have alani in them. These may
possibly have acquired enough importance for their names to have survived in the modern

nomenclature. The other names of alani may denote places of equal importance, but we

have not the same reasons to think so.

There is one term further used to describe the situation of these farms, which needs

careful handling. The al Haniede for example is said to be ina kipani. One thinks at

once of the mat Kipani named by Asurnasirpal, I. R. 25, 93. This is usually located too far

to the north. It would be very difficult to suppose, that after crossing the Tigris and

being in a position to receive tribute from Kummuh, and then immediately to attack cities

of the Hatti-land, A.surnasirpal was really near Harran. He may have been, but it seems

a round about way of getting there, and even more remarkable that he does not mention

his vicinity to the great city. Besides, the scribe here does not say ina mat kipani, but

ina kipani. Without insisting on the differences in spelling, the absence of mU in our

case seems really to distinguish the districts. The word kipani looks Hke the plural of kepii,

an official, who was specially in charge of the non-municipal districts. Dr. Winckler, A. O. F.

p. 24, points out that the Assyrians appointed a kepu, at the court of a foreign prince who
had become a vassal, to direct the government. But the frequent occurrence of the kepii

in the contracts assigns him a different place. While a province had its saknu, represen-

ting the royal person there, a true viceroy, who was also as the administrator of the pro-

vince, its bel pahati, the cities had their hazami and the country districts their kepu. That

a kepu was never chief magistrate of the town where he resided is too much to say, but

he was the chief official of a district rather than a city. As we now distinguish between

the city and the county of Cambridge and each has its own governing body, so it seems

the kepu was the governor of the kipani. Hence I have rendered ina kipani by 'in the

county'. I imagine that while Harran had its saknu, or viceroy, whose authority under the

king was supreme, who commanded the troops, and as bel paf}ati collected its revenues

and taxes; the city Harran had its /ja,zanu also, who was chief municipal magistrate, perhaps

hereditary, or locally selected; and the country portions round about lay in the kipani of

one or more kepu. I suspect that the authority of the f^azanu extended through all the

kani of Harran, that of the kepu over the outlying nagu. Such at any rate seems to me
a theory consistent with the Assyrian Deeds and Documents, although it would take too

long, even if it were proper, to set forth all my reasons here.

Hence I consider that the phrase ina kipani, while perfectly definite, as a locality at

the time and place when and where it was used, does not help us to locate the farms to

Johns, Doomsday Book, 2
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which it is applied. Only it does exclude them from either being iti any of the towns of

the first rank, or in their kani.

If the above considerations be just, it may seem that we have reduced the geogra-

phical contribution to a very small amount. I am afraid that is the truth. Harran we

know, and its position exactly. I am inclined to place Sarugi at Serudj, rather more than

half way between Harran and Birejik, see Sachau, Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien,

p. i8i ff. The great suitability of the black brown soil for culture marks the district as one

of great natural fertility. The city Balihi of course lay somewhere on the river Balihi,

and probably south of Harran, as the branches of that river reach little distance to the

north. Without further guidance, or exploration of the region, it would be difficult to fix

on any of the modern names for the site. For Haurina we may perhaps compare the

Haurina of VR. 7, in, but that seems to be either in the Hauran, or a mistake for Hau-

rani. It would be too far west. There is a Horrin given in Sachau, p. 400, as a little S.

of Mardin, which may once have been important. But that seems too far E. for our pur-

pose. The Til-abni should perhaps be placed near Resaina, the source of the Habur: but

where it was exactly I do not know.

The order in which the places are named is of course possibly geographical. But

as we usually find all the vineyards grouped together and the cornlands also, while the

shepherds and their flocks are put in one column, it may be that this order is purely acci-

dental For convenience of reference, I will here summarise the data deducible from the tablets.

No. I gives rt/Hanana, in Sarugi; al Maribe-uari, kani Ti\-a.hni\ al ie iarri the king's

vineyard, kani al Dimmeti, ina kipani; al se Bel-abua, kmi al . . . . kua, ina kipani; al Ha-

inede, ina kipani; another al whose name is lost, ina kani of some city whose name is lost;

al lanata, kani al Haurina; al Gaduata in al Hasame; al 'Atanu, kani Harran, al lanibir

suljuri, ina kipani. These were all vineyards, and seem to have lain between Serudj and

Harran. The next column is too damaged to give any hint, save that there was an al

Bana The reverse gives now no city names.

No. 2 puts al si' Gurraba, ina kani Dur-Nabu ; next after al ie 'Ana in al Nurra ....

Also a farm whose name ends in -butu, kani al nali, before al Makrisu, in ^/ ri-e.

On its reverse it names al se Birhanu, and til se Kaparu, kani Harran, but with a wide

break between them.

No. 3 gives al Tullini, kani Harran, next before another farm, whose owner is given

but no situation. In the next column we have al se Arrizu, kani Harran, but do not know
the name of the next farm. The third column only recapitulates how much lay in Sarugi

and how much kani Harran. The next column also is concerned with totals. The reverse

in Col. V gives al Hansuri as kani Harran, but does not indicate the next situation. Col. VI

gives no situation, Col. VII only states how much was kani Harran and how much ina

kipani. Col. VIII mentions al se Adalal, but not its situation.

No. 4 puts an al hu-ri, kani Harran, next before a farm in or near Balihi and

follows with al se Urdi which we learn from no. 13, was bamat sa ina danniti. Then a

farm in or near Harran is followed by i^J/Badani, ^rt«/ Harran; next byrt/Aanata, in Balihi.

The next column had a farm, kani Harran, followed by al Saidi, kani Harran, then al ie

Si(?)-tul-ij . . . ., without situation, followed by Inabir-manat.

The reverse sums up, so much ina kani some city, naine lost, so much in Sarugi.

Then in the next column, we find al Ribit-Rimani-ilu, followed by al Hansuri kani

Harran, the next farm, name lost, being ina kipmii, the next called usi, also ina kipani,

and the next, name lost, the same.
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No. 5 gives a whole column as al Berapsiai, without sa}-ing where it was; gives the

next column as al Gambulai, and mentions in the third column al Nampigu, which looks

very like Membidj, al Humu probably, and al Berapsa, but without indicating their locality.

The reverse names al Humu in the same way.

No. 6 gives al In-Sama.s, kani some city, name lost, then al se Naga, {kani) PJadatti.

On the reverse it names al se Lake, and al se Adadi-bi'di in this order, but with no other

localisation. On the next column it mentions al se Rimani-ilu, with the suggestion that it

was colonised from Gambuli, which explains the reference to al Gambulai in no. 5.

No. 7 appears to deal with a number of coppersmiths and ironsmiths, but does not

locate them.

No. 8 places al Harnu-Zaen iiia madhar sa al Bali^i, 'in the desert of Balihi' and on

the reverse names al Tasume.

No. 9 gives al Halide as ina kipani; then in the next column has the order, al Han-

(suri), ka)u fjarran; al Dahmuri, ina kipani.

No. 10 is concerned with totals, the only important passage being that already quoted.

No. 1 1 also mentions al Halule, followed by an al \m.

No. 12 mentions the al se of the god Ter as in al Immirina. The preceding section

seems to have been in or near an al whose name ended in -jia.

No. 13 gives al se Hamu kmn al Tinune; al se Akaru in al Pi-du'a. Also in another

column al se Urdi as hamat ia ina danntti, *a high place which is in the stronghold'.

No. 14 puts al se Lahe-ili in Sarugi.

No. 15 puts f?/ Bir-nari in Balihi.

No. 16 puts a farm whose name ends in a-ia in the kani of yarran.

No. 17 mentions al Me
No 18 makes an al Sim to be kani al Mar , and ina kipani.

No. 19 gives an al se amel as katti Haurina.

No. 20 has no place name.

No. 21 gives al se Naga as kani al se Karihi: and further mentions al Gadise as if

close to the last

No. 22 gives no place name.

Disappointing as are these scattered limits, they are sufficient in my opinion to locate

these places in the small area around PJarran and to the south and west of it, down per-

haps to near Ragga. The locality is one Httle explored and not much mentioned in other

inscriptions. Hence even this information has its value.

'Zr^t proper namee.

The personal names occurring in our documents shew many marked peculiarities.

The Assyrian and Babylonian personal names are for the most part of a well marked type.

A very good account of them will be found in the IX"' Volume of Cuneiform Texts be-

longing to the publications of the results of the Babylonian Expedition of the University

of Pennsylvania. There on pp. 20—29, Professor Hilprecht points out the leading types and

adds a summary of results for Aramaic and Persian names.

The most characteristically Assyrian-Babylonian form is that which consists of three

elements, the name of a god, a verb expressing his action and the name of the object of

that action.. A familiar example is Nebuchadrezzar, Nabu-kudur-usur, 'Nebo preserve the

boundary'. Sennacherib, Sin-ahe-erba, 'Sin has added to the brothers,' also shews the same
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order of ideas, god, object, verb. The order may be different as in Asur-nasir-aplu, 'Asur

is preserving a son', or 'ASur son-preserver'. As the nominative to the verb usually

follows the verb, the divine name may be last of all Except a partiality for certain gods,

there is nothing to distinguish Assyrian for Babylonian names. The vast majority of the

Assyrian names of the Sargonide dynasty are of this type. A more minute classification

of names at different epochs will shew not only the predominance of certain cults but also

of certain ideas concerning the action of the gods in human life.

The next most common class of names in Assyria and Babylonia is those which

consist of two elements only. This is swelled by not a few names derived from the first

class in which one element has been dropped. Thus Sum-iddina, he has given a name

,

implies a god, whose name is not expressed. But the names that consist of only two

elements properly, like Samas-nuri, 'Samas my light', Nabu-abi, Nabu my father' are not

exclusively Assyrian or Babylonian in type. They have close parallels in Aramaic, Hebrew,

and Phoenician names. When the name consists of a divine name and a verb, like Ilu-

iddin, 'God has given', there is nothing but the actual words used for 'god' and 'giving' to

mark nationality.

The divinities occurring in composition in proper names in Assyria are well known.

A.sur, Nabu, Bel, Samas, Sin, IStar, are the commonest. Marduk names are mostly Baby-

lonian, Asur names usually Assyrian, though a considerable intermixture of peoples had

taken place in the 7''' century B. C. Such divine names as Adar, Ninip, Nusku, Nergal are

really conventional readings of the Cuneiform signs and lack phonetic certainly.

When we examine our documents, we at once meet new divinities. These must first

be noted and then a comparison can be made of the other elements compounded with them.

So far as I am aware the name of this divinity is only known from proper names. In

our documents we have the names Na.shu-gabri, NaShu-idri, Nashu-nadin-aplu, Na.shu-sakap,

Na.shu-sama'ni, Na§hu-katar(i), Akturla-Nashu-milki, Luna-Nashu, Manki-Na.shu, Mu.sallim-

NaShu, besides a few fragments of names in which the other part of the name is uncertain.

In these cases the name is spelt Na-a§-hu. The reading Naspak is however excluded by

the variant form Na-suh. We have also the names Na.§uh-dilini, Nasuh-dimri, Na.shu-lauani,

Na.suh-li', Nasuh-na.sir. As far as I know the name Na.shu only occurs outside these docu-

ments in the name Nashu-aili, found on the contract 82-5-22, 176, published Corpus, inscrr.

Sem. Pars II. t. I. p. 35f. That name was borne by a siikallu of Niribi, probably in Syria.

This contract places beyond question the divinity of Nashu by placing before it the deter-

minative AN. The names Nashu-nadin-aplu, Musallim-Nashu, Nasuh-li', Nasuh-nasir are of

the Assyrian type, that is we might replace Nashu by Asur and obtain names which occur

in the Assyrian Deeds and Documents. But this is deceptive. Nashu-nadin-aplu is written

Nashu-AS-A, and, while AS-A is certainly read naditi-aplu in an Assyrian name, we are not

sure of the reading here. For example, we may imagine natanu to take the place of na-

danu, and bar to be read in place of aplu. So DI-Na§hu is read Mu.s*allim-Nashu, because

DI-Nabu exchanges with Mu-.sal-lim-Nabu, but instead of salami/ we may suppose salamu

was really meant. We read Nabu-DA as Nabu-h', but we do not know for certain that

Na§uh-DA was read Na.suh-li'. Asur-PAP-ir is certainly read Asur-nasir and Nasuh-PAP-ir

could hardly be read otherwise than Nasuh-nasir, because the ending-/;' is phonetic. Be-

sides, these names were written by an Assyrian scribe, who used the signs to express their
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usual sounds almost certainly. We may therefore feel fairly confident that our readings are

what he intended, but we can build no argument upon them.

But these elements -nadin-aplu, Mniallim-, li, iiasir, are Assyrian. We therefore must

admit that the Assyrian conquest had affected the personal names of the people. These

are hybrid names formed after Assyrian models, in which the local god Nashu replaces the

divinity which an Assyrian would have preferred. But they serve this purpose for us, that

they stamp the word Nashu as the name of a god. We have already seen that this was

certain from the contract referred to above, but the certainty would have been little less

without that witness.

The elements which occur in the other names are rare in Assyrian documents and

we shall return to their examination later.

Who was Nashu.'' This question cannot be completely answered yet. The god

Nusku, as his name has generally been read, was prominently worshipped in PJarran. The

restoration of the temple of Nusku at Harran is the subject of the tablets K. 2803, 2813,

4451, Sm. 530, 671, and probably others ascribed to Asurbanipal. The reading of the name

Nusku depends upon the Syllabaries, where it is given Nu-us-ku, see Briinnow, no. 5682, but

another phonetic reading Nu-us-ku is given A. D. D. 113, R. 5. Hence there is little doubt

he is the god 103 of the Nerab-Stele, see Zimmern, G. G. A. 1899 p. 249. After his adop-

tion into the Assyrian Pantheon, (from IJarran.''), he may have taken on fresh attributes and

duties, but he was very likely originally a Syrian god. We may have a transition form of

his name in Nushu, see notes on no. 21 below. The progression Nashu, Nushu, 105, Nusku,

Nusku is interesting, if really genuine.

The evidence is slight but we may perhaps assume that in these documents we are

to read the ideogram, usually read Nusku, as Nashu. So doing we add to our list of

Na^hu compounds, Nashu-duri, Na.sliu-ilai, and Nashu-.sezibani. The last of these has a very

common Assyrian ending and all three may be equally well true Assyrian names, if we
read the first element Nusku. The god Nusku appears to have been in enjoyment of re-

venues from one of the farms in this district, see notes on no. 2, II. 1 5.

Judging by the number of names in which his name occurs, a more popular god

than Nashu was Si'. We have such names as Si'-iababa, Si'-ahadi, Si'-akaba(i), Si'-dikir,

Si'-dilini, Si'-dada, Si'-idri, Si'-imku, Si'-lukidi, Si'-manani, Si'-mata', Si'-nadin-aplu, Si'-napi,

Si'-nuri, Si'-saka, Si'-Simki, Al-Si'-milld, Manki-Si'. A glance at the list of Na§hu compounds

will shew how often Si' replaces Nashu. Although there is no case known to me where

Si' has the determinative AN, the evidence of his divinity does not end here. For there

are many compounds of Si' outside our documents. Si'-aili in A. D. D. 217, 5; Si'-banik,

A. D. D. 66, B. E. 2; Si'-gabri, A. D. D. 572, R. 6; Si'-gabbari, A. D. D. 263, 8; Si'-dala, A. D. D.

185, R. 16; Si'-diiri, K. 10345; Si'-usallim, K. 661; Si'-zabadi, A. D. D. 215, i; Si'-hailu, A. D. D.

578, R. 9; Si'-hari, A. D. D. 420, R. 2; Si'-hutni, A. D. D. 231, R. 10; Si'-turi, A. D. D. 5, R. 4;

Si'-imme, A. D. D. 126, i; Si'-ma'di, A. D. D. 231, 7; Si'-parakka, A. D. D. 273, R. 9; Si'-katar,

A. D. D. 193, R. 6; Si'-kitri, A. D. D. 6, i; and Si'-rahi, K. 108; testify to the popularity of

the cult of Si'.

The name is always written Si-'. We know that there was in later Babylonian docu-

ments a tendency to replace the letter « by the breath ', as in the writing Sahri' for

Sahrin. The alternative would be that the sign for the breath had acquired the value n.
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We should then recognise our divinity as the Moon-god Sin, whose worship was so distinc-

tive of IJarran. I have no doubt that Si' is merely Sin of Harran, but if Si' had been pro-

nounced Sin, the scribe would surely have used one of the ideograms of Sin, and not

resorted to the outlandish spelling Si'.

That there was a real difference in pronunciation appears from another consideration.

The name Si'-lukidi occurs on K. 625, Harper's A. B. L. p. 125, with a variant Se-lukidi that

could hardly have been written, if Si' were pronounced Sin. But this suggests that we may
expect other compounds of Si' written Si-e, or Se. We have Se-dala, A. D. D. 388, 3; Se-

hailu, A. D. D. 285, 5; Se-hasa, A. D. D. 387, R. 4; Se-iate, A. D. D. 283, 6; Se-ime, A. D. D.

282, I ; Se-saka, A. D. D. 194, i; Se-seki, A. D. D. 194, R. 4; Se-tini Rm. II. 3. The latter name

has in K. 645 a variant Si-tini, which suggests further that Si-dur-ukin, K. 1276; Si-natan, A.

D. D. 237, I ; and possibly Sigaba, A. D. D. 229, 5 are really compounds of Si'.

The parallels between the second elements of the compounds of Si', Se and Si, leave

no doubt of their identity. As in the case of the Nashu compounds, some of the above

readings are open to question on account of the polyphony or ideographic values of the

signs. Thus Si'-ahadi may really be Si'-aha-DI, i. e. Si'-aha-sallim, 'Si' preserve the brother'.

But in that case, an Assyrian scribe would surely have written PAP, or SES, in place of

a-ha. The evidence goes to shew that Nabu-PAP-DI was read Nabu-ahi-sallim, not Nabu-

aha-sallim. So Si'-usallim is written Si'-DI and may be read Si'-musallim or otherwise.

Si'-zabadi is hardly Si'-saba-DI, 'Si' preserve the servant', sahi.

The elements which shew an Assyrian influence are -nadhi-aplu, -niiri, diiri, iisallini, and

dur-nkin. Putting aside the possibility that these were otherwise read in Syria, we may suppose

the names formed on Assyrian models by the substitution of Si' for the more usual Sin.

The adoption of a god Si' into a popular Assyrian Pantheon, alongside Sin, is not probable.

As above, in the case of Nashu-Nusku compounds, we may question whether the

ideograms, usually read Sin in Assyrian names, should not be read Si in names borne in

our locality. Sin-eres and Sin-na'id however have such distinctly Assyrian second elements

that we can hardly suppose this likely.

<C>t^i.v focaf gele-

Among these we may perhaps place Adadi. The long contested reading of AN-IM
seems to have been finally settled as Adadi. The question was not whether AN-IM could

be read Adadi, that was clearly admissible for Syrian names, but it was not proved for

Assyrian names until Dr. Lehmann found the spelling A-da-di-nirari for the Assyrian mo-

narch's name, which had always been read Ramman-nirari. On this question, see specially

S. B. A. 1899 p. 118.

We could read Adad simply, but I think Adadi supplies a needed vowel before the

following consonants. Before a vowel I imagine Adad alone was heard. Whether the form

Dada, Dadda, was really in use in our locality does not appear. Unfortunately, as was so

long the case in Assyrian texts, we have no phonetically spelt example to aid us. The

ideograms, AN-IM, AN-U, or IM and U alone occur. Still we may assume that when the

Assyrian wrote down these signs he expected them to be read Adadi. If there had been

a doubt he would surely have written phonetically. With this reservation we may note the

names, Adadi-bel-usur, Adadi-bi'di, Adadi-duri, Adadi-hutni, Adadi-lukidi, Adadi-na'id, Adadi-

rimani, Adadi-?allim, all of which occur in our documents. As Adadi is now accepted as

an Assyrian god, we need not adduce other compounds of that name, where the other
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elements are also Assyrian. But where the second elements are parallels to those occur-

ring in compounds of Si' and Nashu, we may welcome the further establishment of those

elements. We have Adadi-iababi, A. D. D. 387, R. 8, Adadi-ladin, A. D. D. 627, R. 7; Adadi-

natan, 83-1-18, 75, of Rasappa; Adadi-rahau, A. D. D. 742; Adadi-rahimu, A. D. D. 268, R. 3.

Excluding those which shew Assyrian influence like Adadi-bel-usur, Adadi-duri, Adadi-

na id, Adadi-rimani, Adadi-sallim, which if native names are also purely Assyrian names, we

are left with enough to shew that Adadi was a local deity. In later times this divine name

was pronounced Addu: B. E. P. Yii. passim.

A god whose name is written Aa, but whose identity is much disputed, occurs in so

many Assyrian names that we must admit him like Adad into the Assyrian Pantheon. In

consequence of the passage of A-a, into A-i, and I-a, we are confronted with a very diffi-

cult problem. A-a may not always be a divine name, and I shall only adduce examples

where the second element seems to demand it. A-a-bu could be read Aibu and left as a

name, with a somewhat doubtful meaning. But it may be for Aa-abu, 'A-a is father', com-

pare Aa-abbu, A. D. D. 742. So too, Aa-amme, A. D. D. 296, R. 3; Aa-baba, K. 11930; Aa-

'da', Sm. 30; Aa-hali, no. S, VIII. lO; Aa-turi, A. D. D. 186, 3; Aa-iababa, K. 8774; Aa-ida,

Rm. 157; Aa-kamaru, K. 562; Aa-sammu, of Gambuli, Sargon Ann. 255; seem to stamp Aa
as a local god.

The reader will have already gathered an impression that the local names are of an

Aramaic type: that is, that apart from the distinctively Syrian deities the second elements

are Aramaic. We shall further strengthen this impression as we go on. The Assyrian

name for god is ilu, but that is always written with the ideogram AN. Did these people

about Harran say ilu} I think not. There is a curious name spelt Al-MAN, which we
should read Al-sarru, if Al had been an Assyrian god. We may set down Alman as a

possible reading, or even Alnis, but there seems no meaning to either. Now we have a

similar name Alla-MAN, this can hardly be phonetic. I venture therefore to read Aksarru

and Alla-sarru, 'Alia is king'. As MAN means 'king,' perhaps the name was read Al-malik,

hke Elimelech. But then the scribe would surely have written Alla-ma-lik. Now we al-

ready have had Al-Nashu-milki, Al-Si'-milki, where Al-Nashu, Al-Si' seem to mean 'the god

Nashu,' 'the god Si',' compare El-Shaddai. The name Al-tukla-ni.se must surely be 'Al-

cause the people to trust'. Mannu-ki-Alla shews the same divine name. Alia, A. D. D. 310, 7.

Hence we may fairly suppose that the people of Harran said Al, Alia, not ihi, nor EL
We have quite a number of names which with the ordinary Assyrian pTionetics we

should read as compounds of Ilu, Thus, Ilu-abadi, Ilu-akabi, Ilu-bani, Ilu-baru, Ilu-gabri,

Ilu-kia, Ilu-lasu, Ilu-nagi, Ilu-nadin-aplu, Ilu-natani, Ilu-nuri, Ilu-Jimki. Putting aside the cases

where Assyrian influence appears in the rest of the compound, we have a number of names

to shew that a god was worshipped whose name the scribe denotes by AN. We must

remain in doubt whether these had their first element pronounced as Alia or Ilu.

A hint may be given by the name I-la-i-abi. But this seems a phonetic spelling for

AN-a-a-abi. It is a difficult question whether AN-A-a is to be read Malik. Granting that

Malik was a divine name, such names as Nusku-AN-a-a, Nabu-AN-a-a, cannot be read as

Nu.sku-Malik, Nabu-Malik. That would imply that Nusku was Malik, or Nabu was Malik.

Such a name as Samsi-Adadi, does not mean 'Samsu is Adad,' but 'Adad is my sun'. The
interchange of AN-a-a, as a termination, with li'. It, points to a reading -ilai, which I have

adopted throughout this work. The name I-la-i-a-bi seems another piece of evidence in

favour of my view. I do not feel positive on the point, as the evidence is so slight either

way: but see my remarks in O. L. Z. 1896, p. 317b.
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The same sort of doubt that clings about the name IIu applies also to Istar. We
have Ardi-Istar, Istar of Humu, Nadi-Istar, Zer-Istar, in which the scribe has written the

ideogram XV or AN-XV. As Assyrian names we must read Istar, but was the Istar wor-

shipped at Harran or Humu called Istar, Astarte, or what? We are not in a position yet

to say. In all probability Istar was near enough to satisfy the scribe.

Judging from the names Han-dada, Han-suri, Han or Hani was a god or goddess

worshipped in this district. The name Hanpasanu, if it has the variant Ha-am-pasanu, may
not be a compound of Han, though the in might be due to the /, it is quite likely that

we have a different word altogether.

The existence of a divine name la has long been deduced from proper names like

la-habi, la-halu, but the point is complicated by id being the older form of i in the third

person singular of the verb, and the interchange of ia with a-a and a-i. The name la-abba

seems to be of some weight, if it is to be read Ta my father'.

The god Nabu was worshipped far away from Assyria, as has long been remarked,

and the occurrence of his name as a local god need occasion no surprise. But Nabu-ahe-

sallim, Nabu-balatsu-ikbi, Nabu-bel-ukin, Nabu-usalli, Nabu-usallim, Nabu-zakip, Nabu-killani,

and Nabu-nadin-aplu are simply Assyrian names. Only Nabu-ladi, Nabu-laka wear a local

appearance. Nabu-ailu, Nabu-idri occur in later Babylonian texts and Nabu-ialu, A. D. D.

174, 4. It rather looks as if Nabu was not much thought of in Harran at this period. Sa-

Nabu-su is an Assyrian name.

Ninip only appears in the names Ninip-eres, Ninip-usalli, simply Assyrian names. We
may not count him a local god.

The god Samuna appears in Samuna-nadin-aplu, he might therefore be as much an

Assyrian as a local god. He also occurs in the name Samunu-iatuni, A. D. D. 160, R. Ii;

and is clearly the Phoenician god Eshmun. We have no call to suppose him a local god.

There seems no doubt that Samsi is the local form of Samas. The names which

actually occur are Samsi-ilai, Samsia-abi, but Samsi-idri, K. 13448, may be added as similar
V

,

to those in vogue at Harran. We can hardly have any doubt as to the names Samas-ahi-

iddin, Samas-nasir. They are Assyrian, pure and simple.

One compound of Sala occurs. Sala-belsunu is pure Assyrian.

The use of Sarru as a divine name is always puzzling. Many of the gods appear in

Assyrian names as Sar-ilani, 'king of the gods'. Sar-ilani-ilai is an Assyrian name. But

when we meet with Sarru-dilini, Sarru-habi, are we to understand that these names imply

that to a certain extent the reigning king of Assyria was paid divine honours.? Or is sarru

another name for Samas, as Dr. Bezold takes it to be in the Fifth volume of the Cata-

logue? I believe the former supposition is the true one. This is confirmed by the fact

that not only Sarru, but also Ahu and Abu replace the divine names in all sorts of com-

pounds. Unless we are to suppose gods called Ahu and Abu, or that these are bye-names

of some gods, we must suppose divine honours paid to brotherhood and fatherhood. The

name Apil-sarri-ilai is very suggestive in this connection. No one surely supposes there

was a god called Apil-sarri, or that the 'king's son' was identified with Malik.

The god Ser was certainly a local divinity. In our documents we have Ser-ilai, Ser-

manani, and Ser-nadin-aplu. Besides we have Ser-idri, A. D. D. 391, 2; and if we may read

AN-BU, as Seru, we may add, Seru-dala, 83-1-18, 695, R. II. 30; Seru-dari, 83-1-18, 695, R. II.

28; Seru-nuri, A. D. D. 392, R. 4; Seru-seri, A. D. D. 360, R. 7; Seru-ilai, A. D. D. 83, R. 6;

Seru-ikbi, A. D. D. 105, R. 7. Setting aside those shewing Assyrian influence we have a very

local type about the others. The god Ser is certainly a local god.
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If we had any doubt about the existence of a god Ter, suggested by the name

Ter-nadin-aphi, it must be given up when we note that the 'farm' of ilu Te-ir is named in

no. 12, II. 9. He also is a local divinity.

The name of the well-known god Ate appears in Ata-idri: compare A-ta-idri,

A. D. D. 193, R. 3 and Ata-suri, A. D. D. 207, R. 2. As the name in Aramaic inscriptions

appears as Tiy, we may perhaps recognise it also in Hat-pimunu, A. D. D. 38, R. 4, unless

this is Egyptian.

Further, Atar appears in Atar-bi'di, Atar-idri, Atar-pimdi. To these we may add

Atar-gabri, K. 132 10; Atar-hamu, A. D. D. 198, 3; Atar-suri, A. D. D. 148, 4; Atar-kamu,

A. D. D. 321, 3; and perhaps Atar-ilu, the Eponym of B. C. 673—2.

To sum up, the Mesopotamian-Syrian Pantheon as revealed to us by our documents

embraced Si', or Sin of Harran, Na.shu or Nusku of Harran, Ata, Atar, Aa, Alia, Hani,

Nabu, Samsi, Ser and Ter. The gods Ilu, Lstar are perhaps to be identified with Alia, and

Atar. Others were known, but seem known as foreign divinities.

We now turn to what these people thought of their gods. The second elements

express the actions ascribed to or expected of the divinities. They also shew what was

the language of the district. We must exclude the elements that are formed on Assyrian

models, and then we get a very homogeneous group of words.

The term akaba, or akabi, in Si'-akabi is clearly the Aramaic 3py, found in Palmyrene

apyny, npSba, and in the names given by Hilprecht, Akkabbi-ili, Akubu, Ikubu, Nabii-hakabi.

Perhaps it is contained also in the old Babylonian tribe name Egibi. Si'-akabi means

'Si' rewards'.

The element gabri, in Si'-gabri, Nashu-gabri, Ilu-gabri, is the Hebrew and Palmyrene

•^a^, it also is found in the name Gabri, Gabbari, and the Edomite Kaus-gabri. Si'-gabri

means 'Si' is my champion'.

The element -dala, is found in Si'-dala, Ser-dala. Hilprecht gives Nabu-dala and com-

pares the Biblical Dalaiah. The meaning is not very clear.

The element -diltni in Si'-dilini, Nasuh-dilini, may shew the same root.

The ending -dimri is only found in Nasuh-dimri, and must be regarded as obscure.

The ending -zabadi in Si'-zabadi is very common. Hilprecht has Ili-zabadu, Ili-

zabaddu, Nabu-zabad, Zabdia, Zabidu, Zabudu, and the Palmyrene and Hebrew names

give it often: Elzabad, Jozabad, Zebedee are familiar examples. Si'-zabadi means *Si' hath

endowed'.

A more distinctively Syrian element is -idri. Adad-idri exactly answers to the

Biblical Hadad-ezer. Hilprecht gives Iddiria-ili, Ilu-idri', Nana-idri', all distinctly Aramean
names. The name ladarni'-ili, Idarinu'-ili, Idrani'-ili, which he gives, appears without the

divine name in our Idranu. Si'-idri means 'Si' is my help'.

The element katar, which occurs in Si'-katar, Nashu-katar, Ilu-katar, Hilprecht finds

also in Nabu-katari, which he renders 'Nabu is my rock'. To that Noldeke objected that

the Aramaic katarci was a loan word. However that may be, we have this element clearly

in use in 7* Century B. C. It also appears in kitru in Si'-kitri and probably in Aktur-la-

Na.shu; but we are not sure of the meaning.

The termination -saka, in Si'-saka, recalls Hilprecht's Karsakka' for which he com-

pares the Persian Bayaoaxi]q, Mrjdooaxxoc. We may perhaps add Se-seki and note the

frequently occurring Sakanu, which is clearly the same as the Phenician sakoii.

About the ending -sakap we are in some doubt. On the one side is the Assyrian

sakapu, on the other such names as .Sagibu, Sagibi, and perhaps Sigaba.

Johns, Doomsday Book. 3
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The ending -saindni, of which we have examples in Si'-sama'ni, Na.'^hu-sama'ni, may

have the same root as Simeon.

The ending -suri, in Ata-suri, Atar-suri, Hansuri, Aa-suri, occurs also in Ilu-siiri-ahesu.

Whether it is connected with -turi, seen in Si'-turi, Aa-turi, Aduni-turi, Turi-baltu, or not,

the latter probably means 'my rock'.

A more exhaustive examination of these and many others of the personal names

here recorded would take too long and indeed demand a wider acquaintance with Semitic

names than I possess. These specimens may lead others to take up the subject.

Other names which occur are Aramaic in type. Abda is the Nabatean S~2S, and

could only be Arda in Assyrian. Arnaba is perhaps a pet name, Palmyrene laDIS, would

be Annabu in Assyrian. A.sira is the Aramaic STiffiS. Zabda is the Aramaic SIST. Hal-

musu may be the Aramaic O^bn. Man}' more comparisons may be made, but there seems

sufficient evidence to stamp the population as Aramaic.

This is of course exactly what we should expect of the district of Harran. But it

is of importance, because we thus see that the native population are at home and we have

not to do with a mere settlement of foreigners upon the soil. We have a record of the

native people in their own homes. For government purposes they are enrolled, but not

transported to other lands.

There are a number of names which seem to me to shew an Arabic influence.

Perhaps the presence of the god Tor, whose name reminds us of Teri, father of Abi-iate,

is a trace of this. But it is at least probable that, when A.surbanipal waged war on Abi-

iate, his followers had swarmed into this neighbourhood. The identification of names as

Arabic is, however, rather precarious until we are in better position as to the actual names

of Arabs.

For example, was Nabu-ladi Arabic, or is the element ladi a local form. The

question seems to me rather difficult to decide.

On the other hand one family, in no. 5, I. i6fif., embraces several names that are

foreign alike to Assyrian and local types. Kakustu, son of Artalanu, with his brothers

Ubbuku and yumu, may have been Persian captives.

The chief sorts of forms which we meet with are two, the arable land as we should

call it, and the vineyards. Beside these we have other plantations and the pastoral

districts named.

T%i, w<x%h faitb.

The fact that it was 'ploughed* does not appear proininently in the names applied

to it. It was termed eklu, which appears in the Syriac sbpn, and the Biblical Acej-dama.

In all cases in our documents it is written ideographically ASA, in many contracts and

the older texts A-SA-GA, and sometimes 5yi alone. Perhaps originally it meant 'property,'

but this is not established. Whether the A in the ideogram marks its dependence on the

'water' supply is not clear, but that was very clearly its greatest need. The person always

associated with the 'field' is the irrisu. The irrihi always appears in our documents as

the man who works the irrigating machine. That was called nartalm, written isii PIN.
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The irrisu is written a7iie/ PIN. His duty was in the first place to water the land.

He might do this with a hand machine, agadippu, possibly a pole with a bucket at

the end, by which he would direct the water into the channels that watered the field. But

on all larger properties a more extensive apparatus was required. These were set, as we

are told, IV R 52, lb, ma ahi buri, beside the 'pit' or cistern. This pit was probably a

depression in the bed of a stream, or canal, deep enough for the buckets to work in and

out, or a pit dug on the field and fed from the Canal. These pits, giibbani, or bure, were

therefore of prime importance and they are often mentioned in our texts. The machines

evidently consisted of a pole with a bucket at one end and a counterpoising weight at the

other, like the modern sliadoof, and while in this primitive condition the ideogram isii APIN
was used to denote them. What the form of the larger machine was we do not know,

perhaps a set of buckets was fastened to a wheel and emptied into a trough or channel

as they came up. At any rate, they needed considerable power to work them, for on

K. 2014, we find that they needed two, four, six, or even eight oxen to work them; the

different ox-power machines being named accordingly, siinnu, rubh, sudiihi, sumvinrm. The

leather strap by which the buckets were suspended, or the pole hinged, was called kurussii,

or kalbatuni. The buckets were called dulati, the pole ziriku, as shewn by the passage,

K. 56,11. 14, diilati iiratta {isu) zirika ilabiia me idallu, 'he fastens the buckets, suspends

the pole, and draws up the water'. Whether with regard to the pole or not, one sort of

watering machine was called nartabu ariku. It was the boast of Tiglath Pileser I , that he

had set nartabe to work in all the land of Assyria. The word which he uses for setting

them to work, Iiisarkis, is the word rakasii always used of binding or harnessing cattle or

horses to their work. The importance of these engines is further shewn by their having

a special carpenter to look after them. The naggaru PIN inngin-i was a carpenter who

made or repaired the nartabu.

That all the land was capable of being watered may well be doubted. The watering

was probably done by means of shallow straight canals, and from this the word ereht may
have got the meaning 'to direct,' as well as in general, 'to plant'. The land actually brought

under irrigation was, I believe called arsu. In our documents whenever we have eklu

named as characterising the nature of the holding, it is carefully stated how much of it is

ariu. This is sometimes one half, usually less, often only a quarter of the whole. How
the rest of the land fared it is not easy to say. Perhaps it was left fallow for the time.

One of the terms applied to land so under cultivation was iiicrisu. This cannot

mean harvest, which was esidii, or eld7i. It must refer to the process which produced the

state described as ai-hi. Now the vierihi is usually contrasted with karabki, a word of

undetermined meaning and derivation. When land was leased for .six years, it was said to

be for 7 nierise, j karabhi. On the other hand, on K. 180, we have a number of homers

of land set down in two columns, equal amounts in each The columns are headed se zh-

and karabhi, thus we have 'lO homers se zer, 10 homers karabhi in al Bauibuki . Now in

our no. 20, 4, we have se zcr arsu and in no. 2, II. 4, zer arsu. Now it has long been

recognised that se zer, whether an ideogram or not, denotes 'seed-land,' sown corn-land.

We may therefore take merisu to denote the actual process of cultivation of corn, then

the piece of land so under crop, properly arsu, then perhaps the period of a crop. On
the other hand karabhi denotes the land not under irrigation at any rate. It may be this

was not actually fallow, but, if sown at all, would bear little without watering. If the terms

of the lease are taken into consideration it .shews that the land was fallow every other year.

One merisu denoted one year under crop, one karabhi the next year fallow. But we do
3*
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not need to .suppose all the land fallow at one time, only that on the whole half wa.s not

under crop. This applies of course only to that land, which was named in the lease. In

Mesopotamia, as our documents shew, less than half was ai-sii at one time, in many cases.

Although the term does not occur, I believe the rest was karabhi.

To omit this irrigation would be not only to injure the immediate crop, but also the

future fertility of the soil. Hence in a lease it is specified that the lessee shall carry out

this work properly, ekla ina ariliiti eras, 'the field at its irrigation time he shall water. It

was for this purpose rather than for ploughing that the ox was wanted. We rarely have

a plot of ekhi named, without the mention of one or tw o oxen. The ass is not so named,

perhaps by mere accident, or because it was too feeble for such work.

The holdings are approximately the same size, twenty to twenty-four homers of land

seems to have been the average. The number of persons allotted to this amount of land,

however, varies very much, and either there were slaves unnamed or the farmer must have

hired labourers for his harvest. The existence of .slaves is the less probable, because they

would have been liable to be impressed for public works, and their numbers at least would

almost certainly have been registered.

Cornland holdings are found, no. 2; A, 50 homers, 10 arhi\ B, 40 homers, 10 arsn;

E, 60 homers, at least 20 arsu; F, 30 homers, some arin\ H, 80 homers, 10 ariu\ no. 3;

A, 15 homers, 7 arsu; D, 30 homers, 15 arhi\ I, 20 homers, \o arsu\ L, 40 homers, \o ai-hi;

P, 40 homers, 10 arsn\ no. 4; E, 20 homers, no arhi; F, 20 homers, 2 arhi\ H, 12 homers,

no aj-h(\ no. 8; 20 homers, lo arsu; no. 13, B, 20 homers; no. 19, C, lOO homers, beside

many other cases where the figures are lost. The cornlands were also held together with

vineyards but seem then to be the private property of the vigniard, e. g. no. i, A & B &c.

There is evidently no fixed ratio of ai-su to the rest of the holding.

Usually a cornland holding had a house attached to it: sometimes two or more.

There was also a building or enclosure called an atru or adru. This must be some sort

of court, perhaps for the storage of grain, or other produce. The rendering barn which

I use is not meant to imply any definite knowledge of its construction. It was large enough

for the image of Nabu to be kept in the adru of the palace at Kalhi. That adru seems

to have been a chamber opening on the garden, see K. 629, Harper A. B. L. p. 60. In our

case the adru seems to have been a separate building, for we have 'one house, one adru.

As alread)' remarked the s;uhlm or biu-u was of great importance as a pool, or pit,

whence water could be drawn. The guhbu may also be a dr)' underground cistern for

storing grain, but whether this was usually so is doubtful.

The kiru, always written ideographically, IS-SAR, in these documents, is certainlj- a

plantation of some kind. In the contracts we generally find the vineyard specified as kiru

(isu) tillit: and the number of vines in it is specified next. In our documents it is usually

the case that the number of 'vines' is given, but the vineyard is not expressly named.

The person in charge of the vineyard is always called aviel NU-kiri. How that sign NV
was read we do not know. There is some indication that it was read rab. Hence without

prejudice to future discovery, I shall read the title rab kiri for the purposes of this article.

Of course in this connection we might render 'vine-dresser'. But as the kirti was not

always a vineyard, the more general term 'husbandman' is preferable.
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The plants grown in it are called isu BE-LIT. How this was to be read was long

a puzzle. Dr. Peiser, in K. B. IV, passim, read be-lit, Meissner p. 24, gave the reading be-lit

but without stating a reason. There is however a tillatu, Del. H. W. B. p. 707, which means

'a vine'. As our texts also give the spelling {isu) BE-LUT, it may well be that tillatu,

til/itu, tillutu, were in use at different times for the same thing. We have still the possibi-

lity that helatu, belitu, belutu were really meant. That the plants grown in such numbers

in plantations in Mesopotamia were vines is most probable from the climatic conditions.

The vine still flourishes there. The date-palm is not probable so far north. Of course if

we are sure that BELIT is really tillatu then there is no doubt at all. For the ideograms

IS-KA-RA-AN-GESTIN, IS-TIL-LA-GESTIN, and IS-PA PA-AL-GESIIN, all rendered

tillatu, can only mean the 'vine': see Del. H. W. B. p. 707, b. The numbers of plants, both

in the contracts and in our documents, named as in a kirii are very large; 10,000 occurs

often, and in no. 8, R. I. 2, the total in one district is given as 49, 300. Unfortunatelj- the

size of the vineyard is never given. Cornland is often held as well, but the number of

homers bears no fixed relation to the number of vines in the accompanying vineyard. In ^

fact in several cases the land held by a vigniard is said to be ramanisu, 'his own, shewing

plainly by the contrast that the land which he cultivated as a vineyard was not his own.

It is this consideration which makes me doubt whether these people were small farmers in

a modern sense. They were properly serfs and glebae adscripti.
•''

Vineyards with or without attached cornland will be found in no. i; A, 10,000 vines;

B, 15,000 vines; C, 29,000 vines; D, 6,000 vines; E, 5,000 vines; F, 4,000 vines; I, 7,000 vines;

no. 4; M, 13,000 vines; G, 4,000 vines; no. 6; B, 5,000 vines (twice); no. 9; C, 2,000 vines;

F, 4,000 vines; G, 2,000 vines; no. 12; C, 8,000 vines; no. 14; B, 5,000 vines, beside several

cases where the figures are lost. When cornland is held with a vineyard, it often seems

to be the private propert}' of the vigniard. Of course he had a house to live in, and the

house often had a garden. The 'barn,' or adru, was clearly an appendage, to cornland

only, as it is never mentioned with the vineyard unless the vigniard held cornland also.

When he did this, the amount of his cornland bears no fixed ratio to the number of vines

in the vineyard, so that we cannot suppose the number of homers given to denote the

area of the vineyard.

The wines most celebrated in Babylonia came from the north, from Isalla in Armenia,

Helbon in the Lebanon, Bit-kubati in Elam, and other places not located, as Tuliimmu, \

Zimzini, Aniabanu &c. The wines of the Habur were also noted.

The term kiru also includes orchards, or plantations of fruit trees, and gardens. The

kiru U-SAR i. e. kit-li urki, is literally a 'plantation of green stuff'. It is to this sort of

garden, that the reading urki for NU-kiri, deduced by Delitzsch from K. 582, H. W. B. 243. b,

really applies, but only shews that aiuel NU (isu) ur-ki was sometimes read urki. It rather

goes to shew that kiru could be read urki, which would only be the case when it was a

vegetable garden.

Of the plants grown in a Babjlonian garden we know something from the Garden

Tablet, published by Meissner, Z. A. VI, p. 291 ff. The list enumerates hh/iu, 'garlic'; SE-EL
'onion'; karaiu,^\&^; zi7n::im7iiu, sinu, gissu, his, ''lettuce ; sibetuw,' dill'; kak/ilu, 'carda.mom';

asupiru, saffron ; kusibirru, 'coriander'; zlipu, 'hj'ssop'; .zaviburu, 'hj'ssop'; silka, mangold
;
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laptii, \nx\\\'^\ puglii, 'radish'; iarkanu, 'cabbage'; aspasti, 'lucerne'; j«;-^/, 'assa foetida'; /Z^-

kuti, 'colocynth': besides many others whose reading or meaning is more doubtful.

Many of these identifications depend solely on the likeness to some name in other

Semitic languages, the meaning of which may be far from certain. Altogether over sixty

sorts of vegetables are named, some may be mere synonyms, or names for slightly differing

varieties of the same plant. Of course many may not have been grown in Assyria, and

the vine and the date palm are not included.

But few of these have any bearing on our documents. The urkii in no. 3, I. 6— lO

included kaiini isu zainri, isji sarbutn, and isji ulupu. There were 300 plants of the first

and 1 50 of the other two, whether in equal numbers or not does not appear. What these

plants were I can only guess. The canes of zamri may be asparagus,' and nlupu may be

the water-plant alapn, Del. H. W. B. p. 75 b. The isu sarbatu occurs also in no. 5, R. I, 19,

where it is said to be grown in a kahlu or gablu. Perhaps it is the same as the surba of

of the Babylonian garden. The ideogram A-TU-GAB-LfS is read sarbati.

Whether the IS-GIR-sarri of no. 8. II. 2, is a plant, or plantation, or something

quite different can hardly be decided without a more extended context. The same may
be said of IS-BA- in no. 8, R. I. 7.

The term cainri may denote a specific plant: which comes under the head of ttrki,

see no. 3, I. 6. Its meaning appears to be 'a shoot' or 'twig,' and later in Talmudic the

word is applied to 'grapes for dessert'. In the lists of food offered to the gods, we read

of pots of zamri. If it was a vegetable of which the young sheets were eaten, perhaps it

was 'asparagus', and the bundles of twigs or shoots which Bonavia, Flora of the Assjrian

Monuments, p. 15, takes to be 'bananas,' look to me very like bundles of 'asparagus'.

Another plant grown in a kablii was called sahigii, no. i, II. 46. While we are

engaged in making conjectures we may suppose this a fig-tree, or perhaps the pomegranate,

though the names of these plants in the allied Semitic languages are quite different.

^6e paflforaf jjo^jufafton.

The Ass}Tian kings were great sheep-masters and the old temple records ol Baby-

lonia contain man}' long lists of the shepherds and the flocks in their charge. One conse-

quence of this is that many of the old Sumerian terms were so familiar, the way of writing

of these flocks is so often ideographic, that we are at a loss to know what was expressed

by them. While the .sign for a sheep is L U, and LU ardu may mean a 'tame' or dom-

esticated sheep, there are many terms applied that are obscure in the extreme. Some of

them are doubtless only quasi ideograms, like GAM-MAL for gaiiunalu, but in other cases

one may su.spect that the sign itself once ideographic or Sumerian gave rise to a word

that can hardly be really Semitic. Thus the sign LID appears to change places with lidani,

and NIGIN with iiigini; but are the phonetics really the original of the sign.' It ma\' be

that we can find some sort of a Semitic derivation for them, but it will be long before

any certainty on the point can be had. Fortunately but few of these puzzles meet us in

our documents: and this is not the place to discuss them at large.

Sheep of course take the first place among the animals under the care of the pastoral

folk. The flocks mentioned as in charge of one shepherd, r/Zc, assisted by one or more

under-shepherds, kaparru, are very different in size.

In no. 8, I. 10 we have 170, KU-KAR, in no.^J, I. 3, 52 sheep; II. 10, 188 .sheep;
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no. II, I. I—9, respectively, 70, 33, 70, 80, 100, 100, 100, 53, 30 sheep, II. 4, 188 sheep, and

in no. 1 3, II. S, 50 sheep KU-KAR. The signs KU-KAR form one of the unexplained ideo-

grams referred to above. That KU is an ideogram both for 'food' and 'clothing' adds to

the difficulty. Perhaps the real meaning is something like 'wethers,' or may be 'ewes,' but

1 see nothing to decide the sense. In one of the summaries, no. 10, II. i— 2, we have the

totals 762 1 shie KU-KAR, 450 sene NU-SI-LAL. As SI-LAL means amaru, and aniirtnin

is used of a 'list', 'roll-call', in later Babylonian texts, we may suppose that NU-SI-LAL
means 'not inspected'. The overseer was only able to take the shepherd's word for them,

there were 450 not 'inspected'. If this be correct then KU-KAR may mean the opposite.

There were 7621 that he had 'inspected'. But this is very slight evidence to go upon.

Goats are of high value in the East, not only for their milk and flesh but specially

for their hair, of which the tent coverings are made. They must have been just as valuable

in the old days, but perhaps less common among the settled populations. At any rate we
have but one goatherd entered in our documents, a reu enzati in no. i, I. 28, with only

57 goats SI-LAL, 'inspected'.

Of Cattle we have more notice. Here again we have some odd ideograms. The

sign for ox, GUD, read alpu, naturally includes 'cows' and 'bulls' when a herd is mentioned.

We have one or two oxen generally named with cornland, more I suspect for the working

of the watering machine than anything else. Their relation to the number of homers may
be worth noting, in no. i, C, we have lo homers, 2 oxen; no. 2, A, 50 homers, 10 arlu,

one ox; B, 40 homers, 10 arsu, one ox; F, 30 homers, one ox; H, 80 homers, 10 arsii,

2 oxen; no. 3, D, 30 homers, 15 arm, one ox; K, 40 homers, 10 arhi, two oxen; O, no land

stated, only vines, one ox; P, a total of 6 oxen with 40 homers; B, 20 homers, 10 arsu, one

ox, lower down one ox, number of homers lost. There seems to be about one ox to each

ten homers ariii, but the ratio is not strict.

In no. 4, II. 16, we have 30 alpe ardani, held by a re u alpe or oxherd. These then

were a herd, and the ideogram LID-GUD-ZUN is added. I believe LID to mark the pur-

pose of 'breeding,' and GUD-ZUN to be an indication of 'progeny'.

In no. I, R. II. 3, we have 9 alpe LID-GUD-ZUN, in no. 18, II. 3, we have 11 alpe

LID-GUD-ZUN, so many 'cattle for breeding'. Among totals in no. i, R. II. 4 we have

24 oxen; in no. 9, II. 5 a r^ ?i iinere u alpe has 6 asses and 6 oxen.

The ass was much more a working animal in the East than the ox. We see the

ass ploughing with the rude sort of plough that appears on the cylinder seals. In no. 2,

III. 14 we have 'one ass', with the epithet ardu, a 'working as.s'. In no. 9, as we have seen

there were 6 asses and 6 oxen. No. 18, II. 4, gives 11 asses, with an ideogram following

that begins with LID, probably indicating that they were a stud for breeding purposes.

The camel was of course in great request among the nomad population. The pre-

sence of a number of GAM-MAL-MES, on the rev. of no. i, and the possibility of imer

A-AB-BA on no. 2, III. 16 are all the references in our documents; while the 'camel' is

often named in the schedules to the estate sales.

The horse does not seem to have been made to work. He was reserved for riding

and driving. We meet with the abbreviation of vner KUR-RA in the totals on the rev. of

no. I. There we read inter KUR-MES sib-te, so many horses 'bred,' 'the brood'.

Whether the iinere pi-ri in no. I, III. 35, are really 'elephants,' I doubt, as the con-

nection seems to suggest some sort of land.

Some further instances of obscure ideograms may be noted here. In no. 3, VIII. 9
we have 50 sene UR AM. Can this be a variant of, or miswritten KU-KAR}
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Another epithet of sheep, in no. 3, III. 6 is />a-s/r, one expects pisuti for 'white'. It

is hardly likely that pa-su is meant to be phonetic. It is also possible that pasu is an

epithet of the reii sene, or 'shepherd' himself

The flocks of .sheep or goats and the herds of cattle were driven into enclosures,

'folds,' at night, to protect them from theft, or the ravages of wild animals. These rather

than stables appear to be intended by the tarhase, which are named on no. 8, R. I. 6.

'Z.%i r<A<u8 of i%t pcopfe of i%i \\\ixkt.

The contracts and other local documents of the Sargonide period abundantly prove

that the peasant was a serf, the irrisu and the NU-kiri were bought and sold. But they

were most commonly bought and sold with the estate on which they lived. Occasionally

we find them bought separately as ardani, 'servants' rather than 'slaves,' probably to add

to the persons already employed on an estate. One did not buy a slave' to put him on

the land. The serfs so sold were sold with their families: and this is often compendiously

expressed by adi msesu, 'so and so with his people'. On the land such serfs though bound

to carry out agricultural duties, and glebae adscripti, not free to seek their fortunes else-

where, were assured of their living as a first charge on the estate, and had the protection

of the government against invaders. How much of the crop went to the owner is not

clear, but the rare hints which occur mention one third as his share. Perhaps the fact

that it was stated marks this as an exception to the general rule. That the serf was not

always contented with his lot appears from the notice occasionally appended to his name

that he had 'fled,' e. g. no. 3, IV. 8, no. 6, IV. 7.

But as the slave in the towns might engage in business, on a fixed scale of dues

to his master, and so acquire means to purchase his freedom, so the peasant could acquire

and hold property of his own. A vigniard for example might have cornland of his own:

e. g. no. I, I. 9; no. 2, II. 20 &c.

In all probability as the crown lands descended from father to son and the greater

1 estates remained in the hands of the same family for generations, so the farms or vineyards

were hereditary holdings.' The name of the fatlier of the present holder is generally given

in these documents. When both the names of father and son are local in type, it is most

I probable that the father held the farm previously. When an Assyrian name occurs as

'1 that of the father, we may suppose him a soldier of fortune or an old servant of the

king's settled on the land. That the farms were hereditary seems certain from the pre-

sence of women as holders, and to a less extent from the mention of brothers as sharing

the farm.
' A very interesting point is that men now cultivators of the soil or vigniards are

said to have been formerly members of the industrial classes of the towns. Bakers, scribes,

and others had settled on farms. Whether these had been members of the royal house-

hold and provided with land as a sort of pension, or whether they were voluntary settlers

> does not clearly appear.

, That the slaves on estates were liable to be called upon for a contribution to the

service of the state, in labour, military service, or the like and that the produce of the

, fields was subject to ilku, tithe, and other requisitions, is certain from the legal documents.

But these taxes were the contribution of the owner of the estate rather than of the

peasants, although they discharged the obligation. For many estates were exempt from
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some or all of these charges, by charter, probably, and others owed their dues to temples.

The contracts for the sales of estates frequently show a clause specifying that the estate

is free from such charges. As we can hardly suppose such a general freedom obtained

by letters patent, it probably was possible to compound with the government by some

recognised payment.

Such a composition would not be made in the case of crown lands, and we expect

them to be subject to all the charges exacted from the peasantry. This will, I believe,

be found to be the explanation of the mysterious 'marks,' attached to certain of the mem-
bers of the families in our documents.

The landlord was by no means always a resident. Indeed we see in no. 5, that many
persons held tracts of land which they let out to husbandmen or farmers, ana irrise taka.

That these endowments from the crown, as they probably were, were made after conquest

seems very likely from the whole tenour of no. 5. I think it not unlikely that the real want

was population, and that when captives were obtained in large numbers, land was available,

of excellent quality, in abundance, and the only business was to allot land to the people.

The ownership of the land was granted to officials, who probably resided elsewhere and

drew the rent. A very interesting corroboration of this point of view is to be found in

83-1-18, 6, a letter to the king from Marduksumusur, see Harper, A. B. L. p. 444. The writer'

reminds the king that his royal father, perhaps Sargon, had endowed the writer with ten

homers of land in mat Halahhi, the Biblical Halah and a district close to ours. This

estate M. had enjoyed without disturbance for fourteen years and now the bel pahati of

Barhalzi, whom the writer in his wrath says is not of Barhalzi, has come, turned out the

writer's irrihi, swept away his house, and annexed the land. The writer is unable to visit

the place in person, for he is doing duty in the palace. He implores the king to take

cognizance of the facts, to judge his cause, and protect him, as he is likely to perish of

hunger. The letter abounds with unusual words and phrases but the sense is roughly what

is given here. The writer was probably a Mesopotamian by birth and speech.

Such land is clearly an estate held under very similar conditions to those which

prevailed in no. 5, and elsewhere, where the land is said to be sa X, 'belonging to X\
Unless freed by charter these lands were also liable to the 'bow,' unless that marks a spe-

cial separate style of tenure, or else to the miksi kari, or granary dues, a due or impost

of a certain proportion of the grain in the karii, or 'barn,' doubtless the prototype of the

Kkaraj of Arabic lands, the 5{^'^D of the Talmud, as kastii is of the gaish.

;^a>ntfp fftxftfifice.

A large proportion of the space available on these tablets is devoted to setting out

the way in which the family was composed. These details were, therefore, regarded as of

prime importance for the purpose of the Census. The details are not without interest as

bearing upon social conditions.

Clearly man and wife form the nucleus of the family. When a man married, he left

his father and mother 'to cleave* to his wife. Each family so constituted seems to have

inhabited 'one house . But when a man had grown up sons, and more than one 'wife' or

'woman' is mentioned, we may suppose that married sons remained in their father's house.

I think that less likely than the alternative that a man took to himself more than one wife.

When we find more than one wife but only one son, the suggestion to my mind is that

Johns, Doomsday Book. a
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the first wife having proved childless, the local public opinion justified the taking a second

wife for sake of an heir. As the daughters are separately entered, the term 'woman' can

hardly be meant to include all the females of the family. Some may have been 'con-

cubines': but there is no suggestion that the term 'sister' is applied to them.

We may assume then that monogamy was the rule, though plurality of wives is very

common. A man might have his mother living with him, and was then probably unmarried,

or a widower. In 68 families no less than 94 females occur: entitled 'wives'. This of course

may have included 'maid servants'.

There is no trace of the large families which mark the nomad populations. The

largest family appears to number 'eight'. In the case of one given as 'ten' in all, there

seein to have been four men, probably not related. Hence it was not one family.

The balance of the sexes is well maintained in those tablets which register families.

In no. 5 and perhaps no, 6, we have probably to do with the settlement of a large number

of captives, taken in war, and therefore probably men who had borne arms. In these

cases the absence of the female element is to be expected. Excluding these, there seems

no great preponderance of either sex. The actual figures of our texts gives 146 males to

123 females.

The population, however, is not likely to 'swarm'. The number of children does not

greatly exceed the number of adults, in those families where there are children. But if we

take into account that marriage took place early, and that many of the adults in our lists

may be either recently married or have already brought up their children, we shall see the

population fairly well maintained. The bare figures give 166 adults or members of the

parents' generation, alongside 103 given as sons and daughters. Not iinprobably a few men
servants and maid servants unfairly swell the total of the adults. Still the figures are

noteworthy.

The presence of women as holding property, or rather occupying farms, has been

remarked on, but needs further notice here. In no. 3, I. 14, a wife is entered among the

holders, her husband being dead or absent. In no. 4, Rev. Col. II four women appear as

owners of- a vineyard, followed by another woman also in occupation of a vineyard.

In the accompanying table I have only included the cases of those families where

the details are certain. When the entr}- only gives the head and 'so many souls,' we cannot

learn much from it.

No.
-0
cs

X

IT
0)
>

(A
a

3

Q

Other members of
family

c
s

3
u

V

S
B

I. A. 1—3 Mother I r I I 2

A. 4 —7 2 2 — 3 2 3 2 5

B. 12 — — —

'

I — .1 — I

B. 13-IS I I 2 2 3 2 3 5

B. 16—17 — — — Mother I I I I 2

B. 19—20 2 — 2 3 2 I 4 5

C. 25-29 2 2 2 4 3 3 6

C. 30-31 I — 2 I 2 I 3

c. 32-34 — — 2 — I I 2

D. 41-44 I
.

2 I 2 1 3

U. 45-47 ' I I 2 2 2 2 4

11 10 s 7 2 21 .7 19 .9 38
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No. Head
Wives

1

en
•a Other members

family s
p.,

J)

£

H

II 10 8 7 2 21 «7 19 19 38
F. 8—12 I I I 2 2 2 2 4
G. 16—23 3 2 I Gtaiidsoa 4 4 4 4 8
H. 27—29 I I I 2 2 2 2 4
I. 33—35 I I I 2 2 2 2 4
K. 38-42 — 2 —

I 2 3
—

3
2. A. 2-4 I I — 2 I 2 I 3

A. 8 — — —
I — I I

B. 10—13 — I — Sister 3 — 2 I 3
B. 14—16 I 2 I 2 3 3 2

5
E. 3 I — 2 2 2 I 3 4
E. 5-9 ' 3 I 2 4 4 2 6
F. 16 I I I 2 2 2 2 4
H. 1—5 2 3 I Not one family (?) 6 4 7 3 10

H. 8-11 I 2 I —
3 I 2 2 4

H. 15—19 , 2 I I Broiher 4 2 3 3 6
I. 2-5 I I — 2 I 2 I 3

3- C. 12—13 2 —
3 — I 2 3

C. 14 — I — —
I — —

I I

D. 1—3 I I 2 I 2 I 3
L. 2—5 2 2 —

3 2 3 2 5
M. 13—16 I I — 2 I 2 I 3
M. 17-19 I — — 2 — I I 2

N. 4— IJ I 4 z 2 6 5 3 8

N. 14—17 I I 3 2 4 2 4 6

Q. I—

2

I — — 2 — I I 2

0. 3-5 ( I — 2 I 2 I 3
Q. 6-8 I I — 2 I 2 I 3

4- B. 4-5 I — — 2 — I I 2

C. 7-8 I — — 2 — I I 2

E. 8-9 3 I — Brother
5 I 3 3 6

F. 13—14 '
— 1 —

I I 2 2

H. 3-4 3 I 4 I 2 3 5
M. I—

2

I I — 2 I 2 I 3
N. 5 2 2 —

3 2 3 2 5
P. 16 2 — —

3 — I 21 3

Q. 1—4 — 4 "~
4 — —

4 3
R. I — I —

1 - -
I I

6. A. I—

2

3 3 —
5 3 4 3 7

I. 5-6 I I — • 2 I 2 I 3
E. I I I — 2 I 2 I 3
E. 4 • 2 2 —

3 2 3 2'
5

F. 8-9 2 — —
3 — I 2 3

8. A. 4-9 2 3 —
3 3 4 2 6

B. 13 — — —
I — I _ I

B. 18-23 2 2 —
3 2 3 2 5

9- F. 4-5 I — — 2 — I I 2

G. 10—11 2 2 —
3 2 3 2 5

G. 12—13 1 3 I —
4 I 2 3 5

H. 17-18 I
]

3 I —
4 I 2 3 5

II. C. 2-3 t I 5
— 2 5 6 I 7

D. 6-7 I 2 I I 3 2 2 3 5
E. 9— 10 I I I — 2 • 2 I 3

63 85 69 24. "52, 95 '35 1121; 247
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£ U)
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d
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No.

in

2; a ther Tiber
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63 85 69 24 6 152 95 135 112 247

12. C. 6 — 2 I I 3 3 I 4

19. B. 3-5 I I — 2 I 2 I 3

20. 7-9 I I I 2 2 2 2 4
21. A. 3-4 5 2 — 6 2 3 5 8

C. 8-9 2 — — 3
— I 2 3

68 94 74 26 6 166 103 146 123 269

Some remarks as to the conventions I adopt in the transliterations may help those

whose acquaintance with Cuneiform is slight.

The sign PAP, KUR, when denoting a total is read naphar , as has generally been

done. There is some reason to think it ought rather to be read by some part oigaviaru,

or ana gatnirtiiu. Although A and TUR denote the same thing, 'a son,' and were very

likely both read alike, I have read the former as aplii, apil before a genitive, the latter

mam, mar before the genitive.

The sign hneru used to denote a so called homer of land is of uncertain reading in

this connection, my reading imer is quite a conventional attempt. The same sign is used

to denote 'an ass,' which I read iinern, plural imere, and also as a determinative before the

the names of most animals. As a determinative it is read imer, but this is also a con-

jectural reading.

In order to distinguish homophones, that is different characters having the same sound,

as the two forms of sa, or of 11, I have adopted the system used in Delitzsch, H. W. B.

The reader should consult the table of signs printed at the end of that work, under the head

Umschriftsweisen.

I had intended to follow each transliteration by a translation: but the method adop-

ted seems clearer. There cannot be said to be any sentences in the text. It is a mere

list of names and things without verbs. These must however be supplied and the many

implications filled in. A translation would either be as disjointed as the original or must

take the form of running comment. I have adopted the latter form. English words to

which the original supplies a direct equivalent are put between quotation marks.

The lines ruled across the page correspond to the division hnes in the original.

These are sometimes single, sometimes double, but no special meaning is attached to the

double lines, except in one case, where they mark the end of a group of sections divided

by single lines. In that case I have also given a double line.

The sign of repetition, or ditto sign is rendered throughout by „ , in the text it is

denoted by the sign GAM, written with either two or three slant wedges. The latter is

undoubtedly the correct way, but the scribe has not always taken the trouble to write

more than two. The text as I have given it, takes no notice of this. I have given the

sign with three wedges for the sake of clearness.
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No. I, Col. I.

A. ^ Ar-na-ba-a, "^ apil Si- -nadin-aplu, ainel NU-kii'i, 'himini-su, naphar 2. ^Pap-pu-u, auiel NU-
kiri, ^Sa-gi-bu, aplu-su SA, ^ Ihi-a-ba-di, aplu-su SA, '.? assati, napliar j. ^loooo (isii) be-htt,

2 bitati, ^10 itner ekli ra-man-i-su-mi ^^naphar al Ha-?ia-na-a ^Hna al Sa-ru-gi.

B. ^'-Sin-naid, aniel NU-kiri, ^^Nuskii-il-a-a ainel „ ^^ Na-al-hu-ka-tar, aplu-su SA, '-^z aisatn,

2 marate, naphar S. ^'^A-hti-nu, aviel NU-kiri, ^''unimi-su, naphar 2. ^^naphar J AMEL
NU-kiri; '^A-/ti, 2 asiate, '^^2 marate, naphar j. '-^ijooo (isu) be-lit, 6 inter ekli, ^'-i biUi,

'^''•naphar al Ma-ri-be-li-a-ri, '^^ka-ni al Til-abni.

C. '^^Ilu-nu-ri, aniel NU-kiri, '^'^Al-Si--mil-ki, aplu-su SA, ^'i aplu GA, i aUatu, ^Sj martu

SA; I, j; "^^ naphar 6. ^^Si-'-na-pi, ainel NU-kiri, 3'/ aplu SA, i assatu, naphar 3. 32/^.

ranu, istu libbi ainel sa-pir, ^"^ainel NU-kiri, ^^7 assatu, naphar 2. ^^2^000 {isu) be-lut,

^'''2 bitati, 2 alpe, '^''10 iiner ekli, ^^naphar al se sarri, ^^ka-ni al Bim-ine-ti; ^'^ina ki-pa-a-ni.

D. *^Nusku-il-a-a, *'^iJtu libbi ainel MU-(plu) *^ainel NU-kiri **i aplu SA, i aHatu, naphar j.

^^A-ki-ma-ti-ilu, ainel NU-kiri, '*'/ assatu, i martu SA, i SA, ^''naphar 4. 6000 {isu) be-lut,

^'^napjtar al se Bel-abu-u-a, ^^ka-ni al ku-a, '^"ina ki-pa-a-ni.

Col. II.

E. ^Si--id-ri, ainel NU-kiri, ^Na-as-hu-id-ri aplu-hi SA, ^i assatu, i martu ba-tu-su, ^naphar 4.

jooo {isu) be-lut, ^i bitu, i kiru urki, '^nap/jar al Ha-me-di-e, ''ina ki-pa-a-ni.

F. ^Na-as-lni-^M'^) '^^/« ^i^^i AMEL ^^amel NU-{kiri),

^^Na-as-(hu-) '2/ assatu, i [martu) ^"^4000 (isu be-lit

^^naphar al ^^ka-{ni al)

G. ^''Ha-an-{ ) ^' ainel refi alpe ^^ Ka-an-ka-a-nu, ^^Se-ir-nadin-aplu, 2 aple

SA p LiL-na-a-Na-as-fiu "^^apil Ka-an-ka-a-nu J, 22j assati, i martu UD, '^'^naphar 8.

"^^61 imer KUR-LID-GUD-ZUN, '^^naphar al la-na-ta- , '^'^ka-ni al Ha-a-u-ri-na.

H. -'Ra-hi-ma-a, ainel reu enzati, -^Na-as-hu-sa-ma-'-a-ni, aplu SA, 29/ assatu, / martu j,

naphar 4; ^'^jy {LU) enzati Sl-LAL, "^hiaphar al Ga-du-a-ta-a, ^'^al Ha-sa-tne.

I. ^^ Jln-si-im-ki, ainel NU-kiri, •"/ aplu j, i assatu, i martu UD, ^-'napfiar 4. 7000 (isii) be-lut;

"^^naphai al '-At-a-nu, '•''ka-iii al Harraii.

K. '^"^Si'-a-ka-ba, AMEL ina-sar kab-li, ^'^ Se-ir-ma-na-ni, aplu-su SA, ^^ Ku-sa-a-a, aplu-su SA,

^hiaphar J. *'^i kab-lu {isu) sa-su-gi, ^"^naphar al la-ni-bir su-hu-ri, ^^ina ki-pa-a-ni.

^'^naphar JJ amel irriie; ^^li amel NU-kiri {phi).

Col. III.

'4 amel 2/ amel ^/ amel ^4 amel

•'I amel ''/

A long break follows which may have contained 13 lines, or perhaps more: then we have:

^UoQ)
24/

21/0 22/,, 23/0

; but these mav he the initial fio-nren of miirh larcrpr niimhere

Traces of numbers appear in lines 25 ff.; in line 27 we have j, in the next line naphar r,

or ka, then 2 : after a break of 2 lines _?, then ka-ni, then '^'^60 imer
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^^4J(> iiiier "/«a al P>a-iia- '^^60 iincr pl-rl '^^naphar I2j0 iiiier

'^''282000 ^^^rooo (isu be-hii) *'•?«« ki-pa-a-{iii)

*'>2jooo *'?«rt (?/ Sa-{}-u-gi)

Then after a break of 4 lines, -^^'12000 ina , ^"^naphar ygooo ^®/ im
'^ina '^"i

Rev. Col. VI.

hiapfiar sd ardani ''jo inter KUR-MES sibti ^11 inter gainmale. * te

Col. II.

'/o '
ii ''loooo inter *p alpe

LID-GUD-{ZUN). ^24. alpe 6 p, ^^„^ 7 10 i^ir . .

^ al '* nte-ri ,

No. I.

A 1—2 The name Arnaba is known to me only from this document. It is clearly related

to nSDIS, 'a hare,' which appears in Assyrian as annahii. The gentilic '•asnx in the Palmy-

rene Inscriptions is not certain, it would appear in cuneiform as Arnabai. Perhaps the

hare was a totem, but it may have been a pet name: Arnaba would be Hare. He was

a husbandman'.

The name Si'-nadin-aplu is a compound of Si', who was clearly a divinity, see A. D. D.

217, 2, where we have AN-Si. In view of the fact that the sign of the breath ' so frequently

takes the place of «, as Saliri' for Sahrina, B. A. S. III. p. 394, and often in A. D. D.
;
passim.

we very likely have to do with the popular local form of Sin. We know that Sin was pre-

eminently the god of Harran: and although known from other documents the compounds

of Si' are especially common in this group. Such a name as Si'-nadin-aplu, 'Si' is giver of

a son' follows a very common Assyrian type, as do Si'-aili, and Si'-u.sallim; but, as a rule,

the second element of the name is one unusual in composition with characteristically Assy-

rian divinities, like Asur, Samas, Sin, Nusku, &c. or the Babylonian Nabu and Marduk.

Such names as Si'-abadi, Si'-ahadi, Si'-akaba, Si'-akabi, Si'-banik, Si'-gabbari, Si'-dala, Si'-

dikir, Si'-zabadi, Si'-hailu, Si'-hari, Si'-hutni, Si'-turi, Si'-iababa, Si'-idri, Si'-imku, Si'-imme,

Si'-kitri, Si'-lukidi, Si'-ma'di, Si'-ma-ta . . . ., Si'-manani, Si'-manu, Si'-napi', Si'-nuri, Si'-saka,

Si'-parakka, Si'-katar, Si'-rahi, are distinctly foreign to Assyrian nomenclature. Of these,

one or two may be differently read; thus, Si'-abadi may be really Si'-aba.sallim, 'Si save

the father; Si'-ahadi may be Si'-aha-sallim, 'Si' preserve the brother,' the sign DI being

read as the ideogram for usallim, or sallint. Si'-nuri too has ample justification in Samas-

niiri, being then, 'Si' my light'; very appropriate, if Si' is the moon-god. Another notice-

able peculiarity is the absence of the triple compounds. At most we have Si -aba-sallim,

Si -nadin-aplu. The meanings of some of the second members are open to doubt but

they suggest Aramaic affinities. With Si'-akaba compare the Palmyrene apybs and 2pyny.

Si'-banik looks like Si'-bani-ka 'Si' thy begetter'. Si'-gabbari, 'Si' the hero,' has few

parallels in Assyrian, and they do not seem native names: compare Gabria, Na,shu-gabru,

Gabriel.

Si'-dala is like Seru-dala, and the second element may be from dali'i, 'to draw out,'

possibly in the sense of 'save from calamity'. The same root may be found in the element

-diliiti, in Na.shu-dilini.

Si'-dikir is like Ben-dekar, I. Kings, IV. 9, a doubtful name, however.
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Si'-zabadi seems to have the Aramaic root ~aT, seen in Zabda, Zabdi and Zabdia, if

not also in Zabidu, the nasiku of Gambuli, an Aramaean. The Aramaic names 12T, XiST,

^"37, Biblical Zebedee, are obvious parallels. For compounds with divine names compare

bia-rar, xbiar, lannr, xny-iar.

Si'-lia'ilu could be read Si'-han, but would then be unique, as far as I know. The
form I give is like Abu-lia'li, Ha'li-ilu, Ha'il-ilu, Ha'il-Lstar.

Si'-hari is like Tab-hari, and PJari-sarri, Hara-sarri, Har-sarri.

Si'-hutni is like Adadi-hutni. The root hatanu, 'to protect/ is common in names.

Si'-turi is like Aa-turi and Aduni-turi. The second element appears in Turi and Turi-

baltu, and may mean 'rock'.

Si'-iababa is like Ahi-iababa, Aa-iababa, Adadi-iababi. The first of these names was

the name of the upstart ruler in Bit Adini, I. R. i8. 76.

Si'-idri like Abdi-idri, Au-idri, Ata-idri, Atta-idri, Tamme.s-idri, Nashu-idri, Ser-idri,

Milki-idri, contains the element seen also in Idria, var. Adria, and in Idri-ahau. Adadi-'idri,

king of Syria, III. R. 8, 90 is the Biblical 1t?1~ln. The name probably means 'Si' my help'.

Si'-imku is without parallel, as far as I know. The iniku recals the emga which appears

to mean 'wise,' 'prudent,' in the title ritbu emga.

Si'-imme like Ahu-imme, Ilu-imme, Samas-imme, Sulmanu-imme, seems to contain the

element iin/iiu, 'possession'; but Bala-imme, Mannu-ki-imme and the names Ahat-imma, Lani-

imma, Liki-iinma, are also to be considered.

Si'-kit-ri seems to have the element seen in Kitri, Kitri-Istar, but it may be otherwise

read. It is very likely that kitru and katar are connected, but it is not clear that the first

is the best reading here.

Si'-lukidi, a variant of which is Selukidi, is like Adadi-lukidi. The superficial resem-

blance to Silu'ukku, the cuneiform rendering of Seleucus is merely accidental. The second

element is not readily assigned a satisfactory meaning.

Si'-ma'di seems without parallel.

Si'-mata- is incomplete, it may be Si'-mata' for Si'-matani, shewing the same element

as Mattaniah.

Si -manani is like .Seru-manani. The second element suggests Manaen, and the Ara-

maic proper names y:i2, iSDtt. In Assyrian texts we find Manani and Manni.

Si'-manu is like Ahu-manu, Abu-manu.

Si'-napi' seems unique, but it may not be a compound of Si', and napi' could be

otherwise read.

Si'-saka is also without parallel, unless saka be connected with sakanu.

Si'-parakka may not be complete: compare for the second element Bel-barakki, B.

E. P. IX. p. S3b. But this name may really be Si'-parakka-u.sur, or something similar.

Si -katar is like Ilu-katar, Na.shu-katar, and the second element may have the same

root as the kitrii above.

Si'-rahi has no exact parallel, but we may perhaps compare Adadi-rahau and the

compounds of rihn, rihtu, ri/jeti, i-ihati &c. Note also the incomplete name in no. 7, L. E.

I. 2, ra-hi-i.

The reading of aviel NU-kiri seems open to question. Its meaning 'cultivator of a

kirii is clear. What that cultivation consisted in depends upon the meaning oi kirii. The
kirn was an orchard of trees, fruit-trees certainly, perhaps 'vine.s'. Here, as very often, the

kind of tree was the {isii) be-lit, or {isii) bc-lut, as it is written later in this text. This ma}'

have been a 'vine,' but further evidence seems needed.
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1. 3 This husbandman was probably unmarried: his mother only is named with him and

she seems to have kept his house.

1. 4 The next name mentioned, Pappu, could equally well be read Babbu or BappCi.

Names like Babiia, or Bapiia, and perhaps Babbanu incline one to Babbu, and the native

names of Asia Minor, like Papa, Pappa seem to suggest Pappu. The question is not easily

settled. His son is named next, as always, when the head of the family has sons at home.

The young men probably married early, and then each would be named first as head of

1. 5 his own family. Then comes one of the most obscure notices in the whole group. The
sign I read SA is also to be read ZA and is the sign for 'four'. But what it refers to is far

from clear. We see in line 7, that Pappu and his two sons and two wives or women are

correctly counted as 5. Hence the count commences with Pappu. Hence SA cannot mean
fourth . The next son has SA or GAK after his name, as a numeral that could also be

1- 6 read 'four'. Hence it is unlikely that these signs refer to the order of enumeration. The sign

SA is not the ideogram for anything that seems likely to be intended. Nor do I think

the signs intended to denote the ages. The very frequent occurrence of 'four' as an age

would be inexplicable. The argument that boys only remained in their father's house till

the age of four would hardly be admissible. The numbers 3 and 5 are found after names in

the same way. The only suggestions that I can hazard are that these numbers, up to five,

denote the years of service, or times of service which these young men had served in the army,

or on public works. It will be noted that the head of the family is never so marked. Probably

he was exempt from the service, whatever it was. And the service may be presumed not

to have exceeded five terms. It is less likely that these numbers denote other contributions

such as taxes, for we can hardly suppose the head of the family exempt from them. It

will be noted that the girls are marked with this note. We otherwise know that alongside

the arad-sai-riiti, or obligation to act as king's servant, there was an aniat sarruti or

obligation to serve as king's handmaid. I do not feel thoroughly convined on the point,

for as long as an expression always occurs in the same connection, it is impossible to be

sure of its meaning.

Sagibii, like the female Sagibe, has the root which appears also in Sagibi-sarri and

Sigaba. It seems very likely to be the same name as that usually read Sakap.

The name Ilu-abadi is unique, unless we are to read Ilu-aba-.sallim or Ilu-aba-usallim.

It is scarely likely that abadi is from the root of abdii. The name is followed by the sign

SA, see above 1. 5. It may be a scribal error for Ilu-zabadi.

1. 7 Then we read 2 asiati, two 'wives,' or 'women'. The way in which SAL is used

throughout makes it tolerably certain that it does mean a 'wife'. These two are wives of

Pappu. Had either of the sons been married, he and his wife would have formed a separate

household. The sum of Pappu, his two sons, and two wives, is given as 5.

1. 8 The crop under cultivation by these seven persons consisted of loooo trees of the

sort called belit commonly, here belnt. This spelling is very welcome, for the sign lid has

so many other readings that the spelling be-lit is not conclusive. There is still a possibi-

lity that we should read tillit, tilliit and the / may be replaced by / or d. The later Baby-

lonian phrase for an orchard planted with date palms is issi hiltiim gisivimare rabute n

sihrute, or 'the isu biltu oi gisimmai-e great and small'. As giiimmaru is the date palm,

the isii biltu appears to be the 'date palm' when so far grown as to be in a bearing con-

dition. The variant reading is-si bi-il-ti seems decisive as to the spelling. On the other

hand tillatu is a 'vine,' see Del. H. W. B. p. 707 b. I shall read 'vines,' but the date-palm

is possible. Note that there were 'two houses,' I have used bitati as the plural of bitn.
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The first house was occupied by Arnaba and his mother, the other by Pappii, his sons

and wives.

1. 9 We are not told explicitly what was the area of land occupied by these peasants, the

k number of trees under cultivation was sufficient for the Assyrian surveyor. Beside discharg-

ing their duties as royal tenants, they had time to cultivate a small area of arable land. There

were 'lO homers of field of their own/ raiiianisunii. Hence these peasants, while serfs, and

certainly glebae adscripti, and saleable with the land they cultivated, were also able to hold,

not only personal, but real property.

1. 10 The reading of the sign ALU by ah(, and not by iita/jaau, is based on the opinion

which I hold at present, that mahazu actually means 'a town' or 'city' and could hardly be

applied to a holding which had but seven inhabitants. This was a large plantation of

'vines,' with lo homers of arable land, with two houses on it, and inhabited by seven people.

It is hardl}' a village, but a 'farm,' and yet it is an alit, and has a name of its own. On the

other hand it is 'in the city Sarugi'. As seems probable from 1. 41 of Col. Ill, there were

several other farms like this 'in the city Sarugi'. I am not prepared to maintain that

Sarugi was a viahazu. But I consider alu to be a general term for a 'settled abode,'

an organized group of cultivators of the land, as contrasted with the nomadic pastoral

folk: fellakin as contrasted with bedum. In the case of the larger cities proper, the city

embraced, not only the area within its walls, but the outlying and surrounding lands.

At any rate we see exactly what was the extent of the al Hanana. We may note

that line 10 states the above to be 'in all the al Hanana] not to be 'all in the iil Hanana

and then it is said to be '/« al Sarugi'.

As we shall see in many other cases the 'farm' bears a name derived from a per-

sonal name. Hananu, llanani and Hanana are probably the same name and preserve the

same root as Hanunu, yannu, Hani &c. The name, like the Biblical Hannah and Cartha-

ginian Hanno, seems under various modifications to be generally distributed among Assyrians

and Babylonians as well as the neighbouring people.

1. I I Serugi is clearly the Serug made famous later by Jacob of Serug. It can hardly be

other than the Serudj, which is rather more than half way between Harran and Birejik.

I'^or a testimon\- to its modern fertility and importance as a corn country see S. R. S.

p. 181 f. Whether the name has the same meaning as Sarragitu, in Birtu isa Sarragitu,

III R 9, 37, or the city Saragiti in K. 1 167, we may at any rate compare the Biblical Serug,

in the ancestry of Abraham.

v.. 12-2.1- The first name here, Sin-na'id, is pure Assyrian. He is 'one husbandman' and clearly

unmarried. Nusku-ilai is also a regular Assyrian name: but he calls his son Nasl)u-katar.

This name deserves comment. The first element occurs also in Na.shu-aili, Na.shu-gabri,

Nashu-idri, Nashu-nadin-aplu, Na.sliu-sagab, Nashu-sama'ni, as well as Kibit-Na.shu, Luna-Na.shu.

That we are to read Na.shu, and not Na.spak, is clear from the names Nasuh-dilini,

Na.^uh-dimri, Na.suh-lauani, Na.suh-li', Na.suh-nasir.

That Na.shu was a god is placed beyond doubt by the writing (^A'^)-Na-a.s-hu-a-a-li

in A. D. D. 25, R. 5. This was the name of the sukalln of Niribi, or Nerab, about B. C. 645.

It will be noted that most of these names are direct parallels to the compounds of Si

,

noted above. Hence we may set down Na.shu and Si' as two of the local divinities. Here

then an Assyrian father, whose name recalls the cult of Nusku, calls his son after Na.shu.

It is a distinct suggestion that Nashu was the local form of Nusku. The second element

katar we have met in the name Si'-katar, and we shall find the same name again in no. 5,

I. 3 and in a longer form Na.shu-katari in no. 2, I. 8.

Johns, Doomsday Ijouk. 5
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II. 14 The name of this son is followed by the enigmatic S/}, indicating, I imagine, either

the term of service already served or still due from him.

1. 15 Then we find that Nusku-ilai had also a wife and two daughters, giving a family of

five in all. He was the second 'husbandman'.

1. 16 Ahunu is named next as a 'husbandman,' he was apparently unmarried and his mother

I
is with him. The name is pure Assyrian, Ahunu or Ahuni, 'our brother,' occurs at all

* periods and is very common.

1. 19 Atu is a rare name. We may compare Ata, of Arzizu, A.^urn. II. 73: and Ata, the

/>el ali of the goldsmith's quarter in Nineveh, A. D. D. 171, R. i. Ate', in III. R. 49, 48c;

Ati, in III. R. 49, 30c, seems to be the same person as Adi, Idi, of III. R. 48, 25c. Hence

the name is probably not Assyrian. Whether this Adi is the same name as our Atu is

not clear. It is just possible to read / aplu UD, but I think that very unlikely.

Atu had two wives and two daughters: he is not expressly stated to have been a

NU-kiri or 'husbandman'. If he was, we have four 'husbandmen,' but I imagine he wa.s a

dependent, perhaps a slave, under the orders of the others.

1. 21 This holding had 15000 'vines'. The 6 homers of arable land are not said to be the

property of the husbandmen, though that may be implied. One would expect four houses

for these four families but the text only gives one. The sign i however is separated so

far from Mtu, that I expect the scribe intended to return and fill in the 4, or erase the

I later, and then forgot to do it.

1. 23 This holding constituted the a/ Maribe-uari. The name should be a personal one,

cf Sarduari, Sanduarri, &c. The ending -iiari may be that seen in Cilician proper names

as aQiq, cf Sachau, Z. A. VII, p. 92 f We may suppose this place to have retained the name

of an early non-Semitic owner.

1. 24 This township was not 'in the city Til-Abni,' only 'in its district' ina kniii. On the

word kaui or kaiini, see Meissner, Suppl. p. 85 a. It may have been the .specially Sj'rian

word for 'district'. Whether it had a special meaning as agricultural district, or as the

area administered by one special official is not clear. It ma)' mean no more than 'the

neighbourhood'.

Til-abni, here written Til-TAK, is the 7>7-r.^/s:-rt of I. R. 24, 55. the Til-Ab-na-n-a

of I. R. 21, 55, 63, or Til-TAK-a-a, of I. R. 21, 63. It was situated near the Habur and pro-

bably to the west of it: see Del., Parad. This would place it somewhere E. of IJarran.

The name, like the Res-eni with which it is connected by Delitzsch, was likely to be rather

a conmion one and may denote more than one locality.

C. 25-40 The next section begins with 'llu-nuri, the husbandman'. The name is pure Assyrian.

His son bears the unusual name, Al-Si'-milki. Names beginning with Al are rare. Al-

Na.shu-milki is a precise parallel. Al-sarru and Alla-sarru are doubtful, because they may
be read Alman and AUaman. AUai was a divine name, as we see from the name Mannu-

ki-Allai and I think that Al, or Alia, is the local form of Ilu. Hence Al-.sarru or Alla-.sarru

would mean 'God is king'. The other name that may contain this form is Al-A.sur-kata,

A. D. D. 6, R. E. I , but the reading is rather uncertain. I incline to regard Al-Si' and Al-

Na.shu, as 'God-Si' and 'God-Na.shu': only here Al was not a mere determinative, but pro-

nounced. The compounds of -milki are Abdi-milki, Abi-milki, Ahi-milki, Dagan-milki, IIu-

milki and Adadi-milki. I take this to shew that we are to understand the name as 'Si' god

of counsel'.

1. 27 The second son was perhaps called Aga. This I take to be the Palmyrene Sjy,

the Greek Oyyc. It is less likely to be connected with Agfi, 'a crown,' though we have
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Aginu, 'our crown' as a proper name. But I think it more likely we are to read

I aplu GA.

With one wife and two daughters, Ilu-nuri's family consisted of six members.

I. 2<S We should note that the eldest daughter is marked SA, the second daughter marked 3.

1. 30 The next husbandman was Si'-napi. The first element of this name we have already

considered, the second is new to me.

1. 31 His son is not named, but noted by SA. A wife follows, 'in all three.'

I. 32 Idranu, who comes next, was evidently not a 'husbandman' by profe.ssion, though he |

is settled in this district and now acts in that capacity. He is described, as from among
the amel sa-pir. The name sapiru would denote a 'messenger' or even a scribe, but it is

not certain that the uipirii, given in Del. H. W. B. p. 683 b, really belongs to saparu. The
sapire are associated with the akle, see Del, H. W. B. p. 56: and if, as I believe is the case,

the amclMU was 'a baker' or 'confectioner,' the sapirii was also some domestic. That he (

had settled on the King's Farm points to his having been a 'royal' domestic.

The name Idranu may be from the root of iciru, 'help*: but is hardly 'our help,' for

which we should expect Idrinu: cf. the names Idrani-ilu, &c.

1. 34 He was married, but no children are recorded.

The number of 'vines' on this estate was 29000, and there were 'two houses'.

I. 37 There were 10 homers of arable land and two oxen, obviously for ploughing. This

all formed the hi sc sarri. An hi se is evidently an estate and mainly consisted of arable

lands. The term hi ie is usually followed by a proper name, e. g. hi se Samas-na.sir. This

name was doubtless that of a previous owner: just as in our own countr}', a farm still may
be called Farrant's, for example, after the name of an ancient holder, Farrant. This neither

demands that the name should be that of the first owner, nor of the last; local custom or some
more or less accidental circumstance was the determining cause. But some local names so

preserved carry us back a long way in time: and in Assyrian land surveys the names of

the hi sc are deserving of careful notice. That the name they bear is tribal is hardly likely,

but in several cases we have what seems to be the name of guild land. Thus we have

hi se daiaii, as if the daiaii, an oft mentioned class of officials, had formed a corporation

capable of holding land in common and evidently in perpetuity. We .shall see, in no. 5,

that the greater officials of the state had lands as their official endowments.

In our case we have the hi sc sarri, exactly similar in constitution to the other
\

holdings. This was a 'King's Farm'. Clearly certain land was 'crown land,' independent of 1

what was acquired by the individual king's wealth or by conquest. Presumably such land

was not his personal estate but entailed.

1. 39 The situation of this king's farm was ina khiii hi Dimineti. Whether this name be

connected with dimtu, 'a pillar'; or dbnetii, 'a bird of the raven class,' or again whether we
should read funtinn, I am not prepared to decide. I am inclined to refer to Dimati, IV R. 38.

I. 13, and to compare the Elamite towns Dimtu-.sa-Simame and Dimtu-.sa-Tapapa. The
mourning of some hero has more than once given its name to a place, but perha])s 'the

pillars' is a more natural name.

1. 40 What the exact sense of ina kepani may be, is hard to settle, as long as the phrase

occurs only in the same sort of context. But if kepani be the plural of kepii, this may
.specially denote the district which came under the administration of the kipii. The kepii

as governor seems to be contrasted with the iuizhiiu, or chief magistrate of a municipalitj'.

He seems to have been a 'county' magistrate: and the phrase ina kiphni would serve to

mark the 'rural' district; it was 'in the county'.

5*
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D. 41-50 The next holding was that of Nusku-ilai. The name is Assyrian. He was formerly

an (Duel MU, i. e. 'a baker': now he has settled in the country and is 'a husbandman'. He
has a son and wife. The son is marked SA and the famih' was 'in all three'.

1. 45 The next husbandman was Aki-mati-ilu. The name may be intended to mean God
be with the land,' and would be good Assyrian, but I know of no exact parallel. We must

remember that in the Syrian names AN may have to be read Alia.

1. 46 He had a brother and two daughters. It is odd that the brother is not named. Per-

haps he was a child. The eldest daughter is noted SA: the second is marked SA. The family

were 'in all four'.

1. 48 There were at least 6000 'vine.s' on this estate. It formed the al se Bel-abua. The

I

name is Assyrian and points therefore to an occupation of more than one generation. Per-

haps Bel-abua had been an immigrant. The farm lay in the district or kani of the city

kua. There was perhaps onh- one character, now lost, and that may be da, but it is

very uncertain.

~
1. 50 It also lay 'in the county,' ina kipani.

Col. II.

E. 1—7 The first holding was that of the 'husbandman,' Si'-idri, 'Si' my help'. His son was

Na.shu-idri, Na.sliu my help'. The names of father and son illustrate a custom in family

names. The same type is preserved, while the elements are changed. Sometimes the same

divine name occurs while the second element changes. This son is noted as SA, liable per-

I haps to 'four' terms of service. There was 'one wife' and one 'daughter'. The daughter

is called batusti. The term occurs again in no. 3, VI. 7. 13. It certainly does not read Ixi-

tit-li, which might mean 'a maiden'. Perhaps we have here a local term for 'grand-daughter'

or if she was the wife of Na.shu-idri, for daughter-in-law. The Assyrian for the latter is

kallatii. The family was 'in all four

.

1. 4 The number of 'vines' on this estate was 5CXX), there was a 'house' and 'vegetable

garden'. The term IS-SAR, or kirn denotes a plantation: the addition of U-SAR or SAM-
SAR, meaning urki or 'green stuff,' fixes the sense to a 'vegetable garden'. All formed the

farm Hainede . This name occurs also in 1 R. 35, no. 2, 10 and II R. 53, 44a.

1. 7 This also lay 'in the county,' ina kipani.

K. S-15 The next section is greatly damaged. The holder's name is incomplete, but we can

read Na.shu-ba(.')(nik.?). He was not originally 'a husbandman,' but his old business no

longer appears. His son was also Nashu , he had 'a wife,' there were at least 4000

'vines'. The name of the 'farm' has perished: but it was not ina kipani, but ina kani of

some city.

G. 16—26 The holder of the next section is Ha-an , a name that may be variously com-

pleted. He was a reii alpe, or 'cow-herd'. Kankanu was, I think, his son. There was an

article of furniture called a kankann, Muss-Arnolt, p. 407 b: but the names may both be

derived from some place name. We may note however Kakkullanu alongside kakknlln,

a vessel, or liquid measure. The next son Ser-nadin-aplu seems to bear an Assyrian name,

compare Ser-abu-usur, Seru-dala, Seru-dari, Seru-nuri, Seru-seri, Ser-idri, Ser-ilai, Ser-ikbi,

Ser-manani. The second elements in these names may be Assyrian in some cases, but

Ser-dala, Ser-idri and Scr-manani are like the compounds of Si' and Na.shu. We may con-

clude Seru to be a local divinity, who had obtained a place in the Assyrian Pantheon. The

men Kankanu and Ser-nadin-aplu are the two sons of Han

1. 20 The next name is Luna-Na.sliu, a name unique as far as I know. He was the son

1 of Kankanu mentioned above and is noted with the number 3, expressing as I take it the
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number of terms of service to which he was liable. There were three wives, but we are

not informed which of the four men were married.

The one daughter was perhaps child of Kankanu. She has the addition VD made

to her name. A .similar addition occurs in K. ']6, A. D. D. 229, 6, where we have 2 niarate

UD-sit. Dr. Peiser, K. B. IV, p. 124, note 4, suggests that UD represents an Aramaic(.'') ending

in ot. In K. 1563, A. D. D. 247, 2, we have maratsii UD, as here inartu UD. Hence the

idea of a plural is needless. Professor Oppert, Doc. Jur. p. 182, suggested that UD should

be taken as an ideogram for asit. Now sit libbi is often used to express one's own child.

We might read sit-su meaning his 'own child*. It is less likely that UD is here the ideo-

graph for uiiii and indicates an 'infant of days'. That would hardly require the change of

sn into sii. Of course there may be some other meaning. The family consisted of 8.

There were 61 oxen, noted LID-GUD-ZUN, which perhaps means that they were for

breeding purposes.

Curiously enough the area of the holding is not indicated: it was very likely an in-

definite amount.

1. 25 It all made the al Dannatd . Proper names like Danna', Dannai, Dannat-Sulai and

Dannite make me think Dannata' is realh' a plural of Dannitu, which means 'stronghold'.

In any case this was 'near,' ina kani, al Haiirina. This town is named, VR. 7, ill, as one

of the places, in the W. of Syria, where Asurb. defeated Abiate'. But that may rather be

Hauran. It is also named on K. 9669, R. 5, 7, but with no indication of its locality.

H. 27—32 The next holding was in the hands ofRahima, the 'goatherd,' or re 11 enzati,\{ eii'Mti

is the proper plural of enzii. The name is allied to Rahimu, Raliime. Here we have the

root rahciinit, a correlative of the common Assyrian rdmn, 'to love'. Rahimu .should be

'lover,' cf the Palmyrene proper name am. We may compare Rahimu-.sarru, A. D. D. 352,

R. 4. His son Na.shu-sama'ni has the note SA, referring to his liability to four' terms of

service. The second element reminds one of Atar-samain, but I am not sure of the iden-

tity. The Aramaic ystl"^ may be nearer.

1. 29 Rahima had also a wife and daughter, to whom is attached the note 3, referring

to her liability to three terms of service. The family therefore consisted of four. There

were 57 goats. The determinative LU, generally denoting sheep,' is prefixed. Apparently

there is no indication of the extent of land grazed by this flock. This formed the al

Gaduata. We may compare the name of al Gadiati, Sarg. Ann. 275, without identifying

the places. The element Gada, Gadi, also occurs in the names Gadasamerati, A. D. D. 310, 10;

and Gadise, Rm. 478, 7. It was situated in Hasame. We may perhaps compare mat Ha-

samu. III R. 7; I. 29, II. 14; 8; 31, which Shalmanesar II puts near Dihnun and on the road

to Til-barsip. The latter is generally identified with Birejik, and Hasame lay in that

direction.

J- 33—37 The next holding is that of Ilu-.simki, the 'hu.sbandman'. The second element of the

name is unusual. We ma}' perhaps compare Semka, A. D. D. iioi, where we may have

the verb shiiu 'to hear'. If so, it may mean 'God hear thee' and Semka is the shortened

form 'Hear thee'. Ilu-simki seems to have a son, not named, and three wives, as well as

a daughter noted with UD. Can it be that this UD was read batiisu, ind when UD-su occurs

that the sit is a phonetic complement.' This would fit the above cases: but leaves the

meaning still uncertain. Here there were 7000 'vines'.

1. 36 The name of the farm appears to be Atanu.

1. ij It was in the district of Harran.

K.jS-44 Si'-a-ka-ba was the next holder. The name contains the element akaba, seen also in
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Akaba, Akabi-ilu, Akkabbi-ilu, Akubu, Ikubu. It may mean 'Si' rewards'. It does not seem

I
to occur in Assyrian names, but to be the Aramaic apy seen in Spyba, 2p5>ny.

He was a viasar kabli or 'warder of the kahlu . This kablu was an enclosed garden

.space, and in our case consisted of a sort of tree or .shrub called snsngi, clearly that for

which V R. 26, 3 1 e. f gives the ideogram IS.SE-SES. We are quite in the dark as yet

concerning the plants and vegetables of Assyrian gardens.

1. 39 He had a son called Ser-manani, who is noted SA: another, Kusai, noted SA. The

former name is a compound of Ser, see G. 20, and inanani see A above. Kusai is really

a gentilic denoting the inhabitant of Kusu, the celebrated hill country to the north of Syria,

whence came the Kusai breed of horses.

This family consisted of three men, no women are named. This constituted the

holding lanabir .suhuri. I think this means lanabir the less, cf. lanabir manal, in no. 4, III. Ii.

It was 'in the county,' ina kipani.

Col. III.

Then began the totals. The scribe counted .,'7 irrisc, so far we have had none men-

tioned. He gives '11 husbandmen,' we have at least thirteen. I fancy he only counts

those who occuply holdings themselves. Hence what we have already discussed forms

a small part of what he included in his totals. We might suppose therefore that we have

been discussing a second side of the tablet but as we shall see our reverse also occupies

itself with totals. Hence this tablet contains the second or third portion of the list and

its totals.

I.I—6 They are too fragmentary and disjointed to be of much interest. The mention of a

number of aiiiclc is important as shewing that the total included at lea.st 6 different occupa-

tions, what these were we do not know: but we know of quite as many occupations in the

tablets preserved to us. Beside the 'irrigator' and the 'husbandmen,' we have various gar-

deners, .shepherds &c. The mention of the city Bana perhaps points to a town name

beginning with Banai, like Banai-barka, which was however in Canaan.

1. 35 The sixty animals, called //;-/ are suggestive of 'elephants,' pint, hut pzru may

be the name of some sort of land here. The large totals 282000, 41 000, clearly give the

number of vines in different districts, the latter probably being 'in the county'.

1. 41 Whether the scribe meant Sarugi here is hard to say, as only Sa- is left of the city

name. Of the 25000 'vines' our tablet only gives loooo, another proof that it is the .second

or third of the series. In line 47 the sign after S/ appears to be <j, so there were probably

79000 'vines' in and about Sarugi.

Reverse. Col. VII.

The order of the columns on the reverse is really from right to left. But these are

so disconnected that I have taken the usual order. What is meant by 'all which the slaves,'

or 'all belonging to the slaves' is hard to guess. Perhaps the scribe would have us under-

stand that all the above belonged to the 'king's servants'. The term si/>tu denotes the

'young' of animals. The sign KUR is a common abbreviation for the fuller KUR-RA, here

we have '30 young horses,' 'foals' in fact. The mention of 'camels' here is of interest, and

should warn us that when a piece of this series is found containing some 'camels,' it either

belongs to this tablet or to one of those immediately preceding it.

Col. VI.

The 9 oxen for breeding purposes here do not include the 61 oxen of obverse I. 41.

The -iite-ri of line 10, is probably part of a place name.
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No. 2, Col. I.

A. '/ /;//// -DI-Na-as-hu , ''Ha-ilu-da-da (aplu-sii), '/ assatu, naphar [j] . . .

'' 2 Intati, 30 ivier ekli, ^10 inter ar-sn ina {iibbi), '' i alpti, i ad-ru, i gji-ub-{l)ii). ^Na-as-hii-

ka-ta-ri, apt/ Na-di-AN-XV, '^napliar al se 'A-?ia-a, ina al Nur-ra-{a-d).

B. ^^ Al-Na-as-fiu-mil-{ki) ^
^ apil Uu-kia, AMEL , ^'- Zer-ba-ia-di i''/ ahatsn

^^AN ' •' aplu-SH SA •''/ apil ahi-su,

I assatu, I viartu SA, ^'naphar 3, 40 iiiicr ekli, ^^10 imer ar-sii ina libhi, 2 alpe, ^'^naphar

al se Gur-ra-ba-a, ka-ni al Dur-Nabfi.

C. ^<^Ilu-ba-{nik} ainel) NU-kirt, 21 (trace).

Col. II.

D. ' 2 gubbane ^ bii-tu, ka-ni alQ) . .-na-li

It. 3 ii^^ji AMEL irrisu, r assatu, 2 marate 3. ^{naphar) 4: i bitu, i kirii urki, ' Hal-inu-sn,

AMEL irrihi, ^Si--di-/i-i-ni, aplu-su, SA, ' Sarru-di-li-i-ni, aplu-su, SA, '^Me-i-sn, aplu-hi. SA,

I aHatu, ^/ martu UD , naphar 6. '"/ bitu, i ad-ru, naphar 4 irrise. ^^60 imer ekli

40Q) ar-sn ina Iibbi; ''^2 biiati, i ad-ru. {i kirii) urki ^'naphar al Ma-ak-ri-su, ina (al )

-ri-e. ^^ nap/jar 2 bitati, 4 amel NAM ^''Nusku bit belelimu us- ....

F. ^'^•Ha-ni-i apil Pa-li- ^'istu Iibbi amel iipar siprate, amel irrisu. '' Nusku-se-.cib-

an-ni aplu-su SA; '"/ assatu. i viartu 3, naphar 4. -'V aplu hi ra-man-i-su. 30 imer ekli.

21 imer ar-su ina Iibbi. '^'-{i bitu), i ad-ru, i kirk, -' u-a Zu-ur . . .

it is-si-e

G. 25 AN
Col. III.

II. I ra '^naphar 4 AMEL irrise. ''•2 SA, i maru SA '.? aHiite.

I martu ''naphar 10. 2 alpe ra-{manisu). ^'80 imer ekli, 10 imer 'ar-su ina [Iibbi)

^ Pap-pu-u is-tu Iibbi amel '''AMEL ma-sar isu ^"fja-an-pa-sa-nu aplu-su,

'
' 2 aiiate, naphar {4) '

- / kab-lu (isu) sar-bi- ''/.? iiner ekli .^a ra-{maniiu)

'^/ imer ardn, i imer . . . ^''Man-nu-ia-di- apil Ha- ....
^''AMEL rcfi imer A-{AB-BA),

^'Ba-ni-i ahu-sii '"/ mdru 3, 2 aUate ''/ martu 3, naphar (6)

Rev. Col. VII.

I. hiaphar al se Bir-ha-a-nu.

K. '^La-it-ti-ilu. apil ''AMEL irrisu, isiu Iibbi ^A-tar-pi-im-di. "'/ aUatu,

naphar 3 . .

Col. VIII.

L. ' /o (?)
. "-TIS •'j(?) ^20

''6 imer ''50 se cer ar-su ina (Iibbi) ''naphar al se Ka-pa-ru{t) ^ka-ni

aI Harran, ana gi-mir-ti-'su.

M. ^Bel-dan-an, AMEL irrihi, ^'^Na-ni-i apil amel LUL

No. 2.

The very fragmentary .state of this much damaged tablet renders it difficult to see

all its bearings. I regard it as one of those of which a summary appears on no. i. My
comments will be less full than before.
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A. I—

9

In the first section the first line appears to contain traces of the summary of the

possessions of the first family, 'one house'.

The next family were probably 'Silim-Nashu and Ha-il-dada his son, his wife, in all 3'.

The name DI-Na.shu could be variously read, DI is an ideogram for salamu and its deriva-

tives. It also stands for Silim in Assyrian names. But we may not have to do with an

As.syrian form: DI may stand here for some other word the local equivalent of ialaviu.

The name Ha-il-dada is difficult. Dada is a divine name, one of the local bye-names of

Adad, or a dialectical variant of it. It occurs in Bag-dadi, Giri-dadi, but must also have

had a meaning as a separate element. We may compare Dada, Dadiia, Dadia, Daddi,

Dudia, Didi, and the Palmyrene Nil. I fancy it may mean 'Might of Dada'. The god Han
may be intended, and Han-dada is perhaps 'Han is dear'.

There were 'two houses,' including, I think, that in line i. The fifty homers of arable

or corn-land, included 10 homers called arhi. The term ariu is very common in these

documents and also occurs in the specifications of land attached to deeds of sale, cf A. D. D.

625, 8, sc zer ar-si. I take it to be from eresii. the general term for cultivating a corn field.

The irrisu, however, takes his name specially from his work as 'irrigator'. Hence arsu must

mean the part of the land actually under irrigation at the time. Perhaps it marks the por-

tion naturall)' 'watered'. It is unlikely that so small a proportion would be all that needed

to be artificially 'irrigated'. The prefix zer, 'seed,' that sometimes precedes arsu stamps

it as actually in cultivation. Of course arisuUi is used with the wider sense of cropping,

but even that seems to imply 'irrigation' as part of the treatment. Whether this land was

ploughed by oxen as well is a hard question to solve. But arsu seems to be always part

of the cornland, it is said to be 'so many homers arsu amongst it,' ina lihbi. The land not

arhi was, I think, karahhi, whether that means 'fallow' or not.

The ox was needed, amongst other things, to work the iiartabii or irrigating machine.

These machines required sometimes 2, 4, 6 or even 8 oxen: see Del. H. W. B. p. 618b.

The adru seems to have been an enclosed or fenced area: scarcel}' a 'stock-yard'

as there do not seem to be any number of animals usually held with it. It ma}' have

been a 'barn' or 'store house,' though that was called karii, in Babylonia. There is noth-

ing to shew whether it was read atrn or adru. The former reading is merely conventional.

The gupmi, if that is what was meant in line 7, is usually taken to be a vine. It is

unlikely that a single vine would be entered. The term may be used here for a small

vineyard. I prefer to suppose that giihbu. 'a cistern,' was meant here.

The name Na.shu-katari has already been discussed. Nadi-Lstar is what we should

read had we been dealing with an Assyrian name. The local name of I.star may have been

different. Nadi ma)' replace the usual Na'id in Assyrian names, or it may be for Nadin:

if as Si' seems to shew, there was a tendenc)' to lose the //.

The name of the farm may be read Ana or 'ina. It was in the town of Nurra

B. 10—19 The first name is probably Al-Na.shu-milki. I prefer the reading Ilu-kia to the more

usual Ilu-ittia, which ma\' be correct in Assyria, but in the Aramaic dockets on the con-

tracts the ki is taken phonetically.

The name Zer-baiadi takes the place of the more usual Zcr-ba'di. The second ele-

ment occurs in many names such as Au-ba'di, llu-bi'di, Sagil-bi'di, Adadi-bi'di; compare

Hadad-ba'ad, C. I. S. II. 74.

This man had a sister to keep his house.

Lower down are mentioned 'i wife, i daughter' with the note SA: and the total in

famih' is 5. There were 40 homers of land, 10 of them arsu, 1 oxen &c.
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The farm was called Gurraba and it lay near Diir-Nabii. This is not the Dur-Nabii

of which the old name had been Dur-Athara, Sarg. Ann. 263; for that seems to have been

in S. Babylonia. The name Gurraba is that of a man. Perhaps Gurraba means a scurvied

man, but we could read Kurraba, cf the Palmx-rene smp.
Of course Ilu-ba .... may be completed Ilu-bani, but Ilu-ba'di is also likely, or

Ilu-banik.

The three sections above were probably held by ii-risc: but this is not certain.

Col. II.

The sign BU. can be read />tirit. a 'pit,' 'cistern,' but giid^tii has the same meaning

and the phonetic gu-ub-bu occurs in our documents. So I have read gnbbani but it ma}-

be bure simply. The same thing is intended. I am not sure that an underground rock-

hewn storehouse or granary ma}' not be meant.

The syllables .... bu-tii form the end of the name of the farm, .... na-li of the city

where it was. The sign at the beginning of the cit}- name began with two horizontals.

''"•3^15 The holder of the next section was perhaps called Summa-ilani, a common Assyrian

name. lie was an 'irrigator' or irrisu. had a 'wife, 2 daughters' and no son at home. There

was I house,' a plantation of green stuff or 'vegetable garden'.

The next 'irrigator' is Halmusu, cf ©^QSn, C. I. S. t. ir, fasc. I, no. 194 cf. the Greek

X)M(i(irjc. The name occurs in A. D. D. 296, 2; 462, L. E. 3; 464. R. 5. The names of his

two sons are Si'-dilini and .Sarru-dilini. The clement di/ini also occurs in Na.shu-dilini. The

root may be daln, 'draw out,' then 'save' or 'preserve'.

Mesu was probably son of Si'-dilini. The name occurs also in A. D. D. 19, 7; 20, 5;

161, R. 2; 288, R. II, and 1 1, R. 3 as the name of a scribe B. C. 684—676, also on K. 9921 and

83-1-18, 347 as the name of the b'cl pahati of Arbela.

He ma\' not have been an irrisu. Then we have 'i daughter f/// perhaps batiisu.

There was 'i house, i adriu and 'in all 3 irrisc: '60 homers of land', perhaps 40 of them

arhi. Altogether '2 houses, an adrii^ and 'vegetable garden'. It formed the (?/ Makrisu in

the city .... ri-e.

Then follows a note that the two houses and four aincl Nam- had some relation to

t'Nusku, the house of their lord.s'. I expect this refers to some dues from them to the temple

of Nusku. The 'lords' are probably the kings of Assyria. What verb is commenced with

us is hard to say, perhaps ussibil.

V. 10—24 The next holder was Hani son of Pali .... The name Hani was common in Assx'ria

as well as among neighbouring people. Names beginning with Pali are rare. Palih is possible

but probably Babylonian. Palitu occurs on K. 3061, R. 2.

This man had been a weaver of the sort of cloth called siprate , and highh- valued.

Now he is an 'irrigator'. His son, Nusku-.sezibani, bears a true Assyrian name, and is marked

with the note SA. Then Hani had 'a wife and a tlaughter' marked 3, a family of 4. He had

an ox of his own, 30 homers of land, so much arsu , a house, an adru, an orchard or

garden &c. The place was called u-a, though Zu-ur . . . may be part of the name.

Of the section G, only AN is left, probably part of the holder's name.

Col. III.

"• 1—19 In line i, ra is very likely the remains of ramanisu, indicating some property of the

holder's own.

In all there were four 'irrigators,' two sons were SA, one son SA, besides 2 wives

and a daughter, in all 10. They had 2 oxen of their own. There were 80 homers of arable

land, 10 homers of it arsu.

Johns, Doomsday Book. 6
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Pappij, a name we met in no. i, was originally of another profession, now lost, he is

now a iitasar kabli probably, for we see lower that there was a kablu.

His son was called Hanpasanu, and there were two wives. There are manj- names

beginning with fjan, whose etymology and nationality are obscure. Han-ahu-su, Hana-

.siriiku, Handasani, PTandapi, Handu, Hanupu, Hanfu.su, Hansi, Han-.saruru, Han-si are a sug-

gestive group. Although the second elements are not Assyrian, perhaps not Semitic, they

suggest that Han is a god. But also some could be read Pjla-il-, which would suit well

when the second element is a divine name.

The kablu (isu) .sar-bi .... may be the same as the kablii sarbati in no. 5, VIII. 19. What
this sarbatn was I can not discover, if it is the same as the siirbu of the Babylonian garden

tablet, perhaps it is some burning,' hot condiment.

There were '12 homers of land their own: one ass'.

Then comes Mannu-iadi
,
perhaps son of Han-pasanu; and a 'herdsman,' perhaps a

'shepherd'. He had a brother Bani. The names beginning with Mannu-ki are very nume-

rous in Ass}Tian. The ki is sometimes omitted, as in Mannu-Adadi, Mannu-Arbalia, Mannii-

zarne, Mannu-iari, Mannu-iri. Hence we may suppose this name the same as Mannuki-iada,

A. D. D. II. 742. The element lada' occurs in ladi'-ilu and Ilu-iada', cf Eliada.

Bani is a very common Assyrian and Babylonian name.

Then follow, 'one son' noted 3, 'two wives,' one daughter' noted 3, and a total, which

clearly must have been six.

The reverse is even more fragmentary.

Col VII.

I.I The holding was called cr/ i^ Bir-hanu. Therefore Biiiianu is a personal name. Names
commencing with Bir are not common, but Bir-amma, Bir-dadda, Bir-iama, Bir-isliadri, Bir-

Sama.s are a valuable group. The second element is clearly a divine name and we may
fairly place Hanu among the gods.

K. 2—

5

La'itti-ilu, is like La'iti-ilu, also written ZU-ili or ZU-ti-ili where ZU is an ideogram

for le'u. The name is common and means 'the power of God'. He was originally not an

'irrigator'.

Atarpimdi is a rare type. Atar is probably the divine name seen also in Atar-gabri,

Atar-hamu, y\tar-suri, Atar-kamu, but Adra-hasis, Atar-ha.sis, Atar-ili may give us pause

We must be sure of the second element first. If Atar-PI be really Atar-ljasis, as Zimmern;

Z. A. XIV, p. 277 f., has rendered very probable, then Atar-hasis may be the divine name

here But imdi is strange.

The scribe adds, 'one wife,' then a total.

Col. VIII.

L. 1—8 The traces are difficult to draw any conclusions from. In line 6, it is a valuable

hint, that as noted above, we have jo zer arhi. Whether zer here also denotes a homer

of seed land, or some lesser division, is not clear. It may be 20 se rscr arsu here.

The holding formed the al se Ka-pa-rit; Kaparu was therefore a personal name, we

ma)' compare Kaparu, A. D. D. 33, L. E. 2.

It was situated in neighbourhood of Harran, ana gimirtihi, 'in its entirety'. Hence

we may perhaps deduce that it was possible for a holding to be within the kani of more

than one city at the same time.

M. 9— 10 Bcl-danan, the 'irrigator' of the next holding bears a common Assyrian name. His

son Nani is apparently a 'singer,' if LUL is really to be read rjaininirn. But I have an

idea it may be connected with zainni, the name of a plant, perhaps the young vine, and
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SO denote a Vinedresser'. Or LUL may here be read (luite differently. At least it seems

as if a 'singer' was out of place here.

No. 3. Col. I.

A. ^Si-HH-ri, ainel irrisu, '^15 inier ekli, ''7 ar-su iiia libln, hiaphar al Tul-li-i-ni, ''ka-ni

hi Harran.

B. 6/ kiru za-ani-ri iirki, 'ina al Harran: ^300 kan-iti sa-ani-rl ina lihbi, '•' ijo [i.sii) sar-pu-tu,

(isti) u-lu-pu, ^''biaphar 4.J0, ^hiaphar sa Ahi-duri apil Sa-Nabh-hi-u.

C. ^'-Nicsku-diiri amel ,
'''^ assate, ^^assatu-su sa A , ^'' anteI sa ....

, ^^'napliar

Col. II.

D. ^ Adadi-dicri amel irrisu '^ Na-hih-di-li-ni .... SA, ^i assatii, naphar j. ^30 ekli, /j ar-su

ina libbi, ''/ kiru za-ani-ri, ^i alpu. 'naphar al se Ar-ri-.zu, "^ ka-ni al Harran.

E. M {amel) irrisu '« aplu, SA. '
' ^^(?).

Col. III.

F. ^^000 ina al Sa-ru-gi, '-naphar 4.000 [isii] be-lit '• i kin\ za-am-ri ^ ka-ni al Harran. ''naphar

1000 ina ''/ amel reu sene pa-su, ''naphar bit Sin-eres amelMU "^hi Adadi-rim-a-ni

amel rab MU -'sa al Harran 11-se-lu-ni.

G. "'.SV/-;-rt-rt', apil Sama'i-ka-me, amel irrisu "
, aplu-su SA, '-

SAL SA, i-'
///, » ra-hi-mu.

Col. IV.

H. '^ assate, 2 marate, -naphar 4 assate; ''naphar S sabe ZI. ^ 2^(ivier) ekli, ka-ui al Harran,

'10 ar-su ina libbi ^10 000 (isu) be-lit, ina ki-pa-a-iii ' i bitu. i ad-ru, '^ i aiiui re 11 hal-ku

''naphar sa Sin-eres apil Nusku-il-a-a.

I. ^^A-sa-nu-nu amel irrisu ".? ZI, naphar 4; ^'^20 inter ekli, ^''10 ar-.ui ina libbi. ^^Ab-da-a

ami-1 reu ^''amel NU-kirii^i).

Col. V.

K. ' rim-aii-{tn).

L. -Adadi-bel-usur amel , 'Sar-ilani-il-{a-a) , ^ Sam-si-il-a-{a) ... ''2 aple SA,

3 assate, ^'naphar £. '40 ekli, 10 ar-su ina libbi, "^2 alpc, ''naphar al Ha-an-su-ri, ^'*ka-in

al Harran. ^^ naphar sa Sul-mu-ahe ^'^mar U-a-di-i.

M. ^^U-a-si-i, apil Ta--la-a. ^'•amel NU-kii-i, ^''Na-suh-di-li-ni, aplu 3, "'/ assatu, naphar 3.

^' Za-ab-da-a ^^apil Ilu-ba-ru, amel „ ,
'''/ assatu, naphar 2.

N. Col. VI traces of ends of two lines, then ni at end of line.

' apil Ha-ri-ma-a, " amel NU-kiri " hi-Na-hih. ''{Na]-hch-

di-iui-ri. "/ aplu SA, Abi-ha-ri 3, ' Nabi't-nadin-aplu , UD, "'/ assatu, i mart/i ba-tu-su,

^^ I SA, naphar S, ^'^ i alpu, 10 000 (isu) be-lit '•'/ bitu ^* Adadi-naid, amel irrisu, '-'As-si-i,

aplu 3, •''/ assatu, i martu ba-tu-su, ''/ SA, i SA, naphar 6.

Col. VII.

O. 1 775 -^TIS -^iz \^SA;i',3;

''naphar 14 SAL ^'naphar 33 sabe ZI(:) '6 alpe, 40 ekli, '^ ka-ni al Harran ''10

ar-su ina libbi, ^"100 ina ki-pa-ani ' hiaphar 160 ekli, ^'^10 ar-su ina libbi, '^ 10 000 {isu) be-lit.

6*
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Col. VIII.

Q. '^ Ija-la-ma -/ assatti , tiaj'har 2. '-^ Na-7ti-{i) ^Abi-ha-ri aplu-su SA.

'I assatu, tiaphar 3. '"Daii-iia-a-a avicl re u sine, ' Uii-na-ta-ni, ap/ii J, ^i aHatii, naphar 3.

''j-tf sine UR-AM.

R. ^^naphar: i AMEL reiX "6 aviele ra-ku-ti, ^"^nap/jar: 7. '-'^o shie ^*ekhi la iid-di ^''Si--

a-ha-di ^''iiia muh-hi i-ia-n-lu ^' hi ie A-da-lal. ^^a-iia gi-mir-ti-su ^'^iiaphar Si- a-ha-di

'-^amel rab alani .... "^^sa ap-

This tablet exhibits some peculiarities, differing from the last two.

No. 3. Col. I.

I Si'-nuri, the irrigator, holder of the first allotment, bears an Assyrian name; if onh-

we read Si' as Sin. He had 15 homers of arable land, 7 of which were arsii; all forming

al Tullini. We may perhaps suppose this name to be Til-cni 'the cairn of the spring,' but

it may not be compounded of Til at all. It lay close to Harran.

I?. 6 II The next section appears to be a summary of what had preceded: but it may be

only a note of the next property. It contained a plantation of zamri urki. Here zmnrii

may mean young plants in general, but I fancy it meant young vines: the addition of

urki maj' be onl\- to note their condition, 'green,' or it may be read 'and green stuff'.

We see that only two-thirds of the plants were zamnt. However the pots of zaviri offered

to the gods incline me to think of some definite plants: and then the bundles of straight

shoots which we see on the monuments evidently as food stuff, and the use of kannii

just below suggests to my mind the likehood that we have to do with 'asparagus'. But of

course kannii is not quite the same as kanu: and there is no certainty to be had on the

nature of the plant from such slight hints. The plantation lay in Harran itself. The plan-

tation contained 300 kanni sainri. The kaiinu here can hardly be the measure for liquids

which Del. H. W. B. p. 339b gives. It is more likel)- the ka-an-nn of the Gartentafel , cited

Del. H. W. B. p 589a. I am inclined to think it a byeform of kaiiii, 'reed,' used to denote

'stalks' or 'shoot.s'. In line i, on the tablet, U-SAR was probably written after zatiiri.

The rest was saiputn and itliipii. The former is very likely the same as sarbatu.

With the latter perhaps compare alnpu. elapii, which Del. H. W. B. p. 75 b, considers a water

plant. It is hardly likel}' that the scribe intends itliipii to be a synonym of sarbiit/i.

In all there were 450 plants. The whole was the property of Ahi-duri, son of Sa-

1 Nabu-.su. These names are pure Ass\'rian. The latter was the name of the Epon\'m circ.

B. C. 656.

C 12— i6f Nusku-diiri, the next holder, bears an Assyrian name: his occupation has not been

preserved. He had two wives: and there may have been a short name in the same line

in which these are mentioned. This would account for 'his wife' in line 14: to which is

added the note SA. It may however be a scribal error for SAL- TUR i. e. niartu. This is

less likely, as 'one son' follows and the males precede the females.

Whether aniel SA . . . ., in line 15, gives the profession of the last named son, or of

all above is not clear nor do I know what the traces reall)- mean. A total came in the ne.xt

line: which perhaps contained the name of the holding. On the whole it seems most pro-

bable that we are to read as^ntii-m sa A: 'the wife of A,' and regard her as independent

owner: amel SA would then denote her husband's occupation.

Col. II.

D. 1—8
f Adadi-duri, the 'irrigator,' bears a good Assyrian name, like Samas-duri, Nabii-diiri.

Nasuli-dilini, evidently his son, introduces us to Nasulj, a variant to Na.slju.
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The element di/ml we have met before, no. 2, 11. 6. This son is noted SA. There

was a wife, and the family consisted of 3. They had 30 homers of land, the scribe omits

////er, as often in this tablet. There were 1 5 homers ariii, and a plantation, /.-in}, of sa/uru.

One ox is named: and all forms the ir/ se Arrizu. Therefore Arrizu is a personal name.

It seems unique. The holding was situated in the neighbourhood of Harran.

E. 9— II Little information is preserved concerning the next holding. Its holder's name began

with A , he was an irrisu, or 'irrigator' and had a son, noted SA.

Col. III.

F. i_Q The first section evidently continues part of the last column now lost. In the holding

referred to there were 4000 probably 'vines'; these were in Sarugi. The scribe summarises,

4000 'vines,' a kirn zamri in the neighbourhood of Harran. Hence Sarugi was near Harran.

There was a further looo in some locality the name of which has disappeared. All was the

house ofSin-ere.s the baker,' 'which (or whom.") Adadi-rimani the chief baker of Harran had

dedicated'. To whom it was dedicated does not appear, perhaps to Nusku or Sin of Harran.

The note was probably to specify its exemption from royal service.

G. 10— 14 The name of the next holder was Sura. He was son of Sama.s-kame. This name

was perhaps read locally Samsi-ikame, 'Samsu is exalted, compare the Heb. Adonikam

He had 'a son' marked SA, and probably a wife was entered in line 12, before the SAL.

intended I think for 'a daughter' and marked .S"^. The remaining tracesdo not enlighten

us much. The name at the end of line 14, may be completed Rahimu, or a name like

Si'-rahimu.
'
Col. IV.

H 1-9 The first section evidently continues one begun at the end of last column. Here

there were '2 wives and 2 daughters' in all 4 'women': and the whole are totalled as 8 sabc ZL
Now sabn is the technical term, in Assyrian, for those persons who were liable to military

service: indeed we often must render 'warriors'. It also could be read ummnnii in the

sense of 'army,' or at any rate 'lev)-,' if for other service. Hence we may gather a further

hint as to the purpose of the SA, SA, marks. The addition of ZI, the ideogram for

)/afiistu, is often used, at least in the plural, to denote 'living souls,' 'persons'.

There were 24 homers of arable land in the neighbourhood of Harran: 10 of them

arsii. Ten thousand 'vines' 'in the county,' clearly outside the ki'rni of Harran. There was

'one house, one adjii, one shepherd,' who had run awa}-, halkii: and all belonged to Sin-ere.s

son of Nusku-ilai; evidenth- a Assj-rian, at least b\- name and descent.

1 10-15 The holder of the next section was Asanunu, the 'irrigator'. The name is unique.

The scribe gives no details of the family, only ,7 ZI, i. e. '3 souls', and totals the whole as 4.

There were 20 iiiier ekli, '20 homers of arable land,' 10 of them arsu. Then he enters Abda,

'the shepherd,' perhaps also acting in some other capacity. PossibK' once a shepherd he

had now settled down to be an 'irrigator'.

CoL V.

K. I Of the first section onh- the traces of a name, probably -rhnanm, are left. It ma)-

be part of a place name, but more likely denotes the estate as belonging to Adadi-rimani

of Col. III.

I,. 2-12 The next holder was Adadi-bel-usur, but we do not know what his profession was.

Like him, .Sar-ilani-ilai, probably his son, whose title also has been destro\ed, bears a true

Assyrian name. Samsi-ilai, probably the second son, however, seems to shew a local name,

Samsi replacing Samas. These are '2 sons' SA, '2 daughters' ma>- also be marked, but

the mark is lost. The famih- therefore numbered 'in all 5'. There were '50 homers of
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arable land,' the scribe omits iiner, lo of them were arsn. There were '2 oxen' and all

formed the iil Hansuri in the district of Harran. The name Han-sdri was probabh' origi-

nally personal: a compound of IJan and the frequent element -sfiri.

. All this was the property of Sulmu-ahe, an Assyrian name, but son of Uadi, whose

name may be local.

M. 13—19 The holder of the next farm bears the name of Uasi, a name which occurs in no. 4,

1 VIII, 16. Like the name of his father Ta'la this seems local. Ta'la occurs in A. D. D. 742,

as the name of an 'irrigator' in Asihi, of another in Ardizi, Tala as the name of an 'irriga-

tor' in our no. 11, and Taela as the name of a witness, A. D. D. 97, R. 3. Uasi was an

'irrigator'. His son Nasuh-dilini, is marked 3. There was 'one wife', in all a family of 3.

Zabda was another 'irrigator,' and son of Ilu-baru: he had a wife, the family were' 2 in all'.

The names are not uncommon, for Zabda, see A. D. D. 178, R. 4, and the Nabatean, and

Palmyrene SIDT; for Ilu-baru wc may read Anbaru. The names actually in use in Assyria

do not exhibit the form, which may be local.

N. 1-3 Col. VI

gives us so little here that we can learn nothing from it.

4—17 The holder of the next section was a son of Harima, cf llarimo and the Nabatean

"TQin; perhaps meaning devoted'. In the next line is only mention of a plantation, kin'r.

perhaps only aniel NU-kiri, 'husbandman,' was written in this line, or the name of his father

before it. The eldest son probably bore the name -hi-Nashu, jjerhaps Dallii-Nashu.

I The second son was called Nashu-dimri, the third Aza(.?), the fourth was Abi-hari, marked 3.

The next son was was Nabu-nadin-aplu, marked UD. This lends some support to the idea

that UD denotes 'an infant'. There was one wife, a daughter, hatusii, and the next line

has I SA. Whether that applies to the daughter or refers back to one of the sons is not

clear. The family was unusually large, 'in all 8'. The names are mostly familiar, Aza was

I the name of the king of Van, see Sargon's Annals 54 and often. Azi occurs A. D. D. 9, 7

and Azi-ba'al, Azi-ilu point to the West as its home. Abi-hari is like Abi-liaru, on K. 5431 b,

cf Si'-liari, Tab-hari &c. Nabu-nadin-aplu is the only Assyrian type.

The farm had 'one ox' and contained lOCXDO 'vines'. The family had 'one house'.

In the same section are named Adadi-na'id, a pure Assj'rian b}' name, an 'irrigator,'

with a son Assi, marked 3, one wife and a daughter batusii, after whom is placed the mark

/ .S"^. The family were 'in all 6'. The name Assi I take to be a variant of Asi, in no. 4,

I. 21: or A. D. D. 198, I, 4, 13. It can hardl}' be related to the As.syrian asii, 'physician,' but

is more likely modified from Uasi above. We may however note that iC'OS is 'a ph\sician'

also in Nabatean.

Col. VII.

(). I— 13 Here we find ourselves beginning in the middle of a section. The first two lines

perhaps had proper names, there were 12 sons perhaps, line 3, of whom 3 were marked SA,

and 1 marked 3, in all there were 14 females, and altogether 33 siidc ZI, or 33 servants of

the king, 'souls'. The land was 40 homers, iiiier omitted, 10 of them arhi, and 100 homers

'in the county': altogether 160 homers of land, 10 arsii among them. How the scribe ob-

tained his figures we do not know, nor can we object to them till we have recovered the

rest of the section. There were 6 oxen, and locoo 'vines'. No proper names are preserved.

Col. VIII.

Q. 1—9 Here we have Halama, if that be all the name, probably an 'irrigator,' 'one wife, in

all 2 . Then came Nani, probably an 'irrigator,' his son Abi-hari, and wife, 'in all 3'. Next
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Dannai, 'a shepherd/ his son Ilu-natani marked 3, a wife, 'in all 3'. '] here were 50 sheep

tUR-AM. The latter ideogram, UR-AM, is not given in Briinnow's List: it may be a badly

written KU-KAR.
Halama is unique: (compare Phoenician dbn, 'my dream (?)') Nani is common, Abi-hari

occurs above. Dannai is properly a gentilic, compare the town Dana, and Dania in IIIR. 10,

no. I, 5a. Ihi-natani corresponds to the Assyrian Ilu-nadin, using the Aramaic in; for nadaiui.

K. 10—21 The next section evidently summarises the preceding, but how far back it extends

is not clear. We have 'in all i shepherd,' probably Dannai, '6 persons rakiUe, in all f

.

Here I take raku to mean 'empty ,^
i. e. 'unemployed'. They have no land to till probably.

The scribe continues, there are '60 sheep,' but 'the land,' eklu, la uddi, is not allotted'; iiddi

from adfi, 'to fix,' 'allot,' Del. H. W. B. p. 232a. The scribe adds that Si'-hari ina inuhhi

isciulu, 'shall enquire concerning it', or 'concerning them'. The text appears to have isdnkti.

All this estate belonges to Si'-ahadi: and he may have been an absentee landlord. He was

a ral> alani. I am inclined to think line 21 read sa apkid- perhap.s 'whom I appointeel over

ihcm'. The lower edge yields some traces, apparently of totals.

No. 4. Col. II{.?)

A. ' / assatu ^ hii-ri ' {ina kani)

al Ilarran.

B. ' irrisu ' i assatu, i bitu "^ Ba-li-hi

C. ' amcl irrisu
'^

/ asmtu "^ al se Ur-di.

Col. III.

D. ' u '^{Sam)-si-id-ri am el SA SF.PA. ' in-ni-i . . '

sa k-la-a "' ri-sa-a ^ SAL-MES ''

aI IJarran.

E. '^Id-ra-nu, ainel irrisu, ''/ ahu-su, i viaru, j assatc, '"^o ck/i, 1 bitu, i ad-ru, "/ kirii,

naphar aI Ba-da-ni; ^"^ka-ni al Harrau.

F. ^'^Adadi-lu'ki-di , ainel irrisu, "/ mam, ^''20 ekli, 2 ar-su ina libbi; "'Is-sa-a amel reii

alpc, ''jc alpu ardu [phi) LID alpu ZUN ^'^ina al A-a-na-ta-a ^'^ina al Ba-li-hi.

Col. IV.

G. '^t)(?) iiner ekli ina al -ka-ni al {Harrant)

H. ' Pa-di-i amel NU-{kiri), *i niaru, j assate, 4.000 isu be-lit, ^12 inter ekli ina al Sa-i-di; ''ka-ni

al Harran.

I. 'naphar 24 amel irrise '^naphar al se SuQ)-tulQ)-u[}) . . '^ina alQ) Sa-{ru-gi}).

K. ^^Man-nu-ki-ilu, amel retc ^^ina al Ina-bi-ir-ma-an-at.

L. ^'^A-si-ra-a, amel red A-(AB-BA) ^^Bel-abu-usur amcl gallabu-su ^^Sa-gi-bi-sarru, amcl SA,
^'"Nusku-il-a-a, amel , "^^Ha-na-si-i, amel

Col. VIII (?)

M. ^ Nabii-bel-ukin,' {amel NU kiri), i maru, i assatu, /joou bc-lit, •'/ bitu, ina al Ri-bit Rim-
ana-ili ^naphar sa apil Rim-a-ni-ili a-na pani-u.
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N. 'J!c/-iisur-s!i(}:), 2 tiiarc, 2 assa/c, '' iwcr ckll 'iiiui) al JJa-an-sii-ri ka-iii ill JJurran

''sa Sul-mii-alie.

O. \U)-a-si-i mar ^^autelQ) »' '=*.

'•'
'

'
' ''(ilia) ki-pa-a-ni

P. "' si-i „ , 2 asiate, ''
be-lit, jo ekli, i bitu, '* ii-si ina ki-pa-a-ni

'" ekli, I bitu, ^" ;'/ ina mat kip-an.

Rev. Col. VII (r),

Q. !(/) Na-ga- \f) Nin-kal ^(/j Ha-bai:) ^[f) Si-i

''2000 (isii bclit) ^'naphar ina

R. (/) Sin ^ blank 'Uiaphar ina ka-ni . . : "^4000 ma al Sa-ru-[gi)

^'/jooo bc-{lit) • "'irt Adadi-rintani anteI [rab MU) '-^sa al Ijarran

S. I' 's '"trace '' ,

'**trace

No. 4. Col. II.

A. 1— 3 The first column i.s so damaged that it is impossible to tell whether there was another

column before it. However, the general shape of the tablet inclines me to say there was,

but as nothing remains I call the first legible column Col. II. Of the first section mere

traces remain, from which we see there was 'one wife\ and the holding lay in or near

Harran. Perhaps -hii-ri, at the end of line 2, is the remains of lanibir .suhiiri.

H. 4—6 In the next section we see the holder was an irriht, or 'irrigator . There was one

house'. The trace before that is unreliable: but was probably 'one wife.' Judging by the

space left, there was also one son.

The holding was in or near the city Balilii.

C. 7—

9

The holder of the next section was also an irrisii, with 'i wife,' and it was all in al

sc Urdi. Urdu is verj- common name, B. C. 734 to Post-Canon dates, in A. D. D. The al

se Urdi also occurs again in our no. 11, II. 4, where it is said to be baniat sa ina daiiniti.

'a high place which is in the stronghold'. It is not likely that dauniti here means a docu-

ment, but compare K. 1 1 86, 1. 8.

1). 1-7 Col. Ill

starts in the middle of a section. The trace in the first line is perhaps //.

The name in the second line I have completed Samsi-idri. No other likely divine

name ends in si. He was an amel sa sepa, a common title in A. D. D., but his exact

function is not clear. The syllables in-ni-i are perhaps part of a personal name.

What was meant by sa I'/la can hardly be determined without a context. It is

hardly a name, Istar-ula. The traces in the next two lines are not intelligible, but all was

in or near Harran.

E. S-12 The next section is complete. The holder was Idranu, the 'irrigator'. The name we

have had before, in no. i, I. 32.

There were, 'a brother, a son, and two wives'. The scribe omits inter: but 20 ekli

doubtless means '20 homers of arable land'. There was 'a house and barn,' or adru. Also

an orchard, or plantation, kirii. In all it formed the al Radani. We may compare the al

Badatiai, of II R. 6'j, 53; IIIR. 10, no. 2, 39a, which however Tiglath Pileser III. puts far to

the West. This was in the district of Harran.
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F. 13—19 The next section is also complete. The holder Adadi-lukidi was an 'irrigator'. His

name is like Si'-lukidi. He had 'one son'.

There were 'twenty (homers of) cornland,' of which two were arsu. There was

associated with him a reii alpe, or 'cowherd'. His name was Issa. In view of the fact

that Adi has a variant Idi, and Adria is also written Idria, we may suppose the name to

be the same as Assi, Asi.

The cattle were jo alpe ardani. The alpu ardu like the imeru ardu and LU ardu

seem to denote cattle used for 'work'. The terms applied to cattle by the Assyrians are

usually written ideographically, and will need a special study before they become clear.

The sign LID after alpu is replaced in the plural by li-da-MES, hence was probably read

lidani. Both lidu and lidanu mean 'young'. The sign ZUN has a sort of collective rather

than a plural meaning. Hence we may perhaps, regard this line 17 as meaning '30 cattle

with their young'. But the whole subject is still obscure.

All this property was in al Ainata, with which we may compare al lanatd , which

no. I, II. 26, tells us was in the district of al Haurina. This was in al Balihi. The places

might be the same, if part of Balihi could be in the district of Ilaurina. Haurina must be

on the border of Balihi, or vice versa. Compare ^aura, a village between Rakka and Balis.

Col. IV.

G. I - 2 Here also we start whh the end of a section. There were perhaps 20 homers of

arable land in some city, kani another city. The common size of one holding being

20 homers we may feel fairly sure of that number here.

H. 3-6 The next section is all but complete. The holder is Padi, a 'husbandman, or antel

NU kiri. The whole of IS-SAR, read kirn, is not preserved, but one can hardly suppose

any other name. He had a son, and three wives, or at any rate women. There were 4000

'vines,' and 12 homers of cornland in al Saidi. This name could be read Zaidi and we

might compare the Zaidini of Sm. 762, II. 6. This place was in the district of Harran. The

name Padi was borne by the king of Ekron, I R. 38, 70 and occurs in A. D. D. 148, 5; 621,

R. 18, as well as K. 4761, 9.

I. 7 - 9 The next total contains the summary of what precedes. We read 'in all 24 irrise

.

As at least four of the sections preceding are expressly assigned to this class of holder,

we may fairly assume that this order is correct. If this had been the reverse of the tablet,

they would succeed this section. Beyond 'all the al ie of some one, ina some thing,' I can

make nothing of lines 8 and 9. They are very badly injured and most of the characters

are uncertain.

l^- 'o-'i In the next section we have Mannu-ki-ili, 'who is like God.V a pure Assyrian name.

He was a 'husbandman,' and in the city Inabir-manat. The city name is peculiar, and

very like lanibir-suhuri, but does not follow any type otherwise known to me.

L- 12-16 In the next section are entered several names of officials without any land or pro-

perty being associated with them. Asira was a 'camel-driver'; his name is like Asiru, A.sire,

in A. D. D. 373, L. E. i; 446, R. 12. Although the traces of A-AB-BA are very slight,

I believe that is what was written.

Bel-abu-usur, a pure Assyrian name, was his gallabu, perhaps the 'brander' of the

camels. Sagibi-sarri was the amel SA, 'who looked after the food'. The name recalls

Sagibi and Sagabbu. Nusku-ilai, an Assyrian by name, and Hanasi were other officials

whose titles have perished.

Johns, Doomsday Book. n
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Rev. Col. VIII (?)

M. 1-4 The first section returns to the old style: Nabu-bel-ukin is the holder, but his title

has quite perished. He had 'one son, one wife, 13000 'vines,' one house,' in the city Ribit-

/
Rim-ana-ili. The holder's name is pure Assyrian, and his holding is named after another

who had a pure Assyrian name; Rim-ana-ili, the more usual form of which is Rimani-ili.

Note the occurrence of rebitu, the wide space outside a walled city, but within its territory and

in some few cases, within a second line of walls, moat, or other defences. It was in the

well known 7'ebit of Nineveh that Maganubba lay, where Sargon built his city Dur-Sargon,

the modern Khorsabad. In the rebit of Durili, Sargon defeated the king of Elam. It was

also a term applied to 'wide streets,' or 'squares,' in a city.

The groundform rabatu has suggested an explanation of Rehoboth-Ir, as the 'wide

spaces of the city'. But there is no authority for supposing that the outskirts of Nineveh

were ever called Rebit-Er or even Rebit-ali, only Rebit Nina. The form Rebit-Ir compared

with our name suggests that Ir was a personal proper name.

The scribe says of the preceding, whether including one or more sections does not

appear, that it was all that Rimani-ilu did something with, ana panitt. formerly. It is fairly

certain that he was the former owner. Apparently now he is dispossessed of it, perhaps

it had been confiscated or had reverted to the crown.

I
N. 5-8 The next section was held by Bel-u§ur-.4u. The name is quite regular Assyrian. He

had two sons, two wives, and so many, perhaps 20, homers of land'. The holding lay in

the city Hansuri, which name is clearly a personal name, cf no. 3, V. 9. It was in the

distnct of IJarran, and was that which Sulmu-ahe had.

For a previous reference to Sulmu-ahe, see no. 3, V. 11. We may note that the name

of the holder could possibly be read, isten ahii-iu, which perhaps could be taken to mean,

'one brother of his,' that is of Nabu-bel-ukin. Possibly the scribe did not know his name.

0.9-15 Then follows the holding of Ua.si, the name being restored from no. 3, V. 13.

There is only an uncertain trace of another line next it. After an interval of about

four lines, now lost, we read iiia kipani, 'in the county'. But it is of course not certain that

all this was one section.

P. 16—78 The holder's name ended in .... si, like Uasi, Asi, he was clearly a 'husbandman'.

He had 'two wives'. There were a number of 'vines,' '30 homers of corn-land, one house,'

and all formed a farm 'in the county,' of which the name ended in -Jisi or -Savisi.

The next section preserves very little; 'some land,' 'a house,' formed another farm

'in the county'.

Col. VII?

Q. 1-6 Here none but women are named, unfortunately their names are not preserved, but

there were four who farmed a vineyard of 2000 vines. It would have been of great interest

to have had fuller details of this remarkable case.

R- 7— '3 This holding was occupied by a woman also. Then came some totals, all was in

the district' of some city: there were '4000 vines in Sarugi,' '15000 vine.s' probably

near it, 'which Adadi-rimani the chief baker of Harran' either formerly owned or perhaps

dedicated.

S. 14— r8 Of this section the merest traces are left.

No. s. Col. I.

' Ahu-ii-a, apil Gab-ri-iln, ^ Tab-naid, aplu-su, SA, ^Na-a^-hn-ka-tar, SA, *Si--sa-ka-a, SA,

'^apil Al-la-sarru^ napf^ar 4. ^2oimer „ „ , rab BI-LUL\ ''j inter „ „ „ , tier matt; i bitu.
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B. ^Ilu-gab-ri, apil Nabii-la-di, „ "^Na-as-hu-iiadin-aplu, aplu-su, J,
^'^20 inter „ „ , rab BI-LUL;

"j imer „ „ „ , ner mati; i bitu.

C. ^'^Ahi-nuri, apil Si--ia-ba-ba, „ ^"^Na-ai-fiu-gab-ri, aplu-su, SA, ^^20 imer „ „ , bel paliati

Nina, ^^4. imer „ „ .

D. ^^Ka-ku-us-tu, apil Ar-ta-la-nu, ^"^Ub-bu-ku, Hu-mu, aheiu, 5, '^/o imer „ „ , hi Ri-mu-si,

^^10 imer „ „ sa bit atnel sakmite; '^^4 itner „ „ sa bel paJiati Halsu.

E. "^^A-si-i, apil Ti-ti-i, -"^A-bu-hi, ahii-su, 5,
'^'^20 bner „ „ sa NU-SAG-MES\ '^*j imer „ „

sa bel pafiati Hal-su\ '^^ i imer \ sa Si--ma-ta-. '^^al Be-rap-si-a-a.

Col. II.

^

F. * "^Nabu-balat-su-iik-bi) , 3 Te-ir-nadin-aplu , GA
,

^sa Al-la-sarru. ^i"] imer „ „ sar-tin; ^j imer „ „ , tier mati; 'j ijner „ la ner mati;

^i imer „ bel pafiati Nina, i bitu.

G. ^E-ri-sti, apil Man-nu-ka-sarri, ^^Ninip-eres, aplu-su, s, ^^Nabti-u-sal-li, 4, napfjar j; ^'^KU

Nusku-li; ^'^20 imer „ „ tukultu apil sarri; ^^4 imer „ „ .

H. ^^Nabii-u-ial-lim „ ^^Ninip-ii-sal-li „ ^''2 aple Ku-ni-i; ^^ I-la-i-a-bi, aplu-iu, 4, ^^ Ibi-nadin-aplu,

5, naphar 4. ^^ KU Ha-na-na, A-a-bu, '^^40 imer „ „ rab MU-GI; '''^tukultu bit Ahir bel

pahati Par-min. "^^8 imer „ „ "^^napkar 10 irrise, 3, SA; j, 5; 2, SA; '^^j, j; i, UD; 2, GA;

napf}ar 24. '^^al Gam-bu-la-a-a. -''tiapfjar ia e-ma a-ka-sar-u-ni.

Col. III.

I. ^2oimer "^loimer ^loimer al '^loimerAMEL
^3 imer-ma al '^2 imer Ilu-mil-{ki) "^sa ana al Hu-

^il-lik-{u-ni) ^i imer „ buru i"2 imer \(, AN-ZI
^hiappah siparri '^j« a-na al Nam-pi-gi illik-u-ni. '^2 imer „ AMEL

saknu DAN-DAN ^^a-na irrise ta-ka. ^^4 imer, sa Bi-i-sa-a ^^Kur-sa-a, Ha-am-pa-

^'a-na irrise ta-{ka). ^^2 imer \ sa Nabii-za- ^"^4 imer '/lo » ^«

^"j imer „ istu libbi ma 21^ i^^g^ i|^^
__ /^ 22^^ AMEL Kal-da-a-{d) '^^a-na

irrise ta-{ka) ^*i imer Vb ^a Si-\matd). '^^al Be-rap-sa.

Rev. Col. VII.

K. '
"^ A-tar.id-{ri) ^A-ta-a-id-(rt)

•1/ bitu, I kirii, * Uliilai, M
Col. VIII.

L. ' -^Ilu ^AN-MA
^naphar 7, / IS „ ''>ina bir-ti IS •"' j IS „ sa-pa-

sa ' GAB-DI kiric ^napljar 3 NU-kiri "^sa al

Ilu-mu

M. '^A-a-ha-li ^^i IS „ SA ^"^nap/jar 13 NU-kirt ^"^Se-

lu-tk 2 ^^i SA, 2 SA, 2 UD-MES, ^''naphar 32, 7 IS-MES, SA. !«/ IS „ sa

ilu Istar al Hu ''/ IS „ zik-pi ^"^naphar 12 IS-MES SA i^/ {isu) kab-lu A-TU-GAB-
LIS, 20<5 imer ekli, ^'j IS-MES urki, ^M bitate.

No. s, Col. I.

The first section is almost perfect. The holder was 'Ahua, son of Gabri-ilu': the names
are quite Assyrian; as is 'Tabna id,* name of 'his son,' noted '^SA. With him was 'Nashu-

7*
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katar,' probably another son, noted 'SA'. Then came 'Si'-saka son of Alla-sarru,' noted

'SA'; "in all 4. In the next line '20 homers' is followed by two ditto marks, one probably

I

taking the place of ek/i, 'arable land' the other denoting awe/, introducing the title 'rad

BI-L UL\ This mysterious title, the reading of which is still quite uncertain, was borne by
a very high official. In the Eponym Lists he either precedes or immediately follows the

nagir ekalli, another official whose function is not clear. Only the Tartan, or commander-

in-chief, has higher rank than these two.

The next line gives us '3 homers,' followed by three ditto-signs, evidently also

'3 homers of arable land for the aviel iter matt. This official is the same as the nagii-

ekalli. The section closes with 'one house'. There are no females mentioned.

/^ Here we are introduced to a new feature. The land was not ascribed to the king,

j

nor said to belong to any private individual, but is attached to a particular office. We may

J
regard it as the endowment of that office. The officials of the Assyrian Court were there-

\ fore provided with something like a salary, derived, not from the royal purse, but from

lands specially assigned for the purpose. Beside this, we know that they received their

.— inandattu, or allowance, consisting of food, drink, garments, and in some cases gold and silver.

15.8— II The next section names as holder Ilu-gabri, son of Nabu-ladi. The former name is

perhaps local, as gabri is a rare element in Assyrian names. It is like Gabri-el. The second

name should be Assyrian, though Nabu occurs often in Aramaic names. The element ladi

is uncommon, but may be contracted from ladm, ladi , ladi\ cf Amma-ladi var. of Amma-
ladin, VR. 8, 15, the king of Kidri. Then follows 'Na.shu-nadin-aplu his son,' noted '5'.

There were '20 homers of land for the rab BI-LUL' and '3 homers of land for the iter

mati, one house'.

C. 12 — 15/ The next section has for holder Ahi-niiri, son of Si'-iababa. The first name was

/ common in Assyrian, but may be locally known. The second is purely local, as is *Na.shu-

gabri his son' marked ^SA . There were '20 homers of land for the bel pahati or admini-

strative governor of Nineveh'. The 'four homers' which follow are followed by two ditto-

signs, which may only indicate 'land,' and leave its allotment uncertain, or they may be

an additional assignment to the governor of Nineveh. Thus we see the bel pahati also had

his official endowment.

D. 16-J20 The next section reads, 'Kakustu, son of Artalanu, Ubbuku and Humu his brothers'.

I
The names are not Assyrian. Kakustu is unique. The Arta- in the second name recalls

', Artak.satsu, Arta-marzia, Arta-sirari, Arteanu, and the later Persian names: see Hilprecht,

B. E. P. IX. p. 50b. Ubbuku could be read Arbuku, but compare Ubbuki, Ubukki, Ubuku,

Ubuku, in A. D. D. 68, 2; 124, R. 5; 125, R. 4; 44, R. 4. Humu is unique. The brothers are

marked '5'. 'Ten homers of land' were allotted to 'the bel pahati of Rimusi,' 'ten homers*

belonged 'to the house of the saktiute] '4 homers' were the endowment 'of the bel pahati

of Halsu'. The bel pahati of Rimiisa appears in the Eponym Lists, B. C. 786, B. C. 754,

B. C. 681, and later. IJalsu, properly 'fortress,' was also the proper name of a town, near

Durili and Elam. Its bel pahati is named by Sennacherib to Sargon, and occurs in a con-

tract of B. C. 709. Here we may assume a diff'erent Halsu.

E. 21-26 In the next section the holder is 'Asi, son of Titi,' both names seem local rather

' than Assyrian. Titi occurs A. D. D. 613, R. i. Next we have 'Abulu his brother' marked '5';

the name is rare. An Armenian officer, bel pahati of Musasir, bore a name which the

Assyrian scribe A.sur-risua presents in K. 194 as Ab-liuk-nu, and in 81-2-4, 55 ^^ A-ba-lu-

ku-nu. Clearly he was trying to give a turn to a foreign name, which would mean

something in Assyrian. But the Ablu, Abalu, may be the same element which occurs
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here as Abulu. Abullu-tataparaiu in V R. 43, II. 26 may shew another attempt to get this

foreign name into line with Assyrian Babylonian names. It is very unlikely that there is

any real relation to aplu, ablu, 'a son'. We may perhaps compare Abel, in O. T.

There were '20 homers of land allotted to the NU SAG-MES . Now we have long

been acquainted with the rab SAG-MES, which Professor Zimmern, Z. D. M. G. 1899, p. i i6f.,

would read rab sake, 'chief cup-bearer'. This high official surely had his endowments as

well as those already named, and cannot be identified with any of the others named.

Hence I suggest that NU-SAG-MES was read I'hb sake. Now we have long known that

NU-kiri was the owner, or cultivator of the klrii, but no phonetic reading ofNU has been

found. We may now suppose it was read rab. He was chief of the kirn, not necessarily

owner, but 'over it'.

Then follows 'three homers of land for the bel pahati of Halsu: a homer and one

sixth belonging to Si'-mata . The question is still open how many ka were contained

in the homer, but the sign AS-2u denotes one sixth of the gur, whether that contained

180 or 300 ka. If, as some think, a gur was three homers, then we have here a homer

and a half The usual sign for 'half,' BAR, had a different meaning, Vao of the gur, say

'/,o"> of the homer, and could not be used so well. If this tablet had been complete and

gave an addition of the areas, we might solve the question.

The name Si'-mata', I take to be the local pronunciation of Sin-matan.

The element Matan is of course found in Mattaniah, and many Phoenician names.

All the holdings named in the first column appear to have lain in the city Berapsiai.

The sign Be here, as often, is hard to distinguish from tiu and pap. The name is one of

those curious tertiary formations that often occur, e. g. we have first al Hjibaba, the city H.;

second ainel Hubabai, the people of H.; third al Hubabai, the city of the people of the

city of H. The city proper was called Berapsa, see Col. III. 25.

1'- 1 — 7 In Col. II the first section is badly damaged: the first line or two is lost. In line 3

we read Nabu-balatsu-ikbi, a common Assyrian and Babylonian name. He probably was

a son, but his 'note' has perished. Ter-nadin-aplu points to a hitherto unknown god, Ter,

spelt Te-ir. The name Te'ri, Teri, borne by a prince of Kidri and father of Abiate',

VR. 8, 31 &c., suggests that it was really a phonetic spelling, and that the name was pro-

nounced Ter. The rest of the name follows Assyrian models.

To this son the note GA is added. What that may mean must be guess work

for us. We know that GA means many things, but it may be an abbreviation here, not

an ideogram. For instance, GA means tuiu, 'a breast' and might indicate 'an infant at the

breast . It also means alaku hamtu, so might denote 'a swift messenger,' a 'good runner'.

I am not convinced that it means so here. What follows GA may be SAL, if so we at

length have a female, probably wife of the holder, but the traces look to me more like the

beginning of KIL.

The property seems to have belonged to Alla-sarru, 'Alia is king,' or perhaps the

last named person was a servant of his.

There were '17 homers of land alloted to the sarteimu . This official was the Lord
ChiefJustice of Assyria and ordinarily ranks next the rab BI-LUL. There were three more
homers of land for the ner iiiati or nagir ekalli. In line 7, occurs a puzzling sign, there

were 'three homers of land la tier mati' which I can only suppose means, 'three homers

of land not belonging to the ner matt. It seems an odd way of putting things. The sign

la is written very like hi, but that would be more difficult still.

Then comes 'one homer of land for the bel pahati of Nineveh, one house'.
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G. 9-14 The next section starts with 'Erisu son of Mannu-ka-sarri'. Erisu is a common
Assyrian name, and so is Mannu-ki-sarri: the forms given here may shew the influence of

local pronunciation. Eresu occurs in IIIR. 16, no. i, V 21; IIIR. 27, 128, as king of Sillu.

Then follows 'Ninip-eres his son 5, Nabu-usalli 3, in all 3'. Both the names are pure

Assyrian, or Babylonian. Line 1 2, begins with KU, which may be an ideogram for adi, with .

Nusku-li', who follows, bears a pure Assyrian name, and seems to be unrelated to the rest.

Here '20 homers of land are allotted to the tukultu of the Crown Prince': but the

'four homers of land,' next, seem to be unassigned.

H. 15—27 The next section begins with 'Nabu-usallim and Ninip-usalli, two sons of Kuni'.

Both brothers have their titles indicated by ditto-signs, they were probably irrise. Kuni

was probably deceased, his name recalls Kuni-ljuru in A. D. D. 102, L. E. 3. In that name

Hum may be the Egyptian Horus, but so many names are compounded with FJuru that

we should have to suppose the worship of Horus widely spread in Syria, or, which comes

to much the same thing, many Egyptians settled there. We find Egyptians in Nineveh,

but the Egyptian wars account for that. Whether Kuni is Egyptian also, I leave for

^ others to settle.

The scribe then gives 'Ilai-abi, his son, SA: but it is not clear whose son, hardly

of Kuni. Next we have Ilu-nadin-aplu, noted '5, in all 4'. This name is good enough

Assyrian, but Ilai-abi, like Sin-abi, Sama§-abi, implies a god Ilai. That is worth noting, in

view of the uncertain reading of Abi-ilai, &c.

Again, the scribe writes KU, for adi, 'with Hanana, Aibu'. The former name, like

Hanunu, is widely spread in various forms. Ai-bu seems to be for Ai-abu, K. 8709, II. 10.

The name Ai occurs in Ai-suri, A. D. D. 99, R. 4, and Airimmu, in Winckler's Sargon. The

Aa, so common as a divine name, may also be read Ai. If so, this name may mean Ai

is a father'.

Here '40 homers of land are allotted to the rab MU-Gf. This high official is not

unfrequently named. Whether he be related to the rhb MU ox 'chief baker' on the one side,

or whether he be the prototype of the Biblical Rab-Mag on the other side, are still open

questions. But in Rm. 619, III. 15 we have rab MU-GI sd narkabti, and in the next line rab

MU-GI sd bithalli. These hardly suit the idea of a 'chief baker'.

Further, in our line 22, he either is ^tukultu of the temple of Asur' and ^bel pahati

of Parnunna,' or shares the endowment with those officials. The name of the city is written

UD-HA, but HA is minu and UD can be read Par\ further the bel pahati of Parnunna is

known from the Eponym Lists for B. C. 785, B. C. 756, B. C. 697. As UD can be read Lah,

we could read the city name as Laji-ha. No such name is known to me, though Lah-lja-ha

exists, II. R. 53, 38.

Then come '8 homers of land,' but the allotment is not certain.

The scribe now begins to summarise, he starts with 'in all 10 irrise . The first 5

sections evidently give one apiece, with an average allotment of 24 homers apiece, the first

section of column II evidently gives one more, with 24 homers. The second section gives

another, and the last section gives two brothers, both irrise, with 48 homers. It is not easy

to see where the 'both' comes in. The next enumeration is of great importance; it gives,

'3, SA; 5, s; 2, SA\ i, 3; i, UD\ 2, GA\ in all 24 ZT , that is to say '3 marked SA, 5 marked 5,

2 marked SA, i marked 3, i marked UD, 2 marked GA, in all 24 souls'. The total is quite

right, but where the items come from I do not know, unless there was another section

preceding this side which contained the missing marks. This could not be on the other

side of this tablet, for either this is the obverse and the other side follows, or else if this
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side be the reverse, the summation applies to the column II and those to the right of it.

Until more fragments have been joined, the question must remain unsolved. But we now
learn several things; a son or daughter might be marked SA, SA, GA or UD and also with

the numbers 3 and 5, the latter may also be the sign lA. Of these both SA and SA can

be read 4, but in that case the scribe would not distinguish them. The only quite certain

nnmber is 3, the others are possibly not numbers.

The name of the city appears to be Gambulai, which is startling enough. The
explanation to which I incline is that the people mentioned in this column, many of whom
bear names that might be Babylonian or Chaldean, were captives from Gambuli, settled in

this new district. They might well call it, al Gambulai, 'the city of the Gambuleans'. At
any rate, 'the city of the Gambuleans' does not occur in the historic texts. We may compare

no. 6, VIII. 4 below, where we have certain people called hubte mat Gambiili.

It is curious to find the scribe adding a clause in the first person singular: Hne 27

reads naphar sa ema a-ka-sar-u-ni, 'all which I settled there'. The words are clearly used

to refer to the people above: emu, Del. H. W. B. p. 79a, means 'place,' specially 'dwelling-

place,' and ema is used to mean 'there'; further kasaru means I, 'to collect together' and

II 'to reserve to one's self. The meaning of akasar here must be that which appears in

V R. 7, 79 f ana kaiti aksursunuti eli kisir iarrutia uraddi; 'I assigned them to the bow,

and included them in my royal levy'. Almost every word here is technical. The 'bow',

indicates that state of dependence on the government, which a holder of a plot was in

when he held, subject to the condition of furnishing 'a bow' to the army. The 'bow', so

furnished, consisted of an archer with his associated spearman, who was also armed with a

shield. This couple constituted the military unit. An assemblage of such units made up

the kisru, composed normally of 50 units, i e. 50 bowmen and 50 spearmen, commanded
by the i-ab kisir, and completed by one or more chariots. The total available forces, so

composed of kisru, were the kisir iarruti. They were the royal militia levy. To establish

such a military tenure, when one had not existed before, is the meaning of the technical

phrase, ana kasti kasaru. Further the settlement of a country in definite sections, of an

approximately constant area and adequate population, with probably definite service and

tenure, seems to me to be the meaning of kasaru here. I am not prepared to say this

tenure was also military, but that is very likely. Finally, I believe the speaker is the king

himself, and he means to say, 'all which, persons, places, lands &c, I set in definite order,

under definite terms of tenure'.

This must have been a frequent proceeding on the part of those Assyrian Kings,

who transported large portions of the nations they had conquered and settled them in

districts far removed from their old homes. The settlers were not left to their own devices, /*

but given lands and homes on a fairly liberal scale, in an ordered community. Evidently

the policy of small holdings, the value of a widely settled agricultural population, and the

advantages of an exact knowledge of the situation of each holding and of its available

population were all recognised and elaborately provided for.

I- 1—25 The next column is badly damaged, and it is not easy to say how many columns

there were on this tablet. I think there was another to the right.

We have nothing but numbers of homers for a few lines, giving the amounts of land

assigned to certain officials, but whether as endowment, or for actual occupation does not

appear. They may be the totals of the items in columns I and II, but are too fragmentary

to check one against the other.

/

1
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In line 6, we have a personal name, perhaps Ilu-milki, holder of 'two homers'. The

syllables il-lik are clearly to be completed in line 8 to illikiini as shewn by line 12 below.

In the estate sales we frequently have given as a boundary harrann sa ana al A. illikitni,

'the road which went to the city A'. But here it may be that Ilu-milki went to the city

Hu- . . . . ,
perhaps as a settler there. The mention of boundaries would be quite in keeping

with the care with which these documents are drawn up, but is not so likely to have been

the case here.

In line 9, we read 'i homer of land, burii . Now buru means 'a pit, a cistern,' but it

here and elsewhere seems to denote a species of soil: even a definite sized plot. We shall

find later mention of 'a half burii . Now 'half a pit' can hardly be meant, unless it shews

that the right to its use was shared equally with another holder.

In the next line we have '2 homers / PA AN-Zf . A similar entry occurs, A. D. D.

83, R. 3, where we have '4 homers PA AN-Zf. The occurrence of / PA in place of PA
seems to shew that PA is not part of the ideogram, but that / PA and PA denote the

fractions '/so'*" ^"^ '/so ^^ ^^ ^''^' ^^ ^^ homer be really one third of the giir, we should

have Vio"' ^"^ '/io of the homer. Now AN-ZI can hardly be a divine name here. The

sign ZI is the ideogram for ?iasahn and its derivatives. The verb means 'to pluck', 'gather,'

perhaps also 'to pull up by the roots'. Now a usual phrase in the leases is ie nusa/}i

nasahu, 'to gather a crop'. Hence I suggest that here also AN-ZI means a crop, of the

sort which is 'plucked'. The use of AN is not uncommon in names of grain, cf Ai-na-an,

AN-Nisaba. I am not prepared to state exactly what crop is meant by AN-ZI.

In line 10, we have the official to whom this plot was assigned: 'a copper-smith'. We
may understand this to be the former occupation of one who came to Nampigu, sa ana

al Nampigu illikiini. The name Nampigu reminds one of Nampagate, N. of Nineveh, see

Sennach. Bav. III. R. 14, 10. also of Nappigi, III. R. 8, 35. Next we have 'two homers of

land for the laknu DAN-DAN . The title si not clear to me: the signs may be read in so

many different ways. There is a word dandannu, meaning 'very great,' but there seems to be

no example of its use as indicating an occupation. On 83-1-18, 347, a number of palace

officials, including a rab iidi, a rab batki, a nadin akle, a rab nikasi and a jf« sepa are

summed up as so many amel rab-rab-MES. This may be meant in rab DAN-DAN-MES.
The next line, 1. 14 reads ana irrise taka. Now the same rare word takfi, is given

the meaning 'to heap up,' 'pour out': Del. H. W. B. p. 712a. Here we may render 'handed

over to irrigators,' or 'let out to husbandmen'. That PIN-MES is the plural of amel PIN
is possible, but it may be the plural of IS-PIN, narfabe, watering-machines,' or ana PIN-

MES taka may mean 'handed over to irrigation'.

In line 15, we find four homers belonging to Bisa, in line 16, we have two names

Kursa and IJampa I fancy there was another name in line 15, at any rate it seems

that these men also handed over their four homers to irrigators, ana irrise taka.

In line 18, 'two homers and one sixth of a gur belonged to Nabu-za-(kip)'. What
the scribe intended by four homers Vio'*" S'^^^ ditto not' it is impossible to say. One may
guess that 'not assigned' is meant, but 'not cultivated' is possible. So line 20, 'five homers

ditto istu libbi md may mean different things according to what followed. In line 2 1 we read

'four homers one fifteenth gur ditto not,' in line 22, 'which the amel Kal-da-a-{a)' in line 23,

'^ana irrise taka. We may suspect these last two lines to refer to all the land in lines 19 f,

and suppose it all belonged to the Kaldai who let it out to irrigators. The term Kaldai

is usually taken to mean Chaldeans: but in view of the facts that the amel Kaldai had a

quarter in Nineveh, A. D. D. 382, 8, and that here they are spoken of in the same way as
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the saknti DAN-DAN, and other 'officials,' they seem to have formed a 'caste,' like the

Itu'ai, Selapai, and others, probably originally 'gentes,' then 'castes'.

Then in line 24, we have 'one homer Vc, S^i^^ belonging to Si" A comparison of

line 25, in Col. I leads me to restore the name Si'-mata,' but of course more than one man
may have possessed just 'one homer and a sixth of a gur . In line 25, really on the lower

edge of the tablet, we have the city name Berapsa, which looks like the name Berapsiai in

Col. I. Here as there Be may be nu, but I prefer the reading be.

K. 1-6 Rev.

We have in the first hne traces of a name, that cannot now be restored. In the next

line we almost certainly have Atar-idri, followed by Ata-idri, two pure Syrian names. There

was 'one house one orchard'. The name in line 5, Ululai, is common in Assyrian documents

and was borne by several high officials. Whether in line 6, we have a proper name beginning

with A , or are to read / aplu, cannot be decided from the tablet.

L. 1-9 In column II, as now preserved, we have in the first three lines traces of names, not

now to be restored. Probably these persons, together with the four at the bottom of the

last column, are the seven indicated in line 4, 'in all 7'. If so, then sections K and L are

really one. There was '/ IS ditto . Here I think IS is written as an abbreviation of the

usual IS-SAR, kiru, 'orchard', or 'garden'; for in line 20 below we read 3 IS-MES IJ-SAR

in place of the usual j kire urki. In line 5, ma birti IS may mean 'in the midst of

the gardens,' but without a complete text we cannot be sure. Line 6 is very obscure:

while '/ IS ditto may well mean I orchard, or 'one plantation of the same,' sa-pa-sa is

very difficult. We cannot read sa-pa as 4. PA, taking PA as a measure of land, because

PA being one fifteenth of the gur four times as much would be written I PA. The addition

of SA to kire in line 18 below suggests that we have here to do with the SA used as a

mark after proper names. Can sapasa be part of the word for which SA is generally used

as an abbreviation?

In line 7, we have GAB-DI, the common ideogram used in estate sales to indicate

the boundary. How it was read is quite uncertain, but the rendering 'near' or 'next* is

beyond doubt correct. Here the boundary was clearly another 'orchard'. The scribe in

line 8, counts 'in all j NU-kirt! in line 9, 'of al Hu-mu'. It is impossible to say whether

yumu is all the name. Probably it is the same place as appears in line 7 of Col. Ill, and

lower in line 16, where however only Hu was written on the tablet. Humut was the older

name of Tul-kamri, see II. R. 67, 10: it seems to have been an Aramaic city in Babylonia.

There was also an al se Humuti in mat Barhalza.

M. 10—22 A new section starts with the name Aahali. In line 11, we have / IS ditto sa ,

which probably means one orchard : on the sa compare line 6 above. The scribe now
gives in line 12, 'in all 13 NU-kirt : he must include some previous enumeration.

In line 14, we may read Selutu as a proper name, or 'one selutu. In IV. R. 61, 51b,

the prophetess Lstar-bel-daini calls herself the selutji of the king. Perhaps it means one

'vowed' or 'dedicated'. Whether by / ME the scribe indicates 'one hundred/ or a name
beginning with Me, it is impossible to decide. In line 14 he counts up the marked names as

'one SA, two SA, two UD-MES", and in the next line says 'in all 33'. Where these items

were entered we do not know. Then he adds 'seven IS-MES SA; whether anything else

followed SA it is impossible to say; compare line 6 above. In line 16, we read 'one IS ditto

belonging to Istar of Hu ; that is 'one orchard belonging to Istar of Hu'. I take the

city Hu to be the same as the city yumu above.

Johns, Doomsday Book. 8
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In line 17, we have '^one IS ditto zikpt . Pots of zikpji, some food or drink, are often

named as offerings to the gods, or served out to officials with other allowances. The

determinative isu before zikpu indicates a plant or vegetable. The plant sikpu Del. H. W.

B. p. 261 and that read nipruni, Del. H. W. B. p. 475 b, may be the same, for the latter

could be read niplu. The tree or shrub has not yet been identified, but it must be one

used for food and the edible portion should be its 'shoots' or 'stems'. Now in line 18, the

scribe adds up, '/« all 12 IS-MES SA,' no more was written here It may mean 'in all

twelve orchards SA'. He has given 'one' in line 11, 'seven' in line 15, 'one' in line 16 and

'one' in line 17, where he entered the other two does not appear.

In line 19 we have the interesting entry '/ isu kablu A- TU- GAB-LIS'. Now V. R.

26, 19 g. h. shews that the isu A-TU-GAB-LIS was called sarbatu; and V. R. 26, 55 g. h. gives

the reading luluppi. What this plant or vegetable was does not appear. There was a

mountain variety, luluppi iadi, see V. R. 26, 56. We seem to have the same plant in no. 3,

I. 9 written im sar-bn-tu, and in no. 2, III 12, as isu sar-bi

At any rate we see that kablu denotes some sort of 'garden plot'. We may of course

read gablu or gaplu; and sarbatu in place of sai-batu.

In line 20 we have '6 homers of land'; in line 21, 'j kire urki' cf line 4 above; and

in line 22, '6 houses'.

No. 6, Col. I.

A. ^ Hu-ni-sa-a, amel NU-[kiri) '^j mare, J aHate SA{}) ^i inter ekli, i bitu. *i kirii,

'"ina al In-Samai, ka-ni ^napfiar ia . . . u-na-ti-i.

B. ''Si-- di amel „ ^ 2 asiate, i bitu, ^(7 kiru) urki, §000 be-lit. "*
,

ifner ekli. " -beI amel „
'-^ -MES-hc, 1 assatu, jooo be-lit '^ al

se Na-ga-a '' al Ha-da-at-ti.

C. ''^ SU-U-71U amel irrihi '* 20 eklu '' trace.

Rev. Col. VII.

D. ^ Su-ra-a '^Sa-si-i, aiiiii „ , / maru, i assatu, ^do ekli ina al se La-

ki-e, * Mau-ki-Si- , amel „, 2 mare, 2 asiate, '•Ka-ma-nu, amel „, ^60 ekli ina al ie Adadi-

bi- -di ' naphar 14 irrile.

F. ^Di--na-nu amel „ ^2 asldte.

G.

Col. VIII.

^ Sa-la-bel-iu-nu ra-ku "^naphar 4 amel NU-kiri, ^i ra-ku, al se Ritnani-ilu.

H. *napf}ar ^u-ub-te mat Gani-bu-li.

I. '^Ilu-ba-ni, amel SEQ), "/ maru, i assatu, Tstu libbi HA-A-MES, sd Nabii-af}e-lal-lim ^na-

sa-a-ni.

No. 6. Col. I.

A. 1—6 The section opens in the usual way with Hunisa, a name that also occurs on no. 7

I. 4. The title is not preserved, it may be NU-kiri. He had '3 sons, 3 wives,' there seems

to have been a note SA, or SA, or perhaps it was the total 7, at the end of the line. He
had 'one homer of arable land, one house, one garden (of vegetables), in 'the city In-Samas

in the district of '. The city name In-Samas, may be En-Shemesh, 'Fons Solis,' or
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the eye of the Sun,' like the proper name Ine-Sin. The name of the owner is difficult to

restore, it ended in na-ti-i, the ii that precedes tia being the end of another H possibly.

There does not seem to be more than one character lost.

B 7—14 The name in line 7, seems to have been Si'-lukidi, he was of the same profession as

the last, whatever that was. He had some 'wives, one house,' probably a garden 'of vege-

i

tables, 5000 vines,' some 'arable land'. There follows a name ending in -del, of the same

profession, some sons(?), 'one wife, 5000 'vines', probably 'all in al se Naga and 'in al

Hadatti'. According to rule Naga should be a personal name; but no parallel is known to

me. For Hadatti we may compare Hadatta a city in Ma.s, the Syro-Arabian desert, which

may have been not far south of our district.

<-'• 15—17 In the next section we have perhaps the end of a name .... sunn, but Sunu is a

possible name, see A. D. D. 327, R. 13, and compare Suna, Sunai. The former is borne by

Ian Ukkai, the second seems gentilic. There were 20 homers of land. There is a mere trace

in line 17. The profession was 'irrigator'.

Rev. Col. VII.

^- 1 In the first section we have Sura : then a separate section seems to begin,

E 2—7 'Sasi, the same profession, one son, one wife, 60 homers of arable land, in the 'al se Lake.'

Sasi is a common name, often in A. D. D., e. g. no. 448, R. 10, as a ^azanu, occurring at

dates B. C. 687 onwards. It also occurs II. R. 63, X. 8, as a specimen name. Following the

rule Lake should be a personal name. Lake occurs in K. 680, as the son of Halla-Alla' a pure

Syrian name.

Then follows Manki-Si', evidently for Mannu-ki-Si' as an Assyrian would have it.

May we not conclude that these people said ma?i for matinu always? Manki-Si' was of the

same profession as the last, had 'two sons, two wives'. Then we have 'Kamanu, of the same
profession, 60 homers of land in al si Adadi-bi'di'. The name Kamanu is new to me.

Adadi-bi'di is like Ilu-bi'di, Sagil-bi'di, and Au-ba'di.

The total in line 6, gives all the above as 'irrigators,' 'in all 14': going back to I. 15.

F. 8-9 The next section names Di'nanu, as of the same profession, therefore an 'irrigator'.

He had 'two wives'. The name is of an unusual form. Perhaps it is for Di-in-na-nu, i. e.

Dinanu, the usual spelling is Di-na-nu, or Di-na~na, see A. D. D. 237, 3; 624, R. 13; and

K. 845: compare also the city name Dinanu, III R. 10, no. 3, 66.

I Col. VIII.

G- 1—3 The first section reads 'Sala-bel-Sunu idle, in all 4 husbandmen, one idle, in al se

Rimani-ilu'. Names compounded of Sala are rare in Assyria, though common enough in

the second Babylonian period; and Sala was a true Assyrian god. The only other compound
I know is Sala-§arru-usur, 'Sala preserve the king'. Sala-bel-§unu is thoroughly Assyrian or

Babylonian. He is said to be raku, 'idle,' 'unemployed', here apparently without allotment.

The dl se of Rimani-ilu we have met before, probably as his rebit, 4, R. I. 3.

H. 4 The next line contains a startling entry, 'hubte mat Gambult: i. e. 'booty from mat

Gambuli'. Here, as before in no. 5, II. 26, we are led to enquire what GambuH has to do

with Syria. We know the Gambulai were a mixed race, probably of Chaldeans and Arameans;

and we may conclude that here we have a record of the settlement of Gambulian captives

in Syria. At any rate, we cannot suppose the settlements here made to be in the land of

Gambuli.

1-5—9 In line 5, we have another section, in which we read 'Ilu-bani. of same occupation,

'one son, one wife from the refugees whom Nabu-ahe-sallim brought'. The scribe wrote

gam, the ditto-sign, twice over, producing a sign like se. In line 7, also he appears to have

S *
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written SA-A-MES for the usual HA-A-ME^: HA-A is used, in lists of slaves, &c., to denote

a 'runaway,' haiku, here then we should read halkute. It is not impossible that line 3 acts

as a sort of heading to this section, and that Ilubani was part of the 'booty* there referred to.

No. 7, Col. I.

A. ^{Nd)-iuh-ina "^Mi-i-su, "^Ilu-la-suQ) *Hu-ni-sa-a,

^Ga-ri-da, ^naphar 7 nappah siparri, '/, SA\ i, j;

^S

B. ^Id-na-a-a, i» Uliilai, ^^2 SA ^''Da-al-hi-

^"^Si-- ^^Si- ^^Na-iuh ^'naphar ^ . . .

^"^Afiu-na-gi ^^Al-Na-iuh ^^naphar 2 '^'^ Ilu-na-

gi at end of line 29, 4 UD.

Col. II.

C. ^Si-- ''apil Ha-a ^Du-i, Ilu * la-man-i-a-a, j aple-

su ^naphar 4, i bttu.

Col. III.

D. • -Harran aplu-iu ^ dUu * ie-gur. *

MES-su ^ I bttu ® Si- -tna-na-ni ' aple-iu *

/ bttu ^ Na-hih-ina-na-{ni) ^^21 " -ra-a Si--

'^ ia-ab-ba-a apil ^'^ Savias-ajti-iddin SA ^*SarrH-^a-a-bi

^^fiap^ar 2 aple ^^Sa-la-ma ^"'Jja-nu ^^naphar.

Left hand edge.

Col. I.

E. ' 2 bitate
'^

ra-}}i-i '^Si- ma-na-ni, j, * bitit.

Col. II.

F. ^Si--l}a-ri, Adadi-sal-lim "^2 aple, Hu-ni-si, i bitu "^naphar 22 nappal} parzilli, i ri-bit, ^j,

SA; 2, 3; I, UD; i, GA.

Col. III.

G. ' nis-f}u la

No. 7.

A. I —

8

The first column does not contain one complete line, and the part preserved was

about five-eighths of the whole. Hence in the first section we may suppose that the first

line read ^Nasuk-manani, nappah sipat-ri' or 'Nasuh-manani the copper-smith'. The next four

lines give us four more names, Misu, Ilu-lasu, liunisa, and Garida. The last line had another

name also, and probably one of the others. Hence we have here the names of the 'seven

coppersmiths' given as the total in line 6. To some of the names were attached the

'marks,' line 7 states that there were 'one SA, one 3,' and so on. The 5 in line 8 cannot

refer to these marks, for that would be too many, but it may be homers of land or houses

or gardens.

B. 9-20 The second section opens with two names Idnai and Ululai, but whether line 11 marks

them as SA, or whether their title began with sa, is not certain.

In line 12, the name began with Dallii , a new element in proper names. Then

came two names beginning with Si,' and one in Nasuh-, 'in all 4'. We are not told their

professions, but perhaps they were some of the 22 ironsmiths totalled at the end of Col. II.

In line 17, Ahu-nagi, if that is all the name, is like llu-nagi in line 20 below. Here

we have the new element nagi. In line 18, Al-Nashu is the beginning of a name of a

common local type. The total 'in all 2 given in line 19, does not help much.
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1

This column breaks off some 3 or 4 lines above the level of what is left in Col. II.

The two pieces Rm. II. 130 and 79-7-8, 102 each extend a very thin sharp flake, and these

flakes exactly fitted at their edges.

c. 1—5 In column 11, what is left seems to start a section, for we have Si' son of

Ha-a '. Then, in lines 3 to 5, were named, 'Dui, Ilu , and Jamaniai his three

sons, in all four, one house'. The name Dui is common in A. D. D. I consider it to be phone-

tically written, because we also have Du-a, and Du-u-a and a city name Du'ua. On the

otherhand DU is an ideogram for iikhi in proper names. Jamaniai looks like a gentilic,

though possibly the last a stands for apiii. The name lamani, given by Sargon Ann. 220, &c.

to the king of Ashdod, had a variant Jatnai. In A. D. D. 233, R. 12, 15 we have Ja-man-

nu-u, in A. D. D. 76, R. 4, Ja-man-ni, and in A. D. D. 214, 4, 10 Ja-a-man-ni. While this may
perhaps be understood as a name for 'Greek,' I think we ought to pause before we suppose

such a meaning for a son of a father who gave his other sons Syrian names. I am inclined

to compare also Immanu, Imanu, Imani-ilu, Immani-Asur, Immani-isi and Immanu-el.

There were lines in Col. I, below the level of the last line of Col. II. In what I have

counted line 29 of Col. I, were some totals of the marks given, one of which, perhaps
/f.
UD

is written below line 5 of Col. II, the scribe evidently continuing this line beyond its limits

to the right,

n-i-i? In what remains of column III we seem to have one unbroken section. The first

line has the end of a name aplu-iu, 'his son'. This name undoubtedly ended in Harran.

Isdi-Harran, such a name, occurs, A. D. D. 124, 3 and often, but even more common are

compounds of Bel-Harran. This seems appropriate to the district. Lines 2, 5, 8, and perhaps

10, seems to have ended with 'one house'. This suggests a number of families. Hence the

syllables le-gur at the end of line 3 are probably the remains of a proper name, perhaps

ending in tirri. At end of line 4, was clearly aplesu, 'his sons'. So in line 6, Si'-manani

was father of the head of the family; line 7, shews he too had 'sons'. In line 9, the head

of the family was son of Nasuh-manani. In line 10, the 2 probably stands for '2 sons,'

followed by 'one house'. In line 1 1, ra-a may be the end of the name of the head of the

family, but a may be apil, indicating him as son of Si' , whose name follows.

The name in line 12 is singular. I think it must have been Ilia-abba, followed by

rt//'/, 'son of' a man whose name is not preserved. Then come his sons, Samas-ahi-iddin,

marked SA\ and Sarru-habi, 'in all two sons'. The name Samas-ahi-iddin is pure Assyrian,

but as Sarru is written MAN, we could read also Man-ljabi, Nis-habi, or even Adadi-bel-habi.

These readings are all improbable. Of course a Syrian may have read Malik for Sarru.

The element-Z^rt/^/ is only known to me from this name, but Ha-a-bi is found A. D. D. 437, i.

In line 16, Salama can be completed to Salamame, A. D. D. 113, R. 4; Salama-.sarru, A. D.

D. 598, R. 6 or Salamanu, a common name, e. g. II. R. 67, 60, king of Moab. In line 17,

Hanunu is a natural restoration of a very common name.

Nothing has been preserved of the reverse of this tablet, but there were at least three

columns on the left hand edge.

E.i-4 In column I, there seem to have been two verticals before bitu, but there is no

plural sign after it. Perhaps the first vertical is the end of some other sign or number.

Then we should have 'one house' as usual. In line 2, -rahi is the end of a name, like

Adrahi, cf Adrahau. This was the name doubtless of the father of the head of the family.

One of the sons, evidently called Si'-manani and marked 3, was entered in line 4, and line 5

evidently had 'one house'. I do not think there was anything more in this column, though

the next column seems to imply it.
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In the next column, we have two sons named in the first line, Si'-hari and Adadi-

sallim. Also PJunisi, perhaps a servant; the name is like Piuni§a. These were 'one house'.

Then the scribe gives a total, in line 3, 'in all 22 iron-smiths'. I fancy these were not now
acting as cultivators of the land, because while houses are named, there is no mention of

land, orchards, or vineyards. Then we have the interesting entry, ''one ribit'. Whether this

is the same as the bit ripitu which meets us often in A. D. D. and in no 15, i, below, is

not yet clear. That there was a species of land called rebitu, we know from Sargon's

account of his foundation of Dur-Sarrukin, in the rebit of Nineveh. That it was a term

applied to villages or settlements seems to be implied by a comparison of no. 4, R. I. 3 with

no 6, IV. 3. Ribit Rimani-ilu seems to be the same as al se Rimani-ilu. This conjecture may
not be well founded, but here it seems possible that the 22 ironsmiths formed, or dwelt

in, one ribit. Perhaps like our word quarter,' ribit denotes a space in a city inhabited by
one set of peopJe. This was the ironsmiths' 'quarter.' There are many indications that the

separate guilds of craftsmen occupied separate quarters of Nineveh: a trade being named

as bordering on an estate, in a way that can hardly be otherwise understood. Hence I

believe we have in this tablet a census of the industrial inhabitants of some 'quarter' of a

city. The proper names suggest Harran as the city.

In line 4, the scribe summarises the marks given to the members of the families

enumerated above. There were 'five marked SA, two marked 3, one UD and 'one GA .

There was at least another line in this column, but there are no legible traces left.

<^- 7 Of the three characters legible in line i of the third column the first may be read

20. But 20 hu-la does not convey much meaning. I prefer to read nis-hu la

The nishii means an 'excerpt from a tablet,' a 'section' &c. Here perhaps the scribe noted

that this 'section' of the census was 'not' complete.

No. 8. Col. I.

A. '. . . . ind ^ ka-ni{i) ^ i hti *apil Adadi-

bi(di), ^amel reti sene; ^Sa-mu-na-aplu-iddin, '^Bel-ba-im, */ aplu, GA. ^2 aHate, tiaphar 6.

^'^ijo fhie KU-KAR ^^al Har-nu-{AN)-Za-a-en. ^^ina madbar ia al Ba-li-hi.

B. ^"^Sa-la-viu, atnel irrilu, ^*2o imer ekli, '^/o inter ar-iu ina libbi ""/ alpu, i bitu, "/ ad-

ru, I kirtc, ^^A-ka-a, amii irriiu. ^"^ Ti-ni-ia-a, -^Si--di-ki-ir, '^^2 aiiate, J- ^^Sam-si-ia-a-

bi, SA ^^2 aisate, napliar 6. ^4/ alpu, imer ekli.

Col. II.

C. hiaphar Bit "^i isu GIR sarri ^i^tti libbi al */o UBI
I GAR LIBi>)

D. 5j l,f(J^ ^/.' 6j kak-Q) '/ ^-'"w^ trace left

'1/ ^"^ina ^^Dti} ^*ina

. . . .
' ^Sifi ^^itia "//k

Rev. Col. I.

E. ^2joo ina al Ta-su-me 'naphar 49300 (isu) be-lit ^8000 zik-pu. ^i kab-hi, 4 kirii urki,

6^1^ biire, 2 ad-[rate) .... '^4 bitate, 16 tarbase. '2 [isii) ba- ^naphar

9 Tab-

A. I— 12 The traces in the first three lines yield us little information. In line i, we have

possibly ina before the name of some city. In line 2, are possibly the faint traces of kani,

but these conjectures are not to be relied on. A fresh family clearly started in the next

line. The name of the holder in Hne 3, may have been compounded of Nashu, at any rate
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line 4 informs us that he was son of Adadi-bi'di. He was 'a shepherd'. The next name

appears to be Samuna-aplu-iddin. Of course Samuna is Eshmun. The name may be that

of a Phoenician captive, but he was probably a son of the holder. Bel-banu is not a common
form, we usually have Bel-bani in Assyrian. Aga, if named in line 8, was probably another

son. There were 'two wives, in all 6'. The flock consisted of '170 sheep KU-KAR'. All

constituted the al Harnu-Zaen, which lay 'in the waste land of al Balilji'.

The next section is well preserved. The holder was 'Salamu the irrigator'.

B. 13-24 Sa/amu seems to be like Salamanu, in no. 7, III. 16, and contains the same root as

Salama-sarri, A. D. D. 598, R. 6. Compounds of Silim are very common in Assyrian, so is

sa/im. There were '20 homers of arable land, 10 of it arsu, i ox, I house, i barn, i plan-

tation'. Then we find 'Aha the irrigator'. The name Aha is a rare form, but compare

A. D. D. 742. His sons, probably, are named next, Tinia and Si'-dikir. The former name
is only known to me from this place. The second element of Si'-dikir is also new. In line

21, we have 'two arsu: followed by SA.

Samsi-iabi or Samsia-abi, evidently a local name, is marked SA. There were 'two

wives' and the family consisted of 6 people. In the last line we have 'one ox' and some

'homers of land'. The situation is not given here.

C. 1—4 In the section at the beginning of column II, we are evidently at the end. All was

in some place called Bit-, the word Bit being followed by a proper name as in many
Aramaic place names. Line 2, mentions an isu GIR of the king's. Perhaps we have here

another plantation of the Sahigii plant, named in no. i.

In line 3, we get 'from the midst of the city ' In line 4, we have a mention

of ten plants, $AM, called UD-HI, or tamhi But such scanty traces can give no

confidence.

D. 5— '7 The next section may have begun with one bit ripitii, followed by one kakkar but

the rest of the section seems to have consisted of a list of proper names, each being 'in

some town or place.

E. 1—9 What is left of the reverse clearly gives a summary. In line i, we have '2300 in the

city Tasume'. Evidently 'vines' are meant, for the next line gives '49300 isu be-Ht\ The
city Tasume is new to me.

Next in line 3, we have 8000 zikpu, compare no. 5, R. I. 17. Lines 4 to 6 give us

one kabhi, four vegetable gardens, six and a half biire, two barns, four houses, sixteen

stables or folds*. When we have further fragments, these totals may assist in fixing the

order of the tablets. In line 7, we have some other property 'one isu ba ....,' which I do

not recognise as yet. Then came a total, or perhaps a situation, 'all' in some city. At any

rate, I think line 9 began with another personal name.

No. 9. Col. II.

A. ' 20 sene ^ 52 sene ^ 10 sent. '

amel „ ^ sene ^ sene.

Col. III.

B. ^ Nergal-il-a-a, amel „ , /(?).... "^naphar 8 amel ka-tin.

C. ^ Si- -a-ka-bi, amel NI-GAB, i dilatu ^ Ilu-a-ka-bi, amel reu alpe imere, ^6 itnere, 6 alpe,

''200 ekli, 3000 be-lit, ''al Ha-lu-li-e ^ina kip-a-ni.

D. ^. . . . Su-ra-a, amel re u sene, '".
. . -ilu uapf}ar 188 iene, '

' be-lit.
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Col. IV.

E. ^2$ inter "^ina al Ha-an- ^ka-ni al Harran.

F. * Sjc-hu-ram-mu, amel NU-{kiri), ^i aUatu, 4.000 be-lit, ^4 imer ekli, i biUi. '' Ta-a-li-ki-na,
'*

a^-ri-ia amel .... ". . . . Si- -sa-ka-a.

G. ^^Al-sarru, amel irriiu, ".? mare, 2 aiiate, 20 ekli; ^^Te-la-, amel NU-kirt. '*/ maru,

J assate, 2000 be-lit, '*/ bitu, i kirii urki; ^^ina al Dah-mu-ri, ^^'ina kip-a-ni.

H. ^"^ Kur-sa-a, amel reu alpe, '^/ mam, 3 aiiate, i (bitu) .... ^^Man-ki-Na-(suk}) , '^^ina ....

No. 9.

A. 1-6 The remains of the first column contain only the ends of six lines from which we
may gather that various shepherds were named and to each name a number was added

giving the size of the flock in sheep.

"• '—2 In Column II, the first line is all but complete, 'Nergal-ilai, amel ditto' i. e. a katinnu

followed probably by 'one wife'. Then comes the total, 'in all 8 amel katifi. The amel

katinnu seems to be so called from his acting as 'agent,' from kafu, 'hand,' 'agency,' of

sartinnu from sartii. He generally in the enumeration of estates, by fields and their tenants,

is assigned the last plot and has a house to himself, so seems to be a sort of 'headman';

see A. D. D. no. 741, 742, 748, 757. On K. 185, 11, in H. A. B. L. p. 66, we have an amel

ka-tin-ni, hence I consider katinnu as the full form. On K. 3042, I. 20 we have a rab katin.

As katu also means a 'store-house' Del. H. W. B. p. S99a, perhaps the katinnu was a 'store-

keeper'. In either case, he probably served out the tools and seed and other allowances,

and very likely received and stored the harvest.

c. 3-8 In the next section, we have 'Si'-akabi, the NI-GAB, one wife'. The amel NI-GAB
has regularly been read kepu. Whatever the significance of the term, we know from the

legal documents that a NI-GAB was an official of some importance, and so was a kepu.

Further the connection of kipani with kepu is too marked to be overlooked. I conclude

that the kepu was the official, who was over the kipani, or 'county,' as I render it, and that

this place supports the view that NI-GAB is to be read kipu.

The next name Ilu-akabi is also local. He was a reic alpe imere, 'herdsman of cows

1 or oxen and asses'. There were '6 asses, 6 oxen', In the next line we have '100 homers

of corn-land and 3000 vines'. They were in Halule. This was certainly the name of a

city in Babylonia, on the Tigris, and the scene of the great battle between Sennacherib and

Suzubu. But there may have been another city in Syria of the same name. It was 'in

the county'.

D. 9-11 In the next section we have a name Sura, probably that of the father of the head

of the family, who was a reic sene or 'shepherd'. Then came a number of homers 'of land

and 188 sheep'. Probably in the next Une we have a mention of some 'vines'.

E. 1—3 The third column begins with '25 homers' of land probably: situated 'in the city of.

Han ,' perhaps Hansuri, 'in the district of Harran'.

F- 4—9 The first name in the next section is Suhurammu, like Suhuramu, A. D. D. 330, R. 14,

who appears as a tamkaru, or 'merchant,' B. C. 676. There is a suggestion about the name

of Suhu being a divine name, and ramu, the element we see in Aaramu, Abi-ramu, Ahi-

ramu, Milki-ramu, but I do not feel very positive about it on account of the variety of

spelling of the second element. The name Suhai common in later Babylonian texts seems

to be gentilic.
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Suhurammu was a 'husbandman*. In the next line we learn that he had 'one wife,

4000 vines/ then followed 'four homers of arable land one house'. The next name is Talikina,

to which I know no parallel. In line 8, -afiria also seems to be the end of a personal name,

but what office he held is not clear. He is followed by Si'-saka; perhaps his son.

G. 10— 16 In the next section we read, 'Al-sarru, the irrigator, two sons, two wives, 20 homers

of arable land. Tela' the husbandman, one son, three wives, two thousand vines, one house,

one vegetable garden, in the city Dahmuri 'in the county

.

H. 17—io In the next section we read 'Kursa, the shepherd, one son, three wives, Manki

in' the city so and so. The name Kursa is new, the first sign can be read in many ways,

no less than six ways are equally likely, but I know of no parallel to either. The name

also occurs in no. 5, III. 16. The sign after the 'wives' in line 18 looks like 'one'. Of course

it may give the number of sheep, 60 or icX).

There is nothing to indicate which side of the tablet this is, of course, if it is the

reverse, the columns are to be 'read in the reverse order.

No. 10.

A. ' 2 SA ^. . . . ZI-MES a-na gi-mir-ti-lu-nu. ^ bitati ina alani

* ME^ 7 bitati.

B. 5 at-rat-MES « ahe, aple, ' {gu)-ub-bi A-MES.

C. s a-se ' mat

Col. II

D. ^7621 sene KU-KAR -^4.50 Vene NU-^I-LAL.

E. '/2 imer ekli ina al Harran, ^1517 imer ekli ^ina bat-te bat-te al Harran, ^'320 inter ekli

'' ka-ni al Ha-u-ri-(tid), ^582 inter {ekli) "^ina na-gi [al Harran).

Col. III.

F. '/ mam "^Ha-ni-i amel „ , i maru ^Na-iul}-nasir, amel „ 2 {mare), * u

^nap^ar

No. 10.

A. 1—4 This I take to be the scribe's summary of a long survey.

Of the first line of Col. I only a trace remains. The second read so many 'souls in

their entirety'. Then came so many 'houses in cities': another plural, then '7 houses.

!!• 5—7 In the next section ad-rat-phi I take to be adrate the plural o{ {bit)adru. Then came

'brothers, sons'. What the next line contained I do not know, unless we are to read so

many gubbi me, 'cisterns of water',

c. 8 - 9 I can make nothing of the traces in lines 8 and 9.

n. 1-2 In column II we have some interesting totals, first we have '7621 sheep KU-KAI?.

KU-KAR I think means 'for shearing,' or 'wool'. The next line has '450 sheep not inspected',

SI-LAL = amaru.

E. 3— 10 The next section reads, '14 homers of arable land in Harran, 1517 homers of arable

land round about Harran, 320 homers of arable land in the district of Haurina, 582 homers

of land in the country (of Harran').

F. 1—5 Col. Ill either contains an ordinary section of the type we have been considering in

former numbers, or the addition of a similar section. As this may be either reverse or

obverse of a tablet, this column may precede those to the left of it.

Johas, Doomsday Book. 9
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In the first line we read 'one son'; in the next we have Hani, of the same occupation,

'one son'. In the next line we have 'Nasuh-nasir of the same occupation, (probably) two

sons'. In the next line is the trace of a personal name, Mu in line 5 was a total

or perhaps the name of the farm or holding.

No. II. Col. I.

A. 1 MES 2 ki-e-mil-ki, anteI „ , "jo sene, ^Sa-me-ku, amel „ , jj sene,

*A-gi-su, amel „ , 70 sene, ^ 2^e-ir-nadin-aplu, amel „ , 80 sene, ^Zi-ri-ia, Abi-duri, amel „ ,

100 sene, ''Na-suh-la-u-a-ni, amel „ , 100 sene, ^{Ha)-an!-/>u-su, amel „ , 100 sene, ti-i,

amel „ , S3 -T^^^
'" bi-nu, amel „ ,

jo sene.

Col. II.

B. ' M Ri-laQ)

C. "^Uliclai, amel „ , ^s mare, i aisatu, ^188 sene, ^ina al Ha-lu-li-i.

D. *' Ardi-Iitar, amel NU-{kiri), ' J maru, 2 aisate '^ina al Im-

E. ^A-tar-bi- -{di), '"/ maru, i [aliatu),

No. II.

A. I—

9

This incomplete section of Column I evidently contained a list of shepherds, with

the numbers of their flocks. There is little to remark on; the names are such as we are

used to in this group. What was the full name in line 2 I am unable to suggest. Sameku

seems new, Agizu is unusual, but Ziria and Abiduri are good Assyrian. Hambusu, occurs

as a female name, A, D. D. 233, 5 where the Aramaic docket gives 02n. The numbers of

the flocks may be worth noting, they are 70, 33, 70, 80, lOO (two .shepherds), 100, lOO, 53,

30, in no. 9, Col. I, 52; Col. II, 188; as here later in Col. Ill, 188.

H. I The name of the city may be read Dal-la . . .
.

, or Tal-la , but I am unable to

identify it.

^" ^~^ Ululai is a common Assyrian name, he is said to be of the same occupation as

the last: and probably was a shepherd. He had '5 sons, one wife and a flock of 188

sheep in the city of Haluli'. It is a singular coincidence that the shepherd, Sura(?), who
also lived in that neighbourhood, should have had a flock of exactly the same size, see

no. 9, III. 10.

D. 6—81 Ardi-Lstar, who bears a pure Assyrian name, was of the same profession i. e. 'a

shepherd,' had a son and two wives, but the number of his flock is not recorded. The name

of the city is suggestive of Immirina, but of course may be variously restored.

E. 9—10 Atar-bi'di has a very characteristic local name, he seems to have had 'one son and

' one wife'.

No. 12. Col. I.

A. ' MES 2 MES 3 MES ' amel „ '. . .

MES.

Col. II.

B. ' ma 2 ' *ma al -i-na.

C. ^Pap-pJi-ii, a7nel „ assate, .... ^Ardi-Istar, amel „ , 2 mare, i martu, "^8000 be-lit, ^Nabfi-

is-la-ka, amel „ , naggaru, i martu, i asiatu ^ina al le [ilu) Te-ir '^'^ina al Im-mir-i-jia.

D. ^^ Na-as-^u^sa-kap, amel pu-sa-a-a '^ aVsatu.
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Col. III.

F. ^A-za-a, amel , -Na-as-^u-id-{ri), ^i maru, ^ Nabu-kil-la-

(rii), ° Tab-sar '''Sul-mu-Bel, '' A-hu-mi,

''Du-tu 9 i»

^^Ahu ^'^Si-. ^Mku

No. 12.

A. 1—5 In the first column there was clearly a series of names, followed by an indication of

occupation, see line 4, which was probably the same throughout, and then by the number

probably of sheep, asses, goats, or cattle in the herd under their charge. This is very like

Col. I of no. II, but does not join it.

H. 1—4 In the second column the first three lines shew slight traces, but it is impossible to

connect them with anything under present circumstances. Towns with names ending in ina

are not uncommon, e. g. Nasibina, Immirina.

c. 5—10 ^ complete section reads 'Pappu, the same profession, some . . . women . . . , Ardi-Lstar,

the same, two sons, I daughter, 8000 vines; Nabu-islaka, the same, a wife and one daughter,

in the al §e of the god Ter, in the city Immirina.' Pappu we have met in no. i. Ardi-

Istar is Assyrian. Nabu-islaka has for second element the root seen in fbCbW. All were

probably 'husbandmen,' and lived in Immirina, which probably is also named in no. 6, III. 3,

Very interesting is the mention of the god Te-ir, whose existence we have already deduced

from the name Ter-nadin-aplu, in no. 5, II. 3; and no. 11, I. 5.

He had an al ie which served as an endowment for his temple.

D. n-i2 _ The next section begins with 'Nashu-sakap the fuller' who had a 'wife' and probably

one or more sons.

E. I -12 Col. Ill begins with a name written A-za-a, which I read Asa: his occupation is not

preserved. In the next name, Nashu-idri, we probably have a local name, whatever his

occupation, he had 'one son'. Nabu-killani, if really meant, is a common Assyrian name.

Tab-sar- is a common element in Assyrian names. Sulmu-Bel is pure Assyrian, and

so is Ahunu. The other traces are all too slight to be of any assistance: Si' in the last

Hne, however, points to a local name.

No. 13. Col. I.

A. ' ek/i . . 2 ar-su ina libbi, ^i biUi;

*nap^ar al se Ha-mu-u; ^ka-ni al Tt-nu-ni-i{i).

B. '' Ta-al-a, AMEL irrisu, ''4 napsati, 7iaphar s, ^-o inier ekli, ^napfiar al se A-ka-ru, ^'^ina

al Pi-du--a.

C. ^^ Si- -ii-im-ki, amel NU kirt, ^-Na-suh-nadin-aplu, aplu-iu SA . '3. napAar 2. '^.
. . . 1000

(isu) be-lit, '*.... inter ekli.

Col. II.

D. ^trace 'Hrace ^ Apil-iarri-il-a-a, mar ^arnel reu sene ^jo setie KU-{KAR)
^naphar al se Ur-di ''bamat sa ina dan-ni-ti.

E. ^naphar 5 AMEL irrise, ^i reu sene, iplu), ^^ trace.

Rev. Col. VII.

F. ^40 imer "^20000 [isu be-lit) '^120 ^20

9*
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No. 13.

A. 1—5 The traces in line i, are probably those of A-LIB, or ekli.

In line 2, we read that there was so much land, so much ''arsu in it, one house, all

in the al se of Hamu'. Hence Hamu was a personal name, cf Hamu-el, I. Chron. IV. 26;

but names with Hammu are common, especially in earlier Babylonian times, e. g. Hammu-
rabi. There was a Mesopotamian town Hame, Aramaic VOTi C. I. S. t. 11 no. 28. This was

situated 'in the district of Tinuni'. The trace which follows this name may be that of a,

giving the name as Tinunia, but it is not clear: I have given a trace of -i.

B. 6— 10 In the next section, nearly complete, we read, 'Tala, the irrigator, 4 souls, in all 5,

20 homers of land, all the al se of A-ka-ru, in the city Pidu'a.' According to rule Akaru

should be a proper name: but I have not met with it elsewhere. Pidu'a is also strange to me.

C. 11—15 In the next section we have as holder 'Si'-.simki the husbandman,' the name is evidently

local. The second element simki is rare: it means 'hear thee'. Then followed the dama-

ged name Nashu-nadin-aplu, son of Si'-.simki. Then came so many 'thousand vines,' follo-

wed in the next line by so many 'homers of land'.

D- ~ ** In column II, after some illegible traces, we have a section which we can nearly complete.

'Apil-sarri-il-a-a, son of the shepherd, 50 sheep, KU-KAR, all in al se of Urdu a

high-place which is in the stronghold.' Here we may notice that Apil-sarri takes the place

of a divine name. Either the Crown-prince was popularly accorded divine honours, or the

ending -ilai involves a compliment of less magnitude. The whole question of the reading

-ilai is yet obscure, all that I feel sure of is that it was not read malik. The al se of Urdu

has already been dealt with, no. 4, I. 9.

E. 6—8 The scribe now summarises, 'in all 5 irrigators,' one shepherd, some trees &c.

F. 1—4 The reverse has traces of the description of a similar plot, with 40 homers of land,

20000 'vines,' 120 something else and so on. Quite possibly, however, it contains the totals

of all the preceding sections.

No. 14.

A. * i-sa-a-a mnel tam-kar,

B.
'^

-si-i, amel NU-kirt, ^ bihi, 5000 be-lit, ^ naphar al se La-hi-e-ili , ^{ind)

al Sa-ru-gi.

C. *. . . ifl Ha-di-di.

' -az-ilu, amel „ , i assatu, ^ {be)-lit, i bttu, ' amel irrisu.

No. 14.

Here we find at the end of each section the note 'belonging to so and so,' that is

'in the possession of so and so' as lessee, grantee, or receiver.

A. 1 The first line gives the name of 'a merchant,' tamkaru, who may have rented the

property, as was common enough. We cannot complete the name.

B- 2—5 In the next section, 'a husbandman,' vvose name ends in si, appears as holder. He
seems to have had 'one house and 5000 vines'. This formed the alse, or 'farm,' called after

Lahe-ili. If we have here, lahu, 'jaw, cheek,' we get the curious name 'the cheeks of God.'

The cheek was highly reverenced among Eastern folk, and we may compare the place name
Lehi in Old. Test. The element may be the same in both, but possibly meant something

else. This farm was also in Sarugi. In the next line we see that it was in the possession of
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Hadidi. Hadidu occurs on K. 1359,11.48, as the name of a. mutir ptitz or 'hody-guard'. The
verb hadadu does not occur in Assyrian, but Hadad must have had a corresponding word
in the local speech, which would give hadidu.

IJ. 7—9 In the next section the name of the holder may be Naid-ilu, he was of the same
occupation, an 'irrigator,' he had 'one wife,' so many 'vines,' 'one house.' Then came the

name of another person also 'an irrigator'.

No. 15. Coll.

A. '(/) bitu tal-pi-tu, "^ i kirii iirki, ^al Bir-na-a-ri, ^itta al Ba-li-hi.

A. T—

4

Here we have part of a specification. What the bitu talpitii, or bitu ripitu, was I

do not know. The laptu, a vegetable, referred to Del H. W. B. p. 384, may shew the same
root as talpitu. The ordinary root lapatii seems to give no help. On the other hand we
may read ripitu. Perhaps it meant 'a house in ruins', or 'out of repair'.

Then in line 2, we have 'a vegetable garden' This holding was situated 'in the city

Bir-nari in the city Balilji'. Bir-nari I take to be the same as Ebir-nari, on which Professor

Hommel has written at length in his Ancient Hebrew Tradition. The name occurs also on
K. 1050, written E-bir-lD, see Harper A. B. L. p. 62, where it has the prefix mat (on the

tablet, not se as Harper gives). Surely this is the true location of the Hebrew pro "133?.

No. 16. Col. I.

A. ' su r

a

-'/ bitu, i atru, i kirii, ^. . . {gti-ub)-bi me, ^

a-ia ka-ni Harran * im-me.

B. 6 ri lul ' amel „ « PAP » {ameC)
'*

. ina.

Col. II.

C. ^inere trace "^ trace of name '^Si-- ^Ihi

A. 1—5 The first section begins with a trace of a proper name.

Then we have 'a house, a barn, a plantation,' and perhaps 'a cistern of water'. In

line 4, we should expect naphar al se, and perhaps the name of the original owner of the

farm was Aplia, or ended in -a-ia. At any rate it was 'in the district of Harran,' and probably

in possession of some one whose name ended in -itnnie.

B. 6— 10 In the next section the traces at the end of the first line may be .... dal-lul, or

perhaps LUL is the profession, as in no. 2, R. II. 10.

The next line had the name of another of the same profession. According to line 8,

there may have been some 'vines'. In the next line some one is probably said to be of

'the same' profession.

C. I - 4 In the second column we have traces of four personal names, suggesting the local

types, Nashu, Ilu, Si'- . . .

No. 17. Col. I.

A. ' urki
'^

sa-a ' j.

Col. II.

B. ' ekli 2 ar-hi ^ kirii ^

C. ^Si- "^ Di ^20 imer '^ina al

Me- '0 sar .,



jQ Transcription and Translation.

A. 1—3 Of the first column only traces are preserved, which give little information.

B. 1—6 In the second column the familiar words, ekli, arsii, kiru occur in the first section.

C. 6— 10 In the next section we have traces of two names, probably of the holder and his

son. There were '20 homers' of land, the farm was in al Me The last line may
shew the trace of kiru.

No. 18. Col. I.

A. ' „ 2 ii.

Col. II.

B. '// bitate, 2? ^,^;-^^ j 3jj ^ip^^ jq 4^^ inure LID

'^ina al Sim ^Ka-ni al Mar '(/«a) kip-a-ni

A. 1--2 The traces here of a ditto sign and u at the end of a line are not likely to be of

any help in placing the fragment.

B. 1—7 In the second column, we have part of an enumeration such as we have had before.

'Eleven houses,' 'three cisterns,' '11 oxen,' '12 a.sses,' all in some city Sim , 'in the

district of the city Mar ' and 'in the county'. Such entries leave little doubt that the

fragment belongs to our group. The use of ZUN for the plural in line 3, and LID after

imere are noteworthy.

No. 19. Col. I.

A. ' a -^ MES

Col. II.

B. '?'«« al se AMEL -ka-iii al Ha-u-{ri-nd).

C. ^ Adadi-f}H-ut-ni, irriiu 2 . . . ., ^ Id-ri-li-i, („), */ maru, i aHatu, ^2 irriie, 100 ekli, 3000

"(/) ad-ru, I kirii urki, * ba

A. 1—2 The traces of the first column occur at the end of a section, and are not to be

restored readily.

B- 1—2 The first section of column II, gives the situation of a holding as in the al se of

some officials. This is noteworthy. We saw in no. 5, that land was held as endowment

of an office. It may be so here, or some guild may be the holders. This was 'in the

district of the city IJaurina'. This restoration is made after no. i, II. 27 and no. 10, II. 7.

C- 3—8 The next section follows the familiar type Adadi-hutni was the holder, and an

'irrigator'. What was meant by the two' which follows is hard to say. The traces after

two are not those of iiiaru or aplu. Idri-li was probably of the same profession. There was

'one son,' 'one wife,' 'two irrigators,' 'a hundred (homers) of land,' probably 'three thousand

vines,' 'a barn,' 'a vegetable garden,' and apparently all was in some city of whose name

ba is a trace.

No. 20. Col. I(?).

A. ' 3
' MES 7iaphar 10 » MES 100

^ inier SE-ZER ar-su ^ bitate, i ad-ru '' Man-nu-li-e-ine AMEL ma-

sar 'Zer-Istar aplu-su sa Ahu-u-nu "^ Ak-tu-iir-la-Na-as-hu aplu-su, ^/ assatu,

I inartu SA, 7iaphar '"/ kab-lu sa isii sar-{bati). '

' Se-ir-il-a-a, apil ainel ,

^'^amel reu . ..''.... dr-ri



Transcription and Translation. 7I

No. 20.

A. I- 12 Although not written quite in the way that the other members of the group are, this

might well be part taken from a similar tablet, in some portion where the scribe being

pressed for room was obliged to cram his information into as few lines as possible. The
names and items of information are exactly what we learn to expect from the other members
of our group. In line 4, it is interesting to note SE-ZER, the familiar expression for 'seed

land before arhi. 'Houses and a barn occur in the next line. The name Mannu-leme is

curious, but we may compare Mannu-li-im-me A. D. D. 257, R. 15: (also probably 374, i).

The title amel mauu- was probably followed by kabli. It is clear that the column extended

two or three more signs to the right. Zer-Lstar is a common Assyrian name: he was son

of Ahunu. What followed that name is uncertain, one son' or 'one wife' very likely.

The name Akturla-NaShu is a surprising name. Aktur might be from the same root as

katar, but the la is singular. Was Al-Nashu intended, or is la the survival of a prepo-

sitional b(?) He had 'one wife, one daughter noted "^SA , and then came the total of the

family. There was 'one kablu of the vegetable, sarbati probably. Then we have 'Ser-ilai

son of an official,' or foreigner, who is a reu. In the last line we get a trace of a name
-ub-ri- or -drri-, compare the town name Maribe-uari in no. i, I. 23.

No. 21.

A. ' 2^0 sene ^ina al Tiil-na '^Bel-Harran-id-ri

"^2 mare, £ aUate, 20 ^ina al le Na-ga-{a) ^ka-ni al se Ka-ri-hi.

B. '/o imer ekli ina al Ga-di-si-e.

C. ^Ilu-id-ri, amel NU-kiri, ^2 aiiate, ^000 be-lit, '"/

On edge in larger characters

D. ' pf nia-du-ti

A. 1—6 We have here the close of a section, enumerating certain shepherds and their flocks.

There were '250 sheep,' with other property in Tul-na This city was perhaps Til-

Nahiri, see A. D. D. 430, 3, where the name of the seller of the estate suggests our locality.

Nu-us-hu-sa-an-ni is surely only a variant to Nashu-usanni. The name Nushu is a divine

name, as is shewn by the determinative AN, and if Nashu was really the same as Nusku, the

form Nushu is an intermediate link. In this name Til-Naljiri, we may have the 'whale,'

nahirii of Del. H. W. B. p. 458 b. But in the neighbourhood of Sarugi-Serug we may recal

the Nahor of Gen. XI. 22—25, Nahor son of Serug. That Nahor son of Serug had a tel in

the district of Sarugi and Harran should point to his being a tribe-father or early settler.

Line 3 seems to open a new section, but there is no division mark. Bel-Harran-idri

bears a very local name: he had 'two sons, five wives', and probably '20' homers of land.

This was situated in al se Naga, which we had before in no. 6, I. 1 3. This was in the district

of al se Karihi.

B. 7 The next line is marked off as a section by itself 'Ten homers of land in the city

Gadise'. This therefore seems to be land unassigned.

C. 8—10 The next section opens with 'llu-idri the husbandman,' who had 'two wives and

5000 vines'.

The note on the left hand edge, 90 viaduti is of course obscure. There were probably
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Other figures before 90, but madutl .seems certain. What the word means here I do not

know. Perhaps the sections or 'farms' are meant.

No. 22. Col. I.

A. ' ia,
'^

a-Jii.

Col. II.

B. I

/f.0
eklu ''20 ar-su ^loooo {isu) be-lit ^j bitate, 2

A. 1—2 In the first column are the ends of two lines.

li. 1—4 In the second column we have several familiar entries, '40 (homers) of land' of which

'20 are arsu; 'ten thousand vines,' 'three houses' and, perhaps, 'two barns'.

^face natnee.

Aa-nat4, A-a-na-ta-a, alu, 4, III. 18, in Bal!hi, cf. lanatd

Adadi-bi'di, U-bi-^-di, 51 se, 6, VII. 6.

Adalal, A-da-lal, al se, 3, VIII. 17.

Akaru, A-ka-ru, dl il, 1 3, I. 9, in Pidu'a.

'Ana, '-a-na, SI li, 2, I. 9, in Nurra

Arrizu, Ar-ri-zu, al ie, 3, II. 7, iani Harran.

'Atnu, '-a-at-nu, alu, i, II. 36, kani Harran.

Badani, Ba-da-ni, alu, 4, III. 11, kani Harran.

Ballhi, Ba-li-hi, alu, 4. II. 6; III. 19; 8, I. 12; 15, 1. 4.

Bana ,
Ba-na , alu, i, III. 32.

Bel-abua, EN-AD-u-a, al Se, i, I. 48, kani, kua,

ina kipani.

Beraps&i Be-rap-ia-a, alu, 5, III. 25.

Be-rap-U-a-a, alu, 5, I. 26. Gentilic.

Birhanu, Bir-ja-a-nu, al Se, 2, VII. I.

Birndri, Bir-na-a-ri, alu, 15, 3, in Ballhi, cf. Ebir nari.

Gabmuri, see Dahmuri.

Gaduata, Ga-du-a-ta-a, alu, I, II. 31, in Hasame.

Gadise, Ga-di-si-e, alu, 21, I. 7.

Gambuli, Gam-bu-li, mat, 6, VIII. 4.

Gam-bu-la-a-a, alu, 5, II. 27.

Gurraba, Gur-ra-ba-a, al se, 2, I. 19, i^dni Dur-Nabu.

Dahmuri, Dah-mu-ri, alu, 9, IV. 15, ina kipani.

Dalla , Dal-la , alu, n,II. I, (?) or Talla

Dur-Nabu, BAD-AN-PA, alu, 2, I. 19.

Dimmeti, Dim-me-ti, alu, i, I. 39.

Urdi, Ur-di, al se, 4, II. 9; 13, 11. 6, bamat sa ina danti'iti.

Hadatti, fla-da-atti, alu, 6, I. 14.

HaurJna, (l) fia-a-u-ri-na, alu, i, II. 26.

(2) fla-u-ri-(na), alu, 10, VII. 7.

(3) Ha-u-[rina), alu, 19, II. 2.

Halull, (l) Ha-lu-li-e, alu, 11, II. 5.

(2) Ha-lu-li-e, alu. 9, III. 7.

Halsu, Hal-su, (alu), 5, I. 20, 24.

Hamu, Ha-mu-u, al se, 13, I. 4, kani a I Tinuni.

yamede, Ha-me-di-e, alu, I, II. 6, ina kipani.

Hanand, Ha-na-na-a, alu, I, I. 10, in Sarugi.

Hansuri, ffa-an-su-ri, alu, 3, V. 9; 4, VIII. 7, kani Harran,

9, IV. 2.

Hasame, Ha-sa-me, alu, I, II, 32.

Harnu-saen, ffar-nu {AN]-Sa-en, alu, 8, 1. 11, ina madbar

Sa al Balthi.

Harran, XAS, alu, I, II. 37; 2, VII[. 8; 3, I. 5, 7, II. 8,

III. 4, IV. 4, V. 10, VII. 8; 4, II. 3, III. 7, 12, IV. 6,

VII. 13, VIII. 7; 9, IV. 3; 10, VII. 3, 5; 16, I. 4. Its

rab MU, 3, III. 8; 4, VII. 12.

Humu, ffu-mu, alu, 5, VIII. 9, cf. 5, III. 7, VIII. 16.

lanatd, la-na-ta-, &lu, i, II. 25, kani I^arran, cf. Aa-natd.

lanibir suhuri, la-ni-bir sti-lju-ri, alu, I, II. 44, ina kipani,

cf. Inabir manat.

Immirlna, Jm-mir-i-na, alu, 12, II. 10. cf. II, II. 8.

Inabir manat, A i-bi-ir ma-an-at, alu, 4, IV. II, cf. la-

nibir suhuri.

In-§amas, IN-AN-UD, alu, 6, I. 5, or In-Samsi(?).

Ir, IR, alu, 4, IV. 9, incomplete name(?).

Kaparu, Ka-pa-ru, al Se, 2, VIII. 7, kani Harran.

Lahe-ili, La-hi-e-AN, al Se, 14, 4, in Sarugi.

Lalje, La-ki-e, al Se, 6, VII. 3.

Makrisu, Ma^ak-ri-su, alu, 2, II. 13, in re.

Mar , Mar ,
alu, 18, II. 6.

Maribe-uari, Ma-ri-be-u-a-ri, alu, I, I. 23, kani Til-Abne.

Me , Me , alu, 17, II. 9.

Xaga, Na-ga-a, al se, 6, I. 13, in Hadatti, 21, 5, kani a

se Karihi.

Nampigi, Nam-pi-gi, alu, 5, III. 12.

Nurra , BlR-ra .... alu, 2, I. 9.

Ninua, NINAki, (alu), 5, I. 14, II. 9.

Sarugi. Sa-ru-gi, alu, 1, I. II, III. 39; 3, HI. '; 4, VII.

10; 14, 5-

Sitilkit, Si{}}-lul-ki((i), al Se, 4, IV. 8.

Pamunna, UD-HA, alu, 5, II. 23.

Pidu'a, Pi-du-'-a, alu, 13, I. 10.

Saidi, Sa-i-di, alu, 4, IV. 5, kani Harran.

^.arthi, Ka-ri-hi, al Se, 21,1. 6.

R^bit-Rioiani-ilu, Re-bil Kim-ana-AN, alu, 4. VIII. 3.

Rlmaui-ilu, Rim-a-ni-AN, al se, 6, VIII. 3.

Kimusi, Ri-mu-si, alu, 5, I. 18.

Sim Sim alu, 18, II. 5.

Tasume, Ta-su-me, alu, 8, VIII. i.

Ttl-abni, TUL-7AK, alu, I, I. 24.

Tilliui, Til-li-i-ni, alu, 3, I. 4.

Til-Nahiri, Til-Na-[hiri), alu, 21,1.2.

Tinuni, Ti-nu-ni-(i), alu, 13, I. 5.
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<5eb0, nameb, or occurring tn compound namie.

Aa, cf. la below, and perhaps Ilai.

Aa-habi. Aa-natd.

Adadi, v/rittea [AJV)/M, {AN']U, or IM, and U.

A.-bel-usur, A.-bi'di, A.-duri, A.-hutni, A.-nd'id, A.-rl-

mani, A.-sallim.

Alia, or Al: cf. Ilu.

A.-sarm, A.-Nasuh-milki, A.-Si'-milki.

Asur, aS-SUR, 5,11.23, his temple endowment.

Atd, A-ta-a.

A.-idri.

Atar, A-tar,

A.-bi'di, A.-idri, A.-pimdi (?).

Bel, EN or AN-EN.
I5.-abua, B.-abu-usur, B.-bdnu, B.-danan, B.-ndjiir-su (?),

Sulmu-B.

Bel-Harran, ENKAS.
B.-idri.

Uanu, Hani, Han.

Bir-H., Han-asi (?), H.-dada, H.-pasanu, U.-suri.

la, see also Aa, and perhaps Ilai.

Ia-al)ba.

Ilai, I-la-a-a.

I.-abi.

Ilu, AN. perhaps read Alia.

Gabri-I, I.-abadi, I.-akabi, I.-bani, I.-baru, I.-gabri, I.-idri,

1,-islaka, I.-kla, I.-lasu, I.-milki, I.-nagi, I.-nadin-aplu,

l.-natdni, I.-nuri, I.-simki, LaljS-I, Mannu-k?-I, Rt-

mdni-I.

Istar, 7J-, is: of Humu, 5, VIII. 16.

Ardi-I, Zer-I, Nadi-I.

Nabu, AN.PA.
N.-ahe-sallim, N.-baldtsu-ilsbi , N.-bel-uktn, N.-usallim,

N.-zakip, N.-killani, N.-ladi, N.-nadin-aplu, Sa-N.-su.

Nashu, Na-as-hu, Na-suh.

N.-dilini, N.-dimri, N.-laudni, N,-mandni, N.-nddin-aplu,

N.-ndsir, N.-gabri, N.-idri, N.-sagab, N.-sama'ani, N.-

katdri, Al-N.-milki, Aljtur-la-N. , Luna-N., Mankl-N.,

Musallim-N.

Nergal, U-GUR.
N.-ilai.

Nusku, AN-PA-KU, 2, II. 15, perhaps read Nashu.

N.-duri, N.-ilai, N.-li', N.-sezibanni.

Nikkal, NIN-GAL, in a female name.

Ninib, AN-BAR.
N.-eres, N.-usalli.

Samflna, Sa-mu-na, clearly Eshmun.

S.-aplu-iddin.

Samsi, U-si^ cf. Samas.

Samsta-abi, S.-idri.

Suhu(f), Su-hu.

S.-rammu.

Si', Si-, clearly Sin of IJarran.

S.-akaba, S.-akabi, S.-dikir, S.-dimri, S.-iababa, S.-idri,

S.-lukidi, S -mandni, S.-mata', S.-nddin-aplu, S.-napi,

S.-nuri, S.-sakd, S.-simki, Mankt-S., Al-S.-milki.

Sin, (AN)-jo, JO, perhaps read Si

.

S.-£res, S.-nd'id.

Sala, ia-la.

S.-belsunu.

ftamas, AN-UD, perhaps read Samsi.

?i.-ah-iddin, .^.-kanie.

.^ar-ilani, LUGAL-AN-MEL
§.-ilai.

Ser, Se-ir.

§.-ilai, S.-mandni, §.-nddin-aplu.

Ter, Te-ir, his al se, 12, II. 9.

T.-nadin-aplu.

(pereonftf namee.

A , A-
, (i) amehi ^A, 3, I. 14.

(2) irri'su, 3, II. 9.

(3) 5. VII. 6.

Aa-hdli, A-a-ha-li, 5, VIII. 10.

Abdd, Ab-da-a, 'shepherd', 3, IV. 15.

Abulu, A-bu-lu, brother of Asi, 5, I, 22.

Abi-duri, AD-BAD, 'shepherd', 11, I. 6.

Abi-hari, AD-ha-ri, (1)3, VI. 8.

(2)" son of Nant, 3, VIII. 4.

Adadi , U , 5, II. I.

Adadi-bel-usur, U-EN-PAP, probably, irri'su, 3, V. 2.

Adadi-bi'di, U-bi--di, (i) his al it, 6, VII. 6.

(2) probably, 8, I. 4.

Adadi-duri, IM-BAD, irriht, in Arrizu, 3, II. i.

Adadi-hutni, U-hu-ut-ni, irrisu, 19, II. 3.

Johns, Doomsday Book.

Adadi-lukidi, U-lu-ki-di, irri'su, in Ainatd, 4, III. 13.

Adadi-nd'id, U-I, (i) irrihi, 3, VI. 14.

(2) 'shepherd*, II, I. 9.

Adadi-rlmani , U-r'im-a-ni , rab MU of Harrdn, 3, III. 8;

4, VII. 12.

Adadi-sallim, U-'sal-lim, ironsmith', 7, L. E. II. I.

Adalal, A-da-lal, his al se, 3, VIII. 17.

Aza, A-na-a, 12, III. I.

AzJzu, .^-2j'-2«, shephftrd , 11,1.4.

Ahd, A-ha-a, irrisu, 8, I. 18,

Ahua, PAP-u-a, son of Gabri-ilu, 5, I. i.

Ahunu, (i) A-Jiu-nu, 12, III. 7-

(2) PAP-unu, (a) 'vigniard', in Maribe-uari, I, I. 16.

(jS) son of Mannu-leme, 20, I. 7.

Ahi-duri, PAP-BAD, son of §a-Nabu-5u, in Harrdn, 3, 1. 1 1.

10
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Ahi-ndgi?, PAP-na-gi, 7,1. 17.

Ahi-nuri, PAP-BIR,, son of Si'-iababa, 5, I. 12.

Aibu, (?) A-a-bu, 5, II. 21.

Akl-mdri-ilu, A-ki-ma-H-AN, vigniard', i, I 45.

AUa-sarru, Al-la-MAN, (l) father of Si'-sakd, 5, I. 5.

(2) 5, II- 5.

Al-Nasuh (?) , Al-Na- , 7, I, 18.

Al-Nashu-milki, Al-Na-as-l^u-mil-iki), (l) son of Ilu-kia,

irriiu in Gurraba, 2, I, 10.

(2) probably, 7. I. 18.

Al-Si'-milki, Al-Su-mil-ki, son of Ilu-nuri, I, I. 26.

Al-sarru, Al-MAN, irrihi, in Dahmuri. 9, IV. 10, cf. AUa-

sarm.

'And, '-a-na, his nl se, 2, I. 9.

Asanunu, A-sa-nu-nu, irriiu, 3, IV. il.

Ast, A-si-i, son of Titi, 5, I. 21.

Assl, As-si-i, son of Adadi-na'id, 3, VI. 15.

Aplai, A-a-a, 12, III. i.

Apil-sarri-ilai, A-MAN-AN-a-a, shepherd', in al Se Urdi,

13, II- 3-

Alftur-la-Nashu, Ak-hi-urla-Na-ai-fju, son of Mannu-leme,

20, I. 8.

Ardi-Istar, AKAD-ts, (l) 'vigniard' (?), 11, II. 6.

(2) vigniard', 12, II. 6.

Arnaljd, Ar-na-ba-a, son of Si -nddin-aplu, vigniard', in

Hanana, I, I. I.

Arrizu, Ar-ri-su, his al se, 3, II. 7.

Artaldnu, Ar-ia-la-mi, father of Kakustu, 5, I. 16.

Asira, A-H-ra-a, camelward
, 4, IV. 12.

Ata-idri, A-la-a-id-(ri), ;, VII. 3.

Atar-bi'di, A-lar-bi-{'-di), 11,11.9.

Atar-idri, A-tar-id-ri, 5, VII. 2.

Atar|ii-imdi, A-tar-pi-im-di, son of La-itti-ilai, (?), 2, VII. 4.

Kel-abua, EN-AD-u-a, his al se, i, I. 48.

Bel-al)U-usiir, EN-AD-PAP, gallabu, 4, IV. 13.

B^I-banu, EN-ba-nu, in Harnu-Saen, 8, L 7.

Bel-danan, EN-dan-an, irriiu, 2, VIII. 9.

Bel-Harrdn-idri, EN-KAS-id-ri, 21, 1. 3.

Bel-na§ir-su, EN-PAP-su, better read isten ahusu, brother

of Nabu-bel-ukin, in Hansuri, 4, VIII. 5.

Bisa, Bi-i-sa-a, 5, III. 15.

Blr-hanu, Bir-ha-a-nu, his al se, 2, VII. I.

Gabri-ili, Gab-ri-AN, father of Ahua, 5, I. I.

Garida, Ga-ri-da, coppersmith', 7, I. 5.

Gurraba, Gur-ra-ba, his al ie, 2, I. 19.

Dalhi Da-al-hi. , 7, I. 12.

Dannai, Dan-na-a-a, shepherd', 3, VIII. 6.

Dutu Du-tu , 12, III. 8.

Dui, Du-i, 7, II. 3.

Di , DI 17, II- 7.

Di'nanu, Di-'-na-nu, irriiu, 6, VII. 8.

Erisu, E-ri-su, son of Mannu-ka-sarri, 5, II. 10.

UadJ, i/-a-di-i, father of Sulmu-ahe, 3, V. 12.

Uast, U-a-si-i, (l) son of Ta'la, irriiu, 3, V. 13.

(2) probably, 4, VIII. 9.

Ubbuku, Ub-bu-ku, brother of Kakustu, 5, I. 17.

Ululai, ITU-KI-a-a, (i) 5, VII. 5.

(2) son of Idnai, 7, I. lo.

(3) shepherd', iu HaluU, 11, II. 2.

Urdi, Ur-di, his al ie, 4, II. 9; 13, II. 6.

ZabdS, Za-ab-da-a, son of Ilu-baru, 3, V. 17.

Zer-baiadi, Zer-ba-ia-di, son of Al-Nashu-milki, 2, I. 12.

ZSr-Istar, Zer-jj, son of Ahunu, 20, I. 7.

Zur , Zu-ur , father of holder of farm,

2, 11. 23.

Zlrla, Zi-ri-ia, 'shepherd', 11, I. 6.

Ha //a , father of Mannu-iadi',

2, III. 15.

ya , ffa-a father of Si'
,

7, II. 2.

Ildb , ffa-ab()) , female holder, 4, VII. 3.

Hadidu, fia-di-di, gen. 14, 6.

Halama, Ha-la-ma, 3, VIII. I.

Ualmusu, Hal-mu-su, irriiu, in Makrisu, 2, II. 5.

Hambusu, Na-am-bu-su, probably shepherd', 11, I. 8.

Hamu, Ha-mu-u, his al ie, 13, I. 4.

Hampa , Ha-am-pa , 5, III. 16.

Han , Ha-an , cowherd', in lanatd,

1, II. 16.

Hanana, Ha-na-na, (ace.) 5, II. 21.

Hanasl, Ha-na-si-i, 4, IV. 16.

Han-dada, ffa-an-da-da, son of Musallim-Nashu, 2, I. 3.

Hanunu, Ha-nu-nu^), probably, 7, III. 17.

Hani, Ija-ni-i, (i) son of Pali , iipar siprate, irriiu,

2, II. 16.

(2} 10, VI. 2.

Hanpa^&nu, f/a-art-pa-ia-nu, son of Pappii, 2, III. 10.

Haiimd, Ha-ri-ma-a, father of
, 3, VI. 4.

Hu
, U" 8, I- 3-

Humu, Hu-mu, brother of Kakustu, 5, I. 17.

Huniga, Hu-ni-sa-a, (l) vigniard', (?) in In-.^amas, 6, I. I.

(2) coppersmith , 7, I. 4.

Huniji, JJu-ni-si, ironsmith', 7, L. E. II. 2.

fab , DUG-GA , 8, VIII. 9.

Tdb-na'id, DUG-GA-I, son of Ahua, 5, 1.2.

Tab-sir , DUG-IM 12, III. 5.

la-abbi, la-ab-ba-a, 7, III. 12.

lamaniai, la-man-i-a-a, 7, II. 4.

Idnai, Id-na-a-a, 7, 1. 9.

Idranu, /<y-ra-»K, (i) iapiru, vigniard', in Dimmeti, i, I.32.

(2) irriiu, in Badani, 4, III. 8.

Idri-Ii, Id-ri-li-i, 19, II. 4.

Ilai-abi, I-la-i-a-bi, son of Nabii-usallim, 5, II. 19.

Ilu ,AN , 2, I. 14; 5, VIII. I
; 7, II- 3

;

16, II. 4
Ilu-aljadi, AN-a-ba-di, sou of Pappu, in Hanana, I, I. 6.

Ilu-akabi, AN-a-^a-bi, cowherd', 9, III. 4.

Ilu-ba ,
AN-ba- , vigniard', 2, I. 20.

Ilu-bani, AN-ba-ni, a vigniard, whom Nabii-a|iS-saIlim

brought me', 6, VIII. 5.

Ilu-baru, AN-ba-ru, father of Zabda, 3, V. 18.

Ilu-gabri, AN-gab-ri, son of Nabu-ladi, 5, I. 8.

Ilu-idri, AN-id-ri, vigniard', 21, I. 8.

Ilu-islaka, AN-is-la-ka, naggarn, in Immirida, 12, II. 8.

Ilu-kia, AN-ki-ia, father of Al-Nashu-milki, 2, I. 11.

Ilu-Iasu, AN-la-su, coppersmith', 7, I- 3-

Ilu-mat- , AM-KUR- , 5, VIII. 2.

Ilu-miiki, AN-mil-(ki), who went to Humu', 5, III. 6.
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Ilu-nagi, AN-na-gi, 7, I. 20.

Ilu-nadin-ai'lu, AN-AS-A, 5,11.20.

Ilu-natani, AN-na-ia-ni, son of Dannai, 3, VIII. T-

Ilu-nuri, AN-nu-ri, vigniard', in Dimmeti, I, I. 25.

Ilu-s5mki, AN-U-ini-ki, vigniard', in 'Atanu, I, II. 33.

Issa, Is-sa-a, cowherd', in Anata, 4, III. 16.

Kakustu, Ka-kii-us-tu, son of Artalanu, 5, I. 16.

Kaldai, Kal-da-a-a, amelu, their land', 5, III. 22.

Kamanu, Ka-ma-nu, irriiu, in Adadi-bi'di, 6, VII. 5.

Kankanu,(i)Aa-ffK-y5<7-a-K«,son of Han , i,II.l8.

(2) Ka-an-ka-nu, father of Lund-Nashu, i, II. 21.

Kaparu, Ka-pa-(rti), his al se, 2, VIII. 7.

Kusai, Ku-sa-a-a, son of Si'-akaba, 1, II. 41.

Kursa, Kur-sa-a, (1) 5, III. 16.

(2) shepherd', 9, IV. 17.

Lahe-ili, La-hi-e-AN, his al se, 14, 4.

La-itti-ili, La-it-ti-AN, irrisu, 2, VII. 2.

Lalje, La-U-e, his al it, 6, VII. 3.

Luna-Nashu, Lu-na-a-Na-as-hu, son of Kankanu, I, II. 20.

Man-kl-Nasuh, Man-ki-Na-(su)i), 9, IV. 19.

Man-kt-Si', Man-ki-Si-', 6, VII. 4.

Mannu-iadi', Man-nu-ia-di- , son of H4n- , 2,

III. 15.

Mannu-ka-sarri, Man-mi-ka-MAN. father of Erisu, 5, II. 10.

Mannu-ki-ili, Man-nu-ki-AN, shepherd', 4, IV. 10.

Mannu-leme, Man-nu-li-e-me, masar [kailt), 20, I. 6.

• Mu , Mu- 10, VI. 4.

Musallim-Nashu, DI-Na-as-hu, in 'Ana, 2, I. 2.

Misu, (l) Mi-i-su, coppersmith', 7, I. 2.

(2) Me-i-su, son of Halmusu, 2, II, 8.

Na Na- , 16, II. 3.

Nabu-ahe-sallim, AN-PA-PAP-ME^ial-lim, 6, VIII. 8.

Nabu-balatsu-ikbi, AN-PA-TI-su-[E}), 5,11.2.

Nabu-bel-uktn, AN-PA-EN-DU, in Rebit-Rimani-ilu,

4, VIII. I.

Nabu-usalli, AN-PA-u-sal-li, son of Erisu, 5, II. 12.

Nabu-usallim, AN-PA-u-sal-Um, son of Kuni, 5, II, 16.

Nabu-zakip, (?) AN-PA-za-(kiJ>'>), 5,111. i8.

Nabu-killani, AN-PA-kU-la-(ni), 12, III. 4.

Nabu-ladi, AN-PA-la-di, father of Ilu-gabri, 5, I. 8.

Nabu-nadin-aplu, AN-PA-A^-A, 3, VI. 9.

Naga , Na-ga- , female hol-

der, 4, VII. I.

Nagd, Na-ga-a, (l) his al se, 6, I. 13.

(2) his aI se, 21, 5.

Nadi-Istar, Na-di-AN-iS, father of Nashu-katari, 2, I. 8.

Nalbas-sami- (?) AN-MA- ,5, VIII. 3.

Nani, Na-ni-i, (l) brother of Mannu-iadi', 2, III. 17.

(2) atnU LUL, 2, VIII. 11.

(3) 3. VIII. 3.

Nasuh , Na-suh-
, 7, 1. 15.

Nasuh-dilini, Na-suj}-di-li-ni, (1) son of Adadi-duri, 3, II. 2.

(2) son of Uasi, 3, V. 15.

Nasuh-dimri, Na-suh-di-im-ri, 3, VI. 7.

Nasuh-laudni, Na-hih-la-u-a-nl, shepherd', 11,1.7.

Nasuh-mauani, (i) ^a-suh-ma-na-ni, 7, III. 9.

(2) Na-suh-nia-{nani), 7. I, i, possibly, coppersmith'.

Nasuh-nadiu-aplu,jVa-TO^-.^C/-y4, son ofSi'-simki, 13,1.12.

Nasuji-nasir, Na-suh-PAP-ir, 10, VL 3.

Nasjiu- Na-ai- , I, II. 1 1.

Nashu-gabri, Na-as-ju-gab-ri, son of Ahi-nuri, 5, I. 13.

Nashu-idri, Na-as-hu-id-ri, (1) son of Si'-idri, in Hamede,

1, II. 2.

(2) 12, HI. 2.

Nashu-ka- , Na-as-hu-ka- , I, II. 8.

Nashu-nS.din-aplu, Na-as-hu-A^-A, son of Ilu-gabri, 5, 1. 9.

Nashu-sagab, Na-as-hu-sa-gab, a fuller', 12, II. 11.

Nashu-sama'ani, Na-ai-hu-sa-ma- -a-ni, son of Rahima, in

Gaduata, I, II. 28.

Nashu-katari, (l) Na-as-hu-ka-ia-ri, son of Nadi-Istar, in

'Ana, 2, I. 8.

(2) Na-as-hzi-ka-tar, (a) son of Nusku-ilai, in Maribe-

uari, I, I. 14.

(fi)
son of Ahua, 5, I. 3.

NSrgal-ilai, U-GUR-AN-a-a, katinnu, 9, III. i.

Nusku-duri, AN-PA-KU-BAD, 3, I. 12.

Nusku-ilai, AN-PA-KU-AN-a-a, (1) 'vigniard', in Maribe-

uari, I, I. 13.

(2) formerly nuhatlmmu, vigniard, in kua, 1, 1. 41.

(3) father of Sin-eres, 3, IV. 10.

(4) 4, IV. 15.

Nusku-li', AN-PA-KU-ZU, 5, H. 13-

Nusku-sezibanni, AX-PA-KU-se-zih-an-ni , son of Hani,

2, II. 18.

Nurrai, PIR-ra-a-a, name of city founder(?), 2, I. 9.

Nikkal , AN-NIN- GAL , female holder,

4, VII. 2.

Ninib-eres, AN-BAR-PIN-e}, son of Erisu, 5, II. II.

Ninib-usalli, AN-BAR-t'i-sal-li, son of Kuni, 5, II. 17.

Sagibu, Sa-gi-bu, son of Pappu, in Hanana, I, I. 5.

Sagibi-sarru, Sa-gi-bi-MAN, amel SA, 4, IV. 14.

Salamanu, Sa-la-ma-(nu'>)\ 7,111. 16.

Salamu, Sa-la-mu, irrisu, 8, I. 13.

Samuna-aplu-iddin, Sa-mu-na-A-A S, 8, I. 6.

Samsia-abi, Sam-si-ia-a-bi, son of Aha, 8, I. 22.

Samsi-idri, [Sam]-si-id-ri, sa sepa, 4, III. 2.

Samsi-ilai, Sam-si-AN-a-a, son of Adadi-bel-usur, 3, V. 4.

Sasi, Sa-si-i, 6, VII. 2.

Suhu-rammu, Su-hu-ram-mu, vigniard', 9, IV. 4.

Sura, Su-ra-a, (i) 6, VII. 1.

(2) 'shepherd', 9, III. 9.

(3) son of Samas-kame, irrisu, 3, III. 10.

Si , Si- , 16,11.3; 17,11.6.

S5 , Si-i ,
female holder, 4, VII. 4.

Si' ,
Si-'- , (i) son of Ha

7, II. I.

(2) 7, 1. 13, 14; III. 11; 12, III. 12.

Si'-aljaba, Si-'-a-ka-ba , masar kabli, in lanibir suhuri,

• i, II. 38.

Si'-alfabi, Si'-a-ka-bi, NI-GAB, 9, III. 3.

Si'-diklr, Si-'-di-ki-ir, 8, I. 20.

Si'-diltni, Si-'-di-li-i-ni, son of Halmusu, 2, II. 6.

Si'-hari, Si-'-ha-ri, ironsmith
, 7, L- E. H. '•

Si'-iababa, Si--ia-ba-ba, father of Ahi-nuri, 5, I. 12.

Si'-idri, Si-'-id-ri, 'vigniard', in Hamede, I, II. I.

Si'-luljidi, Si-'-(lu)-ki-di, 'vigniard', in Naga, 6, I. 7, or.

Si'-mahdi, Si-'-malji^)-di, vigniard', in Naga, 6, I. 7.

10*
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Si'-manSni, Si-'-ma-na-ni, (i) 7, III. 6.

(2) 7, L. E. I. 3.

Si'-mata', Si-'-nia-ia-', 5, I. 25; III. 24, (probably).

Si'-nadia-aplu, Si-'-A ^-A, father of Arnaba, I, I. 2.

Si'-napi, Si-'-na-pi, vigniard', in Dimmed, I, I. 30.

Si'-nuri, Si-'-nu-ri, irriht, in TuUlni, 3, I. 1.

Si'-saka, Si-'-sa-ka-a, (l) son of AUa-sarru, 5, I. 4.

(2) 9, IV. 9-

Si'-slmki, Si-'-H-im-ki, vigniard', 13,1. II.

Sin(?) , XXX , (i) female holder,

4, VII. 7.

(2) male holder, 8, II. 15.

Sin-eres, XXX-PIN-es, (l) nuhatimtmi, 3, III. 7.

(2) son of Nusku-ilai, 3, IV. 9.

Sin-na'id, XXX-I, vigniard', in Maribe-uari, I, I. 12.

Padl, Pa-di-i, vigniard', in Saidi, 4, IV. 3.

Palitu, (?) Pa-li-(fu}), father of Hani, 2, II. 16.

Pappu, Pap-pii-u, (l) 'vigniard', in Hanana, I, I. 4.

(2) masar kabli, 2, III. 8.

(3) vigniard', in Immirlna, 12, II. 5.

tCarihi, Ka-ri-hi, his al Se, 21, 1. 6.

IJunl, Ku-ni-i, father of Nabu-usallim & Nabil-usalli,

5, li. 18.

Rahima, Ra-hi-ma-a, 'goatherd', in Gaduata, i, II. 27.

Kimani , K'im-an
, 3, V. I.

Rtm4ni-ilu, (i) Rtm-TIS-AN, his reiit, 4, VIII. 3.

(2) Rim-a-ni-AN, (a) his son, 4, VIII. 4.

(^) his al le, 6, VIII. 3.

Sala-belsunu , Sa-la-EN-ht-nu, raku, in Rimani-ilu,

6, VIII. I.

§amas-ah-iddin, AN- UD-PAP-A .?, son ofla-abba, 7, III.13.

.'^amas-lsame, AN-UD-ka-me, father of Sura, 3, III. 10.

Sameku, Sa-me-ku, 'shepherd', 11, I. 3.

Sa-Xabu-su, Sa-AN-PA-iu-u, father of Ahi-duri, 3,1.11.

Sarru-dilini, MAK-cii-li-i-ni, son of Halmusii, 2, II. 7.

Sarru-habi, MAN-ha-a-bi, son of la-abba, 7, III. 14.

§ar-ildni-ilai , LUGAL-AN-ME^-AN-a-a, son of Adadi-

bel-usur, 3, V. 3.

.^elutu, Se-lu-tti, 5, VIII. 13.

§er-ilai, Se-ir-AN-a-a, 'shepherd', 20,1. II.

Ser-manani, Se-ir-ma-na-ni, son of Si'-al<aba, I, II. 40.

Ser-nadin-aplu, Se-ir-/iS-A, son of Han i, II. ig.

.^ulmu-ahe, Sul-mu-PAP-MES, (i) son of Uadi, 3, V. 11.

(2) holder, 4, VIII. 8.

Sulmu-Bel, Sul-mu-EN, 12, III. 6.

Ta'l&, (l) Ta-al-a, irriht in Akaru, 13, I. 6.

I
(2) Ta-'-la-a, father of Uasl, 3, V. 13.

Talikina, Ta-a-li-ki-na, 9, IV. 7.

Tela-ili, Te-!a-AN, vigniard', 9, IV. 12.

' Ter-nadin-aplu, Te-ir-AS-A, (l) 5,11.4.

(2) II, I. 5, 'shepherd'.

Tinla, Ti-ni-ia, son of Aha, 8, I. 19.

Till, n-ti-i, father of Asl, 5, I. 21.

(Bfeeearj.

adi(?) KU, or read itti, with', 5, II. 13, 21.

adru, ad-ru, an enclosed yard, perhaps barn', or fold

and granary combined. 2, I. 7, II. 10, 12, 22
;
3,1V. 7;

4, III. 10; 8, I. 17, VIII. 5(?); 16, I. 2; 19, II. 7; 20,

1.5.

ad-rat-[MES), i. e. adrate, plu. 10, VIII. 5. cf. ad-ra-

ited), 22, II. 5.

udru, see gammalu.

ahu, PAP, 'brother', 2, III. 17; 4, III. 9, VIII. 5; 5, I. 22.

ahe, PAP-MES, plu. 5, I. 17; 10, VIII. 6.

ahatu, NIN, sister', const, ahat, 2, 1. 13.

alu, ER, city', fixed abode or settlement, opposed to

mahtizu, walled city , see p. 8. i, I. 10, II, 23, 24,

39, 49. II- 6, 14, 25. 31, 32, 37, 44, HI. 32, 39, VI. 8;

2, I. 9, 19, II. 13, 14, VIII. 8; 3, I. 4, 5, 7, II. 8, III. I,

4, 9; IV. 4; V. 9, 10, VII. 8; 4, III. 7, II, 12, 18, 19,

IV. I, 5, 6, 9(?), II, VII. 10, 13, VIII. 3, 7; s, I. 18,

26, II. 27, III. 3, 5, 7, 12, 25, VIII. 9, 16; 6, I. 5, 14;

8, I. II, 12, II. 3, VIII. I
; 9, III. 7, IV. 2, 3, IS; 10,

VII. 3, 5, 7; 11,11.5,8; 12,11.4,9,10; 13,1.5,10;

14,1. 5; 15, I. 3, 4; 17, II. 9; 18, II. 5, 6; 19, II. 2;

21, I. 2, 7.

ER-MES, alani, plu. 10, VIII. 3.

al Si, ER SE, perhaps ideogram, or read rebitu, 'farm',

or agricultural holding, including gardens, orchards.

vineyards etc. Usually followed by proper name of

original (?) holder; see in index of place names.

al se sarri, I, I. 38; al si amel , 19, II. I. I, I.38,

48; 2, I. 9, 19, VII. I, VIII. 7; 3, II. 7, VIII. 17;

4, II. 9, IV. 8; 6, I. 13, VII. 3, 6, VIII. 3; 12, II 9;

13, 1.4, 9; 14,4; 21, I. 5, 6.

alaku, DU, 'to go'. DU-u-ni = illikuni, y^ s. plu. pret.

in suhord. clause, 5, III. 12.

il-lik-{uni), 5, III. 8.

alpu, GUD, 'ox'. 2, I. 7, 18; II. 20, III. 5; 3, U. 6, VI 12,

8, I. 16, 24.

6'i/Z>-il/£.S;ff//t',plu. I,I.36,VI.5,VII.7;3,V.8;9, III.5.

GUD-ZUN, alp'e, plu. 18, II. 3.

GUD-ARAD-MES, LID-GUD-7MN, oxen for brce-

ding(?), reading uncertain, 4, III. 17.

GUD-LID , I, VI.4.

ema, e-ma, where
, 5, II. 28.

am€l, ^^r~ AMEL, ^^^, 'man', used as determinaiivc

before names of professions: c. g. I, I. 2, 18, elc.

ummu, DAMAL, mother', i, I. 3, 17.

imfiru, IMER, 'ass': used also as determinative, imer,

see gammalu, udru, sisii.

JMER-MES, iniere, plu. 9, III. 5.

JMER-ARAD, 'draught ass', 2, III. 14.

IMER-MES-LJD, 'brood (?) asses', 18, II. 4.
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imeru(?), ^Jiiit, same sign as last, homer' of land,

i8o KA^f)-^ e. g. I, I. 9, 21, and oft.

Subdivisions of homer'.

?^, 5, VIII. 6, II, (?) 156 KA.

^, 5, III. 19, 21 = 18 KA.

^=<, 5, I. 25, III. 18, 24, = 30 KA.

T&f=, 5, III. 10, = 48 KA.
ana, a-na, 'to', 'in', 2, VIII. 8; 3, VIII. 18; 4, VIII. 4; 5,

III. 7, 12, 14, 17, 23; 10, vm, 2.

ina, A S, in', i, I. 11, 40, and often, generally, in the phrase

ina alt, ia the city'. Also in the phrases ina IMi,

ina kipani, ina mu/iji, ina birti, ina batle batte, see

under the second word, libbu, etc.

AN-ZI, some crop, peihaps 'wheat'(?), 2 inter I PA
AN-ZI, 5, III. 10.

enzu, M/.-KAS, 'goat'.

MA-KAS-MES, enzali, plu. I, 11. 27, 30.

assaiu, &4Z., woman, usually 'wife', e. g. i, 1. 15, 27, and oft.

SAL-MES, assate plu. e. g. I, I. 7, 19, and oft.

aplu, A, 'son', i, I. 2, 5, and oft.

A-MES, aple, plu. 7, II. 4, III. 4, 7, 15, L. E. II. 2;

to, VIII. 6.

A-PAP, apil ahi, 'brother's son', 2, I. 16.

A-MAN, apil sarri, 'king's son', 5, II. 14.

isu, 75, wood', as a determinative before wooden objects,

trees, vegetables, etc.

{isu) BA 8, VIII. 7.

(isu] GIR sarri, (?) 8, II. 2.

(;>a) SAR, see kirii.

eklu, A-Sa, 'field', specially for grain or grass, i, I. 9,

21, and oft.

ardu, ARAD, servant', serf, slave, ARAD-MES, ardani,

I, VII. I.

arsu, see under eresu.

eresu, to water', irrigate, in general, farm' land.

irrisu, amel PIN., irrigator, peasant, farmer', o])posed

to vigniard, gardener etc, 2. II. 3, 5, 17, VII. 3, VIII. 9;

3, I.I, II. I, 9, III. 10, IV. II, VI. 14; 4, II. 4, 7,

III. 8, 13; 6, I. 15; 8, I. 13, 18; 9, IV. 10; 13, I. 6;

14,9; 19, II. 3.

amel PIN-MES, irrise, plu. I, II. 46; 2, H. 10,

III. 2; 4, IV. 7; 5, II. 25, III. 14, 17, 23; 6, VII. 7;

13,11. 8; 19,11. 6.

arsu, ar-'su, a watered plot', 2, I. 6, 18, II. 11, 21, III. 7,

VIII. 6; 3, I. 3, 11. 4, IV, 5, 14, V. 7, VII. 9, 12; 4,

III. 15; 8, 1. 15; 13, 1. 2; 17, II. 2; 20, 1. 4; 22,11.3.

i.sparu, amel US-BAR, weaver', of siprate, 2, II. 17.

Istu, TA, from', in phrase istti. libbi, see libbu.

BA, (isu) BA, 8, VIII. 7(?).

belu, EN, 'lord'.

EN-ME.i, bele, plu. 2, II. 15.

For bet pahati see under pahatu.

buru, see gubbu.

bltu, E, 'house', i, I. 22, II. 5; 2, I. i, II. 4, 10, 15; 3,

IV. 7, VI. 13; 4, n. 5, III. 10, vm. 3, 17, 19; 5- 1- 7,

n, II. 23, Vn. 4; 6, I. 3, 8; 7, II. 5, m. 2, 5, 8,

io(?l, L. E. I. I, 4, II. 2; 8, I. 16, II. I, 5^ 9, IV. 6,

14; 13. I- 3; i4>3, 8; 15,1- i; 16,1.2.

E-MES, bUate, plu. I, I. 8, 36; 2, I. 5, II. 12, 14;

5, VIII. 22; 8, VIII. 6; 18, II. i; 20, I. S; 22,

11.5.

bi/u[}), a plot of land, parcel', 14, 3.

bit followed by personal name, forms a place name. Bit

Sin-Ires, 3, III. 7.

bit sakm'iti, 5, I. 19.

bit Ahir, temple of Asur', 5, II. 23.

bii belesunu, house of their lords', 2, II. 15.

belit, belut, see tillit.

bamatu, ba-mat , high place', mound', sa ina danniti,

which is in the stronghold', 13, 11. 7.

birtu, bir-ti, midst'.

ina bir-ti, among', 5, VIII. 5.

batusu, ba-tu-su, epithet of a daughter, perhaps child',

I, II. 3; 3, VI. 10, 16.

UD, perhaps the same, i, II. 22, 34; 2, II. 9, see the

marks',

battebatte, all round'.

ina bat-te bat-ie, around', 10, VII. 5.

gubbu, gu-ub-{bti), cistern', 2, I. 7, see also buru.

<^u)-ub-bi me, 10, VIII. 7.

(gub)-bi me, i6, I. 3.

PU, usually read buru, same meaning, perhaps also

'a pond'. 2, II. i; 5, III. 9; 8, VIII. 5; 18, II. 2.

GAB-DI, uncertain reading, alongside', next', 5, VIII. 7.

gablu, see kablu.

gallabu, amel SU-I, a brander', of cattle etc. 4, IV. 13.

GAM, '\ and %>, 'ditto' sign, I, I. 13; 3, V. 18, and

often,

gammalu, imer gam-mal, camel'.

gam-mal, plu. i, VII. 3, read gammale.

imer A-AB-BA , or udru, female camel', or drome-

dary', perhaps 2, III. i5; 4, IV. 12.

gamara, to complete'.

gimirlu, completion', entirety'.

ana gi-mir-ti-su , 'to its totality', the whole of it'; 2,

VIII. 8; 3, VIII. 18; cf. 10, VIII. 2.

GIR, (isu) GIR sarriif), 8,11.2, (?).

dannitu, dan-ni-ti, a stronghold', 13, II. 7.

adu, to fix', allot'.

II. I. ud-di, perm, allotted', 3, VIII. 14.

U BI I SA SA, uncertain reading, 8,11.4.

ulupu, (isu) u-lu-pu, 3, I. 9, cf. alapu, elpetu, Del. H.

W. B. p. 75 b.

UR AM, epithet of sheep, ior KU KAR} q. v. 3, VIII. 9.

araku, to be pale', yellow', green'.

{Jam) SAR, green vegetables', urkitu, i, II. 5; 2,11.4,

12; 3, I. 6; 5, VIII. 21; 6,1. 9; 8, VIII. 4; 9, IV. 14;

15, I. 2; 17. 1, i; 19, II. 7; includes sarbutu, ulupu,

and zamri, 3, I. 6.

zamru, za-am-ri, a plant, but uncertain in nature, 3, I. 6,

8, II. 5, III.
3.^

zikpu, zik-pi, rice', (?), some definite plant grown in a

kiru, in large numbers, 5, VIII. 17; 8, VIII. 3.
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z^ra, zer, 'seed', in the phrase se zcr arsu, 'seed land',

watered, 2, VIII. 6; 20, 4.

halaku, 'to flee'. fTA-A, perm. Aal-iu, 'fled', 'fugitive',

3, IV. 8.

HA-A-MES, halkute{}) plu. 'fugitives', 6, VIII. 7.

hubtu, hu-ub-te, habatu(?), 'booty'(?), 6, VIII. 4.

KU-KAR, reading uncertain, perha])s amirlum, 'inspec-

ted(?)', epithet of sheep, 8, I. 10; 10, VII. i ; 13, II. 5.

kipani, ki-pa-a-ni, a district, 'county', ruled over by a
kepu} I, I. 40, so, II. 7, 45, III. 37; 3, IV. 6, Vn. 10;

4, VIII. 15, 18.

kip-a-ni, 9, III. 8, IV. 16; 18, II. 7, compare the phrase
ina mat kip-an, 4, VIII. 20.

kiru, Gli-SAK, 'garden', orchard, plantation, 2, II. 22;

4, HI. II ; 5, VII. 4, VIII. 4, 7; 6, 1.4; 8, I. 17; 16,

1.2; 17,11.3, io(?).

G^^-%,
5, VIII. 4, 5-6. II, 16, 17.

GiS, s.VIII. 5,6, II, 16, 17.

GIS-MES, kire, y\a. 5, VIII. 15, 18, 20.

in ])hrase kiru ur^itu, see under ardku; kiruzamri, see

zamru.

amel NU-GI^SAH, read «r^(?), 'gardener', 'husband-

man', I, I. 2, 4, 12, 13, 16, 18, 25, 30, 33, 43, 45, II. I,

8, 33:2, I. zo; 3, IV. 16, V. 14, 18, VI. 5; 4, IV. 3; 6,

I. I, 7, II, VIII. 2, S; 9, IV. 4, 12; 14, 2, 7; 21, I. 8.

amele NU-GIS-SAK-MES, plu. i, II. 47; 5, VIII. 8, 12.

la, la or la-a, 'not', 3, VIII. 14; 5, II. 8, III. 19, 21.

NU, ID, VII. 2.

LU, sign determinative of 'sheep', see ftnu.

before 'goats', i, II. 30.

LUL, amet LUL, uncertain reading, often TtaA xammeru,
but unsuitable here, 2, VIII. 11 ; 16, I. 6.

libbu, S/!, heart, in the phrases

itm libbi AS Sa,2, II. II, 21 and often, 'in the midst'.

ina lib-bi, A^ iA-bi, 2, I. 18.

istu libbi, TA Sa, i, I. 32, 42, and often, 'from among',
ma, conjunction, 'and', 'also', 5, III. 5.

madu, to be many', or much, if root of

ma-du-ti, uncertain sense, 21, L. E. I.

maru, TUK, 'son', 2, III. 18; 4, III. 9, 14, IV. 4, VIII. 2, 9;

6, VIII. 6; 9, IV. 13; 10, VI. I, 2; II, II. 7, 10; 12,

11.8,111.3; 19. II. 5.

TUR or TUR-MES, mare, plu. 4, VIII. 5 ; 6, VII. 4

;

9, IV. II; 12,11.6; 21,1.4; 6,1.2; 11,11.3.
A-TUR-B, A son of B, 3, V. 12; 13, II. 3.

martu, TUR-^AL, 'daughter', i, I. 28, 46, II. 3, 22, 29,

34; 2, 11.9, 19,111.4, 19; 3, III. i2(?), VI. 10, 16;

12, II. 6; 20, I. 9.

TUR-SAL-MES, marate, plu. i, I. 15, 20; 2, II. 3-

3, IV. I.

mu. A, 'water'.

A-MES, me, plu. 10, VIII. 7 ; 16, I. 3.

MU, am'el MU, see nuhatimmu.

MU-GI, see under rabu.

muhhu, crown of the head', in phrase

ina muh-hi, 'upon', 'over', 'concerning', 3, VIII. 16.

nias^aru, ma-^ar, 'watclier', 'caretaker', in phrase
masar kabli, i, U. 39; 2, III. 9; 20, I. 6.

nagu, 'region', 'district'.

tna na-gi- . . ., 10, VII. 9.

nagiru, NER, in phrase

na^ir ikalli, NER MAT, 5, I. 7. 11, II. 7, 8.

naggaru, amel 5-<, 12, II. 8, a 'carpenter', engineer,

nadbaru, MAT-BAR, 'sleppe', waste land, 8, I. 12.

nuhatimmu, amel MU, 'baker', 3, III. 7.

amel MU-MES, nuhatimme, plu. i, I. 42.

amel rab MU, 'chief baker', 3, III. 8.

nappahu, amel SIMUG, B^iff, 'smith'.

nappah siparri, coppersmith', 5, III. 11; 7, I. 6.

nappah parzilli, 'ironsmith', 7, L. E. II. 3.

naplstu, ZI, breath of life, living thing, 'soul', person,

3, IV. 3.

ZI or ZI-MES, napsate, plu. 3, IV. 12; lo, VIII. 2;

I3> I- 7-

nasu, to come', to take.

nasani, perm. I. i, 'were brought to me', 6, VIII. 9.

NU kiri, see under kiru.

NU SAG-MES, a title or occupation, reading and sense

uncertain, 5, I. 23.

NI-GAB, ata, doorkeeper, K. B. VI. p. 361, 9, III. 3.

nishu, MAN-hu, 'a section', see Del. H. W. I!, p. 472 a,

but reading not clear, 7, L. E. III. I.

sartenu, iar-tin, a chief justice, 5, II. 6.

.slsu, imer KUR-RA, 'horse'.

imer KUR-MES, she, plu. i, VII. 2.

imer KUR-LID- GUD-ZUN, horses for breeding (f),

I, II. 24.

pahu, to direct, administer'.

pahatu, an administrative district', ]irovince.

bel pahati, EN-NAM, or NAM only, a 'governor' of

such a district, 2, II. 14; 5, I. 14, 20, 24, II. 9, 23.

paharu, to come together'.

napjaru, entirety', 'sum'.

naphar, PAP, 'in all', I. I. 3, 7, 10, 15, etc. often.

jidnu, ^I, 'face', front.

SI-u, paniu, former', in phrase

ana pan'iu, formerly', 4, VIII. 4.

pisu, to be white.

pa-su, apparently epithet of sheep, white' (f), 3, III. 6.

amel pu-sa-a-a, fuller', 12, II. 11.

pi-ri , uncertain whether animals, or a sort of land,

I. HI- 33-

senu, LU, small cattle, sheep generally.

LU-ME^, sine, plu. 'sheep', i, VI. 6; 3, VIII. 9, 13;

8, I. 10; 9, II. I, 2, 3, 5, 6, III. 10; 10, VII. I, 2; II,

I- I. 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9. 10, II- 4; 13, II- 5; 21, I. I.

sene ICU-ICAR,sheep inspected, 'accounted for', 10, VII. i.

sene NU-Sl-LAL, sheep not seen, 'not accounted for',

10, VII. 2.

for shepherd see re'u.

?4bu, man, warrior, specially in the phrase sab sarri,

king's man'.

SAB-ME.% sabe, plu. 3, IV. 3, VII. 6.

sarbatu, (;>«) A-TU-GAH-LlS, a plant, tree or shrub.

sar-bu-tt'i, 3, 1. 9.
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A-TU-GAB-LlS, 5, VIU. 19, grown in a kablu.

(isu), sar-bi. . . . ., 2, III. 12. 1

(<>») sar- , 20, I. 10.
I

sibtu, sib-ei, 'progeny', young of animals, i, VII. 2.
j

kablu, kab-/u, some sort of garden, or enclosure, may

be read gablu.

kab/u ia iirl urkiti, 8, VIII. 4.

kablu sarbati, 2, III. 12; 5, VIII. 19; 20, I. 10.

kablu Sasugi, 1,11.43.

Compare masar kabli under masjaru.

kanu, kanntt, district, territory, in the ])hrase

ka-ni, 'in the district of', I, I. 24, 39 and often,

^annu, ^an-ni zamri, 'canes' (?) or a sort of land strip,

3, I- 8.

ka^dru, to bind, collect together.

a-ka-sar-u-ni, I. I, pres. 1st sing, in subordinate clause,

5, II. 28.

katinnu, ka-tin, an official, overseer
, 9, III. 2.

rebitu, re-bit, open space, unfenced land, perhaps rende-

ring of al ie, 7, L. E. II. 3.

bitu ri-pi-tu, same sense(f) or is it talpitu{}) 15, i.

rfi'u, SIB, shepherd, herdsman.

re'u alfie, SIB GUD-MES, 'cowherd', 'oxherd', i, II. 17

;

4, 111. 16.

re'u fcni, SjB LU-ME^, 'shepherd', 3, III. 6, V111.6;

8,1.5; 9,111.9, IV. 17; 13, II; 4, 9-

re'u udrate, Sj B inicr A-AB-BA, camelward', 2, III. 16.

re'u enzate, SIB MA-KAS-ME^, 'goatherd', 1,11.27.

re'u alpe imere, Sj B GUD-MEi IMER-MES, 'herds-

men of oxen and asses', 9, HI. 4.

re'ti simply, 3, IV. 8, 15, VIII. 10 ; 4, IV. lo; 20, I. 12.

rabfl, to be great.

raiu, a great man, chief'.

rnb (GAL) alani, chief of cities', municipal ruler,

3. VIII. 20

rlib {GAL) BI-LUL, 'chief cup bearer', 5, 1. 6, 10.

rab [GAL) MU, rlib nuhatimme, chief baker', 3, 111. 8.

rab (GAL) MU-GI, master of the horse', 5, II. 22.

redfl, to follow, to drive',

ridu, amel US, driver'.

red A-AB-(BA), 'camel driver', 4, IV. 12.

ramanu, perhaps body, self'.

ramanisu, his own', 2, 11. 20.

ramaniiunu, their own', i, I. 9.

ra-man , 2, III. 5, 13; ra , 2, 111. i.

ripitu, see under rebiiu.

ral^u, to be empty .

rdku, 'idle', unemployed, 6, VIII. I, 3.

rakuti, plu. 3, VIII. II.

Ja, GAR, 'who', 'which', 3, III. 8; 4, Vll. 12, VIII. 4, 8;

5, U. 28, III. 7, 12, 22.

iV, same, 6, VUl. 8; 13, II. 7 : I, Vll. I.

GAR, 'of, 'belonging to', 2, II. 14; 3, 1. 11; 5, 1. 19, 20,

23(?), 24, 25, II. 5, III. 15, 18, 24, VIII. 9, 16;

6, 1.6; 8, I. 12, VIII. 4; 14,1.6.

official 'of' a city, 3, III. 9; 4, VII. 13.

sa'dlu, 'to ask', enquire'.

i-sa-'-u-lu, 'he will enquire', (?), 3, VIU. 16.

&AG-ME&, uncertain reading and sense, 5, 1. 23.

su, iU, 'his', I, I. 3, 5, 6, and often.

&i , 'his', 4, VIII. 5.

iu-nu, 'their', i, I. 9; 2, II. 15; 10, VIII. 2.

su ia, his', 3, 1. 14.

su for /«, after /, in ahatsu, 2, I. 13.

sak&nu, to place'.

iaknu, GAR-nu, in phrase amel saknu DAN-DAN,

5, III. 13.

saknu, GAR-nu, in phrase amel iaknu reSe(}), 5, I. 23.

GAR-nu-M£.^, iaknute, jirobably 'governors', 5, I. 19.

sammu, 6, determinative before plants.

V-UD-HI-^A, uncertain reading and sense, 8, II. 4.

^A-SE, uncertain reading, a title, perhaps nadin akli, i, 1. 32.

sarru, LUGAL, king', i, I. 38.

sasugi, (ipt) Sa-hi-gi, a cultivated plant, I, II. 43.

sa iepa, a title, 'footsoldier'(?), 4, HI. 2, IV. I4(?).

iiE ZER, if an ideogram , but clearly meaning a seed

field', 'cornfield', 2, VIII. 6; 20, I. 4.

selu, to offer', dedicate

.

u-ie-lu-ni, 3, III. 9.

Sl-LAL, perhaps read amirtum, meaning reckoned',

'accounted for', I, II. 30; lo, VII. 2.

tukultu, amel il-UM, also re3.A abarakku, a helper, then

'steward', 5, U. 14, 23.

tillatu, (»>«) TIL-LA, 'a vine', to this may belong

[isu) TIL-lit, tillit, 'a vine', i, I. 21, II. 13 and often,

and its variant,

(isu) TIL-lut, tillut, 1, 1. 8, 35, 47, 11. 4, 35-

tamkaru, merchant'.

dam-kar, 14, I.

talfu(?), 'to let out', or 'assign' to husbandmen, ana irriSe

takd.

ta-ka-a, 5, 111. 14, 17, 23.

tarbasu, TUR, a fold, enclosure for shec]) and cattle,

8, VIII. 6.

Z%i (marfte.

attached to 'son', apluiu, 5, I. 9, II. II, 20; A. D. D.

906, R. I.

„ „ 'daughter', A. D. D. 317, 4.

„ „ 'one', 3, II. 1 1 (?).

„ „ 'five', 5, II. 25.

„ „ 'eight', A. D. D. 1099, 9.

attached to 'thirty eight', A. D. D. 1099, 2.

„ „ a 'brother', 5, I. 22.

„ „ two brothers, 5,1. 17.

attached to a 'son', i, I. 6, 14, U. 41; 2, U. 8, iS

5,1.3; 8,1.22; 20,1.7; 22,1. i(?).
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V attached to 'daughter', i, I. 28, 46; 2, I. 16, II. 4;

3, III. 12, VI. II, 17; 20, I. 9; A. D. D.

783, 9-

„ 'one', I, I. 31, 44; 2, III. 3; 3, II. 10;

7,1. 7,111. 13; A. D. D. 906, R. I.

„ „ 'two', 5, II. 25, vm. 14.

„ „ 'three', 3, VII. 4; A. D. D. 906, R. 3.

„ 'five', 7, L. E. II. 4.

„ „ 'twenty two', A. D. D. 1099, 10.

„ „ 'forty one', A. D. D. 1099, 3.

Ill attached to a 'son', 1, I. 21, 34; 3, V. 15, VI. 8, 15,

VIII. 7; 7, L.E. I. 3; A. D. D. 310, 5;

316, 2; 783, 10.

„ „ 'daughter', i, I. 28, 44, II. 29; 2, II. 19,

III. 19; A. D. D. 312, 4; 315, 2.

„ „ 'one', 2, III. 18; 3, VII. 4; 5, II- 26;

7, I- 7.

„ „ 'two', 2, II. 3; 7,1- E. 11- 4.

„ „ 'five', A. D. D. 906, R. 3.

„ „ 'thirty', A. D. D. 1099, 4.

„ „ 'fifty nine', A. D. D. 1099, II.

Xl attached to a 'son', 3, VI. 9; A. D. D. 783, 11, R.2,

(C/£>-su).

4,1 attached to 'one', i, I. 19, II. 34; 5, II. 26; 7, L. E.

II. 4.

„ 'two', 5, VIII. 14, (plu.); A. D. D. 906,

R.
i,J/>/(?)].

„ „ 'four', 7, I. 29(?).

„ „ seventeen', A. D. D. 1099, 12, {UD-si).

„ „ 'twenty eight', A. D. D. 1099, 5, [UD-st).

^ 1 1 <, attached to a 'son', 5, II. 4.

„ „ 'one', I, I. 27; 7, L. E. II. 4; 8, I. 8;

A. D. D. 783, R. 3.

„ „ 'two', 5, II. 26.

„ 'five', 7,I.8{?)-

„ „ 'twenty five', A. D. D. 1099, 6, R. I,

{sd GA).

YY attached to a 'son', I, I. 5, 26, II. 2, 28, 40; 2, I. 15,

II, 6, 7; 3, II- 2, VIII. 4; 5, I- 2, 4, 13,

n. 12, 19; 13, 1. 12.

„ „ 'daughter', i, I. 46; 3, VI. 17.

„ „ 'one', I, I. 28; 3, III. II, VI. 8; 5, VIII. 14.

„ „ 'two', I, II. 19; 2, III. 3; 3, V. 5; 7,1- 11;

10, VIII. i(?).

„ 'three', 5, II. 25.

„ '^'>»i> 5. VIII. 6, II, 15, i8(?).

„ „ 'daughter', I, II. 22, 34; 2, II. 9.
|

It is clear that these marks' are the same as those attached to slaves, in the deeds of sale, A. D. D.310—317,

and the .slave lists, A. D. D. 783, 906, 1099. These documents supply some additional information that goes a long

way towards solving the question of the purpose of these marks'. It is clear that some are numerals, at least the

first three, yf, V, ^^'I I IIi I""' what they express or count is the question. Of them all, GA appears to be

attached to the youngest in the family. We assume that the eldest members are named first, and whenever GA
occurs together with one or more other marks', it is always last. For the order see the totals in no. 5, II. 25 f.,

A. D. D. 1099, etc. Now GA is an ideogram for Sizbu, 'milk', and for tulu, breast'; we may therefore conclude

that this mark indicates a child at the breast , a suckling'. This is (joufirmed by the form sd GA, which seems to

be clearly parallel with mar ia tule, martu Sa iule, in Sm. 305. Hence we may feel safe in taking GA to denote

an infant in arms'.

There is therefore good reason to expect that UD, the next mark, denotes an older child. It is ideographic

of course, and in no. 5, VIII. 14, is written with the plural sign, UD-MES. In A. D. D. 1099, 5 we have UD-si

applied to sons ; in 1. 12, it is applied to daughters. Hence UD probably represents a noun of common gender,

ending in su. Also in A. D. D. II, R. 2, we read UD-su, applied to a son'. But in no less than three places,

no. I, II. 3; no. 3, VI. 10, 16, the terra batusu is applied to a 'daughter'. We may therefore read UD, as batusu,

and regard the above su, and si, as phonetic suffixes. In A. D. D. 783, a daughter is termed ba-tu-la, while the usual

term for a boy or girl is batiilu or baiultu. Probably batusu is the same word as batultu, and both mean a maiden

compare ;assu = ^altu.

Now we may remark that there is no mark i, nor 2; only 3, 4, 5. Hence we may suppose that the period

of adolescence was divided into five terms, of which GA and UD denoted infancy', and childhood . On A. D. D. 906,

these are excluded from the adults', called SAB DAN, or sabe edle. But we are not entitled to assume that the

numerals 3, 4, 5, denote the ages of these young people. For, in the first place, it would be very unlikely that no

age above 5 would be noted, and there would be a very large number of children under 6 years. Besides, in

no. 5, I. 2—4, two sons are marked SA, while one marked 5 is named between them.

Further, in A. D. D. 310—317, 783, 1099, these numbers are followed by the word nJ/a. This word is spel

ru-u-fu, ru-u-fu, ru-fu, or ru-fi. The same word seems to be applied to beams', or 'blocks' of stone, apparently

with respect to their measurements: see A. D. D. no. 756, 1. 3—6. Also in A. D. D. 312, a maid servant is described

as 3 rtifu lansa, which seems to shew that r{i(u concerns the personal appearance, lanu, perhaps stature. If we

suppose the numerals to refer to the height of the slaves, we cannot suppose that rutii denotes a cubit', for no

slave was ever 5 cubits' tall. But we may imagine riitu a measure of % of a cubit, somewhere about 13 inches

long. The tallest slave would be then 5 feet and 5 inches, the shortest 3 feet, 3 inches. The latter measurement

would be small for any but a child. We may consider this as at least an admissible explanation. The figures mark

the height in rutu, and this is some measure not far from our foot

.
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When, however, we examine, on this supposition, the relationships between these first five marks and SA,

the last, we are met with several difficulties. We must first try to evaluate SA. We are at once struck by the fact

that SA is not the same as ^A. Not only is one child SA and another SA, but in the totals, as in no. 5, 11. 25,

SA is added up separately from SA and jf comes between them. Further, as we may assume that the sons are

enumerated according to age, SA must denote the eldest of all. But the enumeration reads, ten irrise, three SA,

five Yf, two V , one III, one UD, two GA, in all 24'. Here then the 'iwo GA" are not counted m the total,

which confirms my contention that GA denotes an infant . Also where SA and SA occur together, SA comes first.

Hence while the numerals, 3,4,5, may denote height, it is clear that SA, like GA and UD, does not. Now in

the two lists, A. D. D. 783, 906, the first son is called sa-mur-tu. So too, in A. D. D. 270, 271 , a child is called

sii-mur-tu, and in A. D. D. 471, 9, II, the same term is applied to a son.

We might be tempted to read these terms {ahartu, suhartu, and refer them to a root saharu, to be little',

but while this might suit a daughter, the form would be very strange as applied to a son. These words are scarcely

adjectives, but nouns. Now there is a si'mru, meaning something like fulness', or multitude, Del. H. W. B. p. 571 b.

Also simertu, is in some sense associated with kisirlu. It seems to me that Assyrian must have had a root samaru,

meaning 'to complete', 'fill up'. The samurtu , sumurtu, could mean completion ,
fulfilment . This word added to

the name would denote that that person had completed or fulfilled something.

I think the connection with kisirtu suggests what had been fulfilled. The liability to serve in the kisru, or

'levy', a troop for war, or for the forced labour of the corvee, lay upon many slaves, and SA would denote that

such an obligation had been already completed. Such sons as had served their time, would naturally be the eldest

sons, and therefore named before the 3, 4, 5, who had only served so many terms as shewn by these numbers. Amongst

these, the elders would be most likely to have served longest and be named first. This liability to serve as sab

sarri existed under the name of aradsarrutu in the later Babylonian times; when females were liable to the amat

iarrtilu also. This liability, as long as it remained undischarged, was a serious drawback to the sale value of a slave.

Frequently we find the seller called on to guarantee the buyer of a slave against such a claim: see Kohler-Peiser,

Das babylonische Rechtsleben, I. p. 4. How such exemption could be secured, we do not know; possibly a payment

was made to the Crown in lieu of the service, or the guarantee was that it had already been rendered.

If we assume that precisely the same sort of liability existed in Assyria, we can understand why a slave

who was 4 TO/«, i. e. had four terms of service still to perform, sold for so little as 2
'/a shekels, when the usual

price was about 30 shekels: A. D. D. no. 311. Further we can understand why a slave, who was 3 rulu, would sell

for 34 shekels, when she is sold to the rab kisir, A. D. D. no. 312. For, as the buyer in this case was the very

official to whom the further service was due, he could afford to waive the detraction from her value, which that

service would have involved to any other buyer. Another slave, also 3 rrV", and therefore on our supposition still

liable to two terms of service, when sold to a lady, who very likely had no means to procure her slave's exemption,

is sold for as little as 9 shekels; A. D. D. no. 315. A boy, subject to some further term of forced labour, fetched

only 16 shekels, A. D. D. no. 314. On the other hand, three slaves, each(?) 3 n'lfu, cost as much as a mina each,

but they were sold to the wife of the Rabshakeh, who doubtless could secure their exemption from the further duty,

A. D. D. 310.

On the whole, this seems to me the better explanation; though I desire to have further evidence, that the

marks refer to the terms of kisru service already performed. Even then, the link between SA, and samurtu is not

very strong. This involves the conclusion that each slave was bound to render six terms of service to the king, as

the mark 5 denotes something short of SA. From A. D. D. 1099, we see that this liability lay upon, captives taken

in war, for the tablet enumerates people from the land of ICue. From our Census, and from A. D. D. 783, 906, we
see that the same liability lay on the younger members of the families of the serfs, irrigators, vigniards, gardeners,

and the like. The weak point of the argument seems to me to lie in the absence of the immerals i and 2. Surelv

those who had only served once or twice would have been entered. Possibly we are to combine the two explanations.

Those above a certain height may have been liable, and the height may have been a rough and ready index to the

length of service required. Then the terra of service may have been only three. Whether such term was a year, or

came once in each year, there does not seem evidence to decide. Nor is it clear in what the service consisted. Mili-

tary service for the males , is likely enough ; also forced labour on public works , including the cultivation of royal

estates. The women may have done field work, or more likely, may have been employed to spin and weave. We
have numerous instances of wool served out to the weavers of certain cities and districts.

Age is out of the question , unless all above the age of six years were reckoned adults ; and the order of

the marks is against that view. The registration of stature, except as an index of age and fitness for work, is not

likely, for then it would be difficult to explain why a tall girl, marked 'four', should be worth less than one marked 'three'.
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82 Addenda and Corrigenda.

cSbJenJa anb Cerrtgenba.

p. 12. Instead of bar, a.s Aramaic for son', we probably should read btr, the older form.

p. 13. On the name Nusku, see Jensen, Z. A. XI. 2920".

On the name Si', we should note that it may be the same as Sa', in the name Gir-Sa', A. D. D. 416.

Jensen, VVochenschrift fur klassische Philologie 1900, p. 1390, would compare the Palmyrene divinity 6tUJ.

p. 14. Names which are written by the scribe as ending in sallim, may be read sullim, as that is the form

which the imperative should take. But a comparison of a large number of examples makes me think that Sallim is

for usallim, which is often written at length. Nabu-ahu-sallim is then the same name as Nabu-ahu-usallim, the « of

ahu being carried on.

On the name Adadi we should notice that the syllabaries give Adad, and the form Adadi-nirari written by

a non-Assyrian stone-cutter is perhaps a mistake. The Greek rendering ASaSvaSLVayjli, shews that Adad, without

a vowel, could stand before a consonant. Hence the form Adadi may be discarded throughout in favour of Adad.

The form Addu, alongside Adad, is like Samsu, alongside Samas.

p. 15. In what I have said as to the connection of //' and ilai, I do not mean that /»', which means is

powerful', has anything to do with the root or meaning of ilu, god ; but that ilai may be a way of writing »7/',

'he is powerful'.

p. 16. Hani is also an Assyrian god, see II. R. 69, 39c; or at any rate was a god known to the author of

that list of divinities; see further references in Meissner and Rost, Bauinschriften Sanheribs, p. 105. What I mean

by regarding Hdni as a local, not Assyrian god, is that the names compounded with Hani are not of an Assyrian

type in their other elements.

Whether Ser is identical with Sen'ia, the consort of Asur, is not clear to me.

p. 17. The name ilu Tcr may perhaps be read Il-tSr, a variant of Istar(?), or = Il-tari, i. e. god of mercy'.

This divine name, written with IL, not ilu, occurs in Babylonian contracts.

p. 19. On the proper sense of ereSu, see Jensen, Theol. Lit. Zeit. 1895, p. 250.

p. 21. Isalla was in North Syria rather than Armenia. Bit Kub&ti is in the north of Elam.

p. 22. On the term KU-KAR we may note that in the expression KU-KAR Gilgamis used in the Gilgamis

Epos, there is no proof that it means series', nor story'. Nor is there any thing in our texts to shew that it specially

concerns sheep'. For some time I thought it might be an error, for SU-KAR, which appears to be contracted from

SAL AS-A'AR, and to be read tmUu, a 'young she goat', see Radau, Early Babylonian History, p. 348. But there

is nothing to connect the ideograms.

p. 26. There is an element of uncertainty about the question which renders what I say of monogamy some

what unguarded. The sign ^AL really only denotes a woman'. That a man has two women in his house, may be

iiiterpretated in more ways than one. If he has children by both, that need not constitute both wives'. But I argued

that if any important distinction existed, the scribe would have written DAM, i. e. as'satu, for the wife', and SAL,

zinnistu, for the woman'. At any rate, for the purposes of the Census, no distinction is made between woman'

and wife'.

p. 72. Hamede may be the Amedu, named along with Til-abni, [SaniH Adad I. 49), and Hindana. So

Hindana is associated with Suhi and Laku, Asurnisirpal, I. 94, compare our Lake. Clearly our Hamede is not Amid-

Diabekr. Hasamu is associated by Shalmaneser II, with Dihnunu, and Til-barsip, as in Bit Adini, ///. R. 7, I. 29, etc.

With Dihnunu' compare our UD-IJA, Par(?)-nunna. For Makrisu see now Rost, M. V. A. G. 1897, p. 244, line 21.

If is placed in mdt Arimi. For Nampigi, compare Nappigi, the city whose name Shalmaneser II, (///. R. 8, 35I,

changed to Lita-Asur. Itis placed between Til-barsip and AUigi. The references to Til-abni in Asurnasirpal III. 55,

Shalmaneser Obi. 67 f., Monol. I. 35, Samsi-Adad, I. 49, appear to fix it as West of Harrdn. The Monolith Inscription

of Shalmaneser in specially interesting for our district. It appears that Til-abni then had a king, Hapini, probably

the same as the Habini of Asursnairpal. Also a certain Ga'uni was king of Sam .... This may have been our Sarugi.

It is noteworthy also that among the articles of tribute, wine' is named; compare our numerous vineyards.

p. 74. It is possible that we should add the name Dallul, from 16, I. 6.
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